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Downloading and installing the Reveal software

Downloading and installing the 
Reveal software
From Reveal version 2.6 (December 2020), the software and updates are available for 
download via Trimble Installation Manager for Windows 10.

IMPORTANT: BEFORE YOU INSTALL A NEWER VERSION, CHECK THAT YOUR REVEAL 
WARRANTY IS ACTIVE. IF YOUR WARRANTY HAS LAPSED PRIOR TO THE NEW VERSION 
RELEASE, YOU WILL NOT BE ABLE TO RUN IT.

To check your warranty status before installing a new version:

 1. Open your existing version of Reveal.

 2. Click  in the upper-left corner of the screen, then select  Help / License. The Reveal 
License Information window opens, showing your Warranty Expiry date.

 3.  If your warranty has expired, do NOT install a newer version and contact your Trimble 
distributor to learn how to renew your warranty.

Download Reveal and installing updates

 1. Make sure your computer is connected to the Internet.

 2. Download and install Trimble Installation Manager:

 a. Open your web browser and go to https://www.trimble.com/installationmanager/

 b. On the left, click TIM for Windows - Online.

A TrimbleInstallationManager.msi file downloads.

 c. Once downloaded, click the .msi file to run it. The installation wizard starts.

 d. Click Next to proceed with the wizard until the installation is finished.
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Downloading and installing the Reveal software

 e. Once successfully installed, Trimble Installation Manager opens and updates.

 3. If you are installing Trimble Installation Manager for the first time, you may need to click 
Show All as shown in the above screenshot.

 4. From the list of available software, select Reveal.

 5. In the top right corner, make sure the Version shows Latest Release.

 6. Click Install in the bottom right corner to begin installing Reveal.

 7. Follow the installation wizard to complete the installation.

 8. Once installed, you can license Reveal using a dongle, a network license, or sign in using 
your subscription Trimble Identity (TID). Alternatively you can run Reveal in Read-only 
mode.

IMPORTANT:

To check if there is an update to Reveal, open Trimble Installation Manager and verify if the 
latest version number on the top right dropdown matches the version number you 
currently have installed on your computer.

 l If you are running the latest version of Reveal, you will see a green circled check mark 
next to it under the Install Updates tab.
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Downloading and installing the Reveal software

 l If you are not running the latest version, a check box appears.

In some versions of Windows 10, Trimble Installation Manager may also send system 
notifications to inform you when there is an update to the software.
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Licensing the Reveal software

Licensing the Reveal software
To use the Reveal software, a valid license is required. You can license the software in the 
following ways:

 l USB dongle and Network seat(s)

 l Demo key

 l Yearly subscription license

If you don’t have any of the above, contact your Trimble Forensics distributor or Support.

You can view published scenes in Reveal in unlicensed (read only) mode. See Using Reveal 
in Read Only mode, page 16.

USB Dongle and Network

When you purchase the software, your Trimble Forensics distributor will provide 
instructions on how to use a dongle key and apply a network license; this is mailed to you 
as part of your purchase. 

Demo Key

Demo keys and instructions on how to apply them are provided by Forensics Support 
(forensics_support@trimble.com).

Yearly Subscription License

Once your Reveal license purchase is completed, your Trimble Forensics distributor will 
assign the number of purchased licenses to your agency’s administrator. The 
administrator is the person you have nominated prior to purchasing to manage your 
agency’s Reveal subscription such as creating / deleting users, assigning a license to users, 
etc. An administrator can be an IT Support personnel or your team lead.

 1. The administrator will receive an email that provides instructions for them to claim 
their Trimble Identity (TID) account that the Trimble Forensics distributor has created 
for them.  The administrator must click Claim my Trimble Identity in the email.
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Licensing the Reveal software

 2. Before they can assign a license to a user, the administrator must activate the 
subscription by clicking Activate my subscription in the email.

When the administrator clicks Activate my subscription in the email, the Trimble 
License Manager opens.
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Licensing the Reveal software

Using the License Manager, the administrator can:

 l Create and delete users.

 l Assign a license to a user.

 l Reassign a license from one user to another user.

 3. The administrator must click ACCEPT TERMS and read and accept the terms before 
being able to activate and assign a license to a user.

Administrator - Creating users, activating and assigning licenses

 1. To create users, click Users on the left hand side of the screen. Then:

 l To create users manually, click CREATE USER on the far right of the screen.

 l To create users in batch, you can import a .csv file. Click IMPORT USERS and 
navigate to the file you want to import. The file must contain user information in the 
following format: <First name, Last name, Email address>.

 2. When users are ready to start using the software, the administrator must activate and 
assign licenses.

 a. Click Licenses on the left hand side of the screen, then click ACTIVATE.
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Licensing the Reveal software

A message informs you that Activation will activate more than one subscription if this 
subscription was purchased in a block with other subscriptions. Subscriptions in the 
same block are grouped together.. Click ACTIVATE again.

Once a subscription has been activated in the License Manager, it is valid for 12 
months from the activation date.

 b. Click Assign existing user and select the user you want to assign the license to. 
When you assign a license to a user, the user receives an email that allows them to 
create a Trimble Identity (TID) account and use their assigned Reveal license.
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Licensing the Reveal software

Users - Downloading and licensing the software

The latest Trimble Forensics Reveal software and updates are available to download and 
install from Trimble Installation Manager. 

NOTE – Older versions of the software are available to download and install from the 
Trimble Forensics website at  Trimble Forensics Reveal - Previous Releases.

When the Reveal software installation is completed:

 1. Launch the software. You are  prompted to select how the software is licensed.  Select 
the License with a Trimble ID option.

 2. Click OK, and log in to your Trimble Identity account that you created after receiving the 
license assignment email.
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Licensing the Reveal software

When the login is successful, the software launches.

Licensing options

To see your license information, tap  , hover over Help, then tap License.

The license information dialog shows you information depending on what type of license 
you have:

 l If you are using Reveal with a key, you have the following options:

 l Change key-based license search parameters..

 l Switch to Trimble ID based license…

 l Open Sentinel Admin Control Center

 l If you are using Reveal with a Trimble Identity login, you have the following options:

 l Logout: you can use Reveal offline for a period of up to 30 days if you need to work 
offline.
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Licensing the Reveal software

 l Use a different License...

Using Reveal in Read Only mode

You can run Reveal in read only mode without a license. Read only mode enables you to 
open published scenes only; you cannot open non-published scenes (*.fxscene files), nor 
create, save, or edit scenes.

A published scene is a special scene files that is created by a licensed user of Reveal.  
Publishing a scene allows a scene to be shared as a read only file that cannot be changed 
in any way.

Published scenes have a .rvlpub file extension and show in Windows Explorer with .

To start Reveal in read only mode, do one of the following:

 l in Windows Explorer, double-click a published (*.rvlpub) file . When  prompted to 
choose a license type, select Unlicensed read only mode.  This prompt will display each 
time you  start Reveal until a license is added.

 l double click the Reveal application icon  to open Reveal. When  prompted to 
choose a license type, select Unlicensed read only mode.  This prompt will display each 
time you  start Reveal until a license is added. You are then prompted to choose a 
published scene to open.

See Working with published scenes, page 34 for more information.
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1   The Reveal interface and 
main menu options
This section describes the main sections of the Reveal interface and some main menu 
options.

 l The main ribbon, page 18

 l The application menu, page 19

 l The quick access toolbar, page 20

 l The scene canvas, page 21

 l The models library, page 21

 l Object properties, page 22

 l The Layers manager: working with layers, page 22

 l Keyboard shortcuts, page 23

 l On-screen navigation, page 25

 l Using scene templates, page 27

 l Importing a scene, page 29

 l Saving a scene as an image, page 29

 l Exporting a scene to Trimble Forensics ShowCase, page 30

 l Printing scenes, scene data, reports, page 31

 l Working with published scenes, page 34

 l About, licensing, and help, page 36
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1   The Reveal interface and main menu options

The main ribbon

The main Reveal controls are accessed from the main ribbon which runs along the top of 
the screen.

 l Draw: Controls to draw and manipulate objects on the scene canvas.

 l Models: Create or select scene objects (e.g. vehicles, buildings, animals).

 l Point, lines, shapes

 l Edit: Edit the scene (e.g. delete, copy, paste)

 l Draw Mode: Modify drawing behavior (e.g. set snap)

 l Tools: Tools you can use to calculate and measure simulations. e.g.:

 l Bullet Trajectory: draws the trajectory of a given projectile or bullet.

 l Dimension: Measure the distance from one point to another.

 l Momentum Tool: Calculate force and final resting position between collision of two 
vehicles.

 l Scene: Controls to set properties for a scene. e.g.:

 l Ground and Sky Settings.

 l Light Settings: Set the lighting properties of an objects.

 l Animation: Controls to execute an animation sequence.

 l Playback: Play or record an animation.

 l Time: Set the time scale, or view the progress of the animation.

 l Display: Toggle display elements pertaining to the animation.

 l Measurements: Controls to:

 l Import a point cloud.

 l Import data sets such as point logs or Point Code Libraries.

 l Import an Ortho Photo.

 l Reports: Generate reports for a scene based off data.

 l Evidence Report

 l Momentum Report

 l Animation Report

 l Crush Energy Report

 l Drag Factor Report
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1   The Reveal interface and main menu options

 l Check Point Report

 l Scale Check Report

The application menu

Click  in the upper-left corner of the screen to access the application menu, where you 
can access the following:

 l Recent Scenes: opens a list of recently opened Reveal scenes.

 l New: Create a new scene.

 l Use the default Blank Scene option to create a new scene from scratch.

 l Use the Template Wizard option to create a scene from a template.

 l Open: Open a scene.

 l Reveal Scene File (default): Open a standard Reveal scene file.

 l SmartRoads

 l FX3

 l DXF File: Import a DXF (AutoCAD) file.

 l Save: Save the current scene to file.

 l Revert. Revert the scene to a previously saved state of the scene (up to the most recent 
10 files)

 l Save As: Save the scene in one of several formats.

 l Reveal Scene File: Save the scene as a Reveal file.

 l ShowCase File.

 l Reveal Published Scene.

 l Template.

 l Image: Save the scene as an image.

 l Import: Import from SmartRoads or Fx3.

 l Print: Print the scene.

 l Entire Scene (default): Print the entire scene (all objects).

 l Selected Area: Print a selected region of the scene.
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1   The Reveal interface and main menu options

 l Tools: 

 l Preferences: Specify user preferences.

 l Register Now... to ensure you are notified about product updates.

 l Help: View program help.

 l About: View information about Reveal, including version number.

 l License: View information about your Reveal license.

 l Contents (default): View the table of contents for Reveal help.

 l Exit: Close Reveal.

The quick access toolbar

The quick access toolbar on the left side of the screen provides the following controls:

 l  Select

 l  Point Snap

 l  Line Snap

 l  Terrain Snap

 l  Point Cloud Snap

 l  Aspect Lock

 l  Ortho Lock

 l  Target Lock 

 l  Wireframe

See Working with shapes and models in a scene, page 43 for more information on these 
controls.

When a point cloud is present in the scene, two additional options are visible:
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1   The Reveal interface and main menu options

 l   Scan Color Mode 

 l   Point Size 

See Point cloud properties, page 168 for more information.

TIP – Hover  over the controls with your mouse to bring up a description of the controls.

The scene canvas

The scene canvas is the large area at the center of the screen. Place objects on the canvas 
to create a scene diagram.

You can view the scene in the following views:

 l Top Down: the scene is viewed from overhead. 

 l 3D: you can move the camera to view the scene from any angle.

The following controls are available at the bottom of the window, in the Control Bar:

 l Wizards

 l On-screen navigation. See On-screen navigation, page 25.

 l Top Down (on or off)

 l Animation controls. See Adding motion paths and animation to scene objects, page 
127.

In Top Down view, you also have options for:

 l Zoom Level: Set the camera zoom level manually.

 l Zoom to Extents: Change the camera zoom level to encompass all the objects in the 
scene.

 l Pan to Center: Move the camera to the center of the scene.

Use controls on the main ribbon to set the properties of the scene (ground texture, sky 
type, lighting, etc.).

The models library

The models library contains predefined objects that you can add to the scene. To access 
the models library, from The main ribbon, page 18 select Draw then select Models. The 
library has 3 categories:
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1   The Reveal interface and main menu options

 l Vehicles: A large catalog of different vehicles, including generic types (e.g. 'SUV') and 
specific models (e.g. 'Ford Explorer’).

 l Objects: A wide variety of objects that can be used in collision or crime scenarios, such 
as buildings, signs, trees, etc.

 l Search: Enter text to search for a model. The search will match the entered text with 
any part of the model name.

To add a library object to a scene, drag the object icon from the New Model panel to the 
desired position on the scene, then click to place it.

TIP – You can also import a SketchUp model from here; see Using Trimble SketchUp 
models, page 88.

Object properties

When you select an object on the scene canvas, the object's Properties panel opens:

 l the Properties tab displays controls that you can use to edit the selected object (e.g. 
change the color of a vehicle). The controls displayed will vary depending on the type of 
object selected.

 l a list of action hyperlinks may display on the Actions tab; you can use these to 
transform or manipulate the object (e.g. convert a rectangle to a SmartRoom). Like the 
properties controls, these actions are context-sensitive, so the list may change 
depending on the situation.

TIP – Properties and Actions are organized into collapsible groups; click on the double-
arrow in the upper-right corner of a group to expand or collapse the group.

The Layers manager: working with layers

Use layers to create logical groupings of scene objects. The Layers manager is on the right 
side of the scene window; it shows all the layers and their contents for the current scene.

By default, when Reveal creates a new scene, the scene has a single layer.

 l To add a new layer, click New Layer, and give the new layer a name; it cannot be the 
same as the name of any existing layer.

When you add a new layer, it is automatically set as the active layer.

 l The active layer is identified with a yellow star  .

When new objects are added to a scene, they are added to the active layer. Only one 
layer can be active at a time.
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1   The Reveal interface and main menu options

 l To add scene objects to a different layer, make that layer the active layer; click  for 

the required layer. It changes to .

 l To remove a layer, make it the active layer, then click Delete. Any objects on the layer 
are deleted along with the layer.

 l To move a scene object, or several objects, to a different layer, select it / them using the 
mouse (hold down the Shift key to select multiple objects) and then do one if the 
following:

 l right-click your selection, select Move To and then select the layer you want to 
move it / them to.

 l click and drag them to the desired layer. The layer you are dragging them to 
highlights. Release the mouse to drop the objects in the destination layer.

 l To hide a layer, click  for that layer. Hiding a layer automatically hides all objects in 
that layer.
NOTE – Note that the active layer cannot be hidden, and making a layer active 
automatically makes it visible.

 l To lock or unlock a layer, click . Locking a layer prevents any accidental edits to any 
object in that layer. Objects on a locked layer cannot be selected for editing. 

Layers and measurement data

Imported data such as measurement logs, lines, and feature codes are grouped into their 
own layers. The layer name defaults to filename with "- object type" appended to it (e.g. 
FileName - Measurements; FileName - Lines; FileName - Scans).

When importing measurement data, Reveal automatically creates a new layer for the 
imported data log. The layer name defaults to filename with "- Measurements" appended to 
it (e.g. 123Crash - Measurements).

Keyboard shortcuts

Use these keyboard shortcuts to access common Reveal commands.

Command Shortcut

Help F1

Preferences F2

Top Down / 3D F3
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1   The Reveal interface and main menu options

Command Shortcut

Camera Target Lock F4

Snap F5

Ortho Lock F6

Aspect Lock F7

Terrain Conform F8

Take Snapshot F9

Toggle Ribbon Hotkeys F10

Toggle Nav Speed F11

Zoom to Extents F12

Select Camera 0-9

New Scene Ctrl-N

New Evidence Marker Ctrl-J

Open Scene Ctrl-O

Save Ctrl-S

Print Ctrl-P

Select Esc

Suspend Drawing Space

Point Ctrl-Q

Line Ctrl-L

Polyline Ctrl-Y

Polyshape Ctrl-H

Combiline Ctrl-B

Arc Ctrl-R

Rectangle Ctrl-G

Ellipse Ctrl-E

Map / Image Ctrl-I
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1   The Reveal interface and main menu options

Command Shortcut

New Model Ctrl-M

Text Ctrl-T

Dimension Tool Ctrl-D

Fx (Fire) Ctrl-F

Delete Del

Cut Ctrl-X

Copy Ctrl-C

Paste Ctrl-V

Animation Play Ctrl-Up

Animation Back Ctrl-Left

Animation Forward Ctrl-Right

Animation Record Ctrl-Page Up

Animation Stop Ctrl-Page Down

On-screen navigation

Use the on-screen navigation on the Control Bar at the bottom of the window to toggle 
on-screen navigation controls on / off. 

These controls are used to navigate the scene, and allow you to control the scene camera 
by clicking on-screen buttons instead of through mouse gestures and keyboard presses.

Depending on the current camera mode (Top Down or 3D; see The scene canvas, page 21) 
the availability and function of the controls will differ. 

TIP – Hover  over the controls with your mouse to bring up a description of the controls.

The following controls are available :

Toggle Control Layout: Toggles the layout of the navigation between 
landscape and portrait

Forward Horizontal:

 l In Perspective (3D) mode, moves the camera from its current view 
forward on the X-Y plane
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1   The Reveal interface and main menu options

 l In Top Down mode, moves the camera north

Backward Horizontal:

 l In Perspective (3D) mode: moves the camera from its current view 
backward on the X-Y plane

 l In Top Down mode, moves the camera south

Left Horizontal:

 l In Perspective (3D) mode, moves the camera from its current view left 
on the X-Y plane

 l In Top Down mode,  moves the camera west

Right Horizontal:

 l In Perspective (3D) mode, moves the camera from its current view right 
on the X-Y plane

 l In Top Down mode,  moves the camera east

Zoom out: In Top Down mode, enlarges the visible area

Zoom in: In Top Down mode, shrinks the visible area

Elevate: In Perspective (3D) mode, moves the camera directly skyward (z-
direction)

Lower: In Perspective (3D) mode, moves the camera directly opposite of 
the direction of the sky (z-direction)

Forward In View Direction: In Perspective (3D) mode, moves the camera in 
the direction the current view is facing

Backward In View Direction: In Perspective (3D) mode, moves the camera in 
the opposite direction the current view is facing
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1   The Reveal interface and main menu options

Tilt Upward: In Perspective (3D) mode, rotates the camera towards the up 
direction

Tilt Downward: In Perspective (3D) mode, rotates the camera towards the 
down direction

Tilt Left:  In Perspective (3D) mode, rotates the camera left

Tilt Right:  In Perspective (3D) mode, rotates the camera right

Using scene templates

Reveal allows you to create scene templates. A template contains objects that you can use 
as a starting point for a new scene. Using a template can save time if you need to create 
multiple scenes with similar elements. For example, if you need to create several scenes at 
a traffic intersection, you can create an intersection template, and use this as the basis for 
each scene.

Saving a scene as a template

When you have created and saved a scene, you can save it as a template for future use.

 1. Click  / Save As / Template.

 2. In the Save As Template... window, select a category and a name for the template.
TIP – If there are no template categories, tap Add to create one.

 3. Click Save.

Managing scene templates

Use the Save As / Template menu option or the Template Wizard to organize templates.
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Adding a template category

 1. In the Save As Template... window, click Add.

 2. In the Add Template Category window, enter a name for the new category.

 3. Click Create.

Removing a template category

CAUTION – Removing a template category deletes all the templates in the 
category.

 1. In the Save As Template... window, click the Template Category dropdown and select 
the category you want to remove.

 2. Click  Remove.

Moving a Template to a Different Category

You can move templates between categories, but only if there are at least two categories.

 1. In the Open Template... window, select the thumbnail image for the template.

 2. Click Move.

 3. In the Move Template window, select a new category for the template.

 4. Click Move.

Deleting a Template

 1. In the Open Template... window, select the thumbnail image for the template.

 2. Click Delete.

Creating a scene from a template

The Template Wizard lets you create a new scene from an existing template.

 1. Click  / New / Template Wizard.

 2. In the Open Template window, select a template category. A set of thumbnail images is 
displayed, for each template in the category.

 3. Click on the thumbnail image for the template you want to use. The name of the 
template is displayed at the bottom of the window.

 4. Click Open (or double-click the thumbnail).

A new scene is created, containing the objects from the Template.
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1   The Reveal interface and main menu options

Importing a scene

Reveal is compatible with different file formats. You can import scene files from previous 
EdgeFx, Reveal, and AutoCAD (DXF) drawings. These files are converted into a Reveal scene 
after the import if needed.

Importing a DXF / DWG file

 1. Click  and hover over Open. The options to load files from different file types 
appear.

 2. Select  DXF / DWG File. In the Open window, navigate to the DWF or DXF file you want to 
import, select it, then click Open.

 3. In the Units and Centering window, select the measurement unit used in the import 
file, then choose a centering option.

 l No Centering: the imported drawing retains its original positional data.

 l Center To Origin: the imported drawing is moved so that its center is set at XYZ 
(0,0,0).

 l Lower Left To Origin: the imported drawing is moved so that its bottom-left corner 
is set at XYZ(0,0,0).

 4. Click OK. The drawing is imported and displayed on the scene canvas.

Saving a scene as an image

To enable Reveal scenes to be shared and viewed outside of Reveal, you can save a scene 
diagram as:

 l a Trimble Forensics ShowCase file. See Exporting a scene to Trimble Forensics 
ShowCase, page 30.

 l a template. See Using scene templates, page 27.

 l an image. You can save a Reveal scene as a JPG, BMP, or PNG file. Most computers and 
phones are capable of opening these files for viewing and printing. 

To save a scene as an image:

 1. Click  / Save As / Image.

 2. Click Browse and browse to where you want to store the image, then enter a file name 
for the image.
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 3. Choose a file format: PNG, BMP or JPG. To do this, select from the dropdown or change 
the file extension in the file name. Click Save.

 4. In the Preview Screenshot window, select the quality at which to save the image and 
click OK.

Exporting a scene to Trimble Forensics ShowCase

Trimble Forensics ShowCase is an external application that lets you open an exported 
.reveal scene for courtroom presentation.

NOTE – Trimble Forensics ShowCase does not support any 3D animation. For instructions 
on recording a 3D animation, see Adding motion paths and animation to scene objects, 
page 127.

Before you can export a scene as a ShowCase file, you must create View Stations. A View 
Station is a saved viewpoint or perspective with a visible object representation. These are 
points of interest that you can go back to in Reveal, and they are exported as part of the 
ShowCase  file.

Creating a view station

To create a view station, use the View Station tool:

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select Tools 
then click View Station.

 2. In the Add View Station window, select:

 l the Text Color: The text color of the name displayed on the view station object.

 l the Background Color: The color of the background behind the text.

 l a See-thru value for opacity.

 l the Offset value: raises or lowers the final position of the view station when placed 
in the scene.

 l the Layer: Select the layer you want the view station to be added to.

 3. Click anywhere within the scene to place the view station.

Select the view station to open its Properties panel. SmartMarker Properties apply to all 
view stations currently in the scene as well as any new ones that you might add later.

 l The Use SmartMarkers option controls whether the SmartMarker label is displayed 
over top of every view station in the scene.

 l The Rotation controls set the orientation of the viewpoint of the view station. This is 
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only relevant in Reveal.

 l The Position values set the position of the view station in the scene.

TIP – To rename a view station, in the Layers manager expand the parent layer to which 
the view station has been added and edit the object's name as required .

Exporting to ShowCase

 1. To export a scene to ShowCase, do one of the following: 

 l On the main ribbon, select Tools then click Export to ShowCase.

 l Click  , hover over Save As, and click ShowCase file.

 2. The Export Scene To ShowCase window opens. Click Browse to select the export 
location.

 3. View station export settings: the Only export visible option exports view stations that 
you placed in the scene and that have visibility turned on in the Layer manager. When 
selected, any view stations whose visibility is turned off in the Layer manager are 
ignored.

 4. Click Export.

Printing scenes, scene data, reports

Reveal makes it easy to print a hard copy of a scene diagram, measurement data, and 
several kinds of reports, summarizing the data from a scene.

To print an overhead view of a Reveal scene, click   , hover over Print, then click the 
required option:

 l Entire Scene: prints all the objects in the scene (keyboard shortcut = Ctrl P)

 l Selected Area: prints only a selected region of the scene. This option is available in Top 
Down view only. Use the mouse to draw a rectangle on the scene canvas to indicate 
the region that you want to print, then click Yes.

Printing measurement log data

To print measurement log data:

 1. Select the log object in the scene or from the Layers manager (see The Layers 
manager: working with layers, page 22 for more information) to open the 
measurement log Properties panel.

 2. Select the Actions tab, then click the required option:
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 l Print Raw Data: prints the data in raw CSV format.

 l Print Point List: prints the data in a table in the same format used by the Measurement 
Logs data window. You can print all the data or just certain columns.

Printing a report

To print reports, on the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), 
select Reports tab. There are 7 kinds of reports:

 l Evidence/Attachment Report: Contains a summary of all evidence markers and 
attachment markers in a scene. This is only available if there are  evidence markers or 
attachment markers in the scene. In the Print dialog under Report Settings, you can 
specify to include only evidence markers or only attachments.

 l Momentum Report: Contains a summary of momentum-analysis data and formulae 
for physics calculations. This is only available when a Momentum object is on the 
canvas.

 l Animation Report: Provides position, orientation, and speed data for an object during 
an animation. This is only available if an animation motion path exists in the scene.

 l Crush Energy Report: Presents the data for crush energy calculations. This is only 
available when a model has damage applied to it and stiffness coefficients applied.

 l Drag Factor Report: Presents the drag factor data from a drag sled or AccelereX.

 l Check Point Report: Provides the results of any check shots performed in Capture. This 
is only available if a Check Point routine was performed in Capture. Refer to the Capture 
documentation for more information.

 l Scale Check Report: Provides a summary of all scale check routines performed in 
Capture to verify measurement accuracy. This is only available if a Scale Check routine 
was performed in Capture. Refer to the Capture documentation for more information.

The Print dialog

When you select to print something, the print dialog displays a preview of the printout. 
Customize the printout as required using the controls in the print dialog:

 l Common Print controls specify printer and paper properties.

 l Print: Print the scene with the current settings.

 l Printer Setup: Open a dialog to choose the printer, the page-range to print, and the 
number of copies to print.

 l Page Layout: Open a dialog to select paper size, orientation, and margin width.
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 l Quality: Set the quality of the page being printed.

 l Page Numbers: Choose whether page numbers are displayed at the bottom of 
printed pages.

 l Grayscale: Choose whether the image should be full color or black and white.

 l Scale controls adjust the scale of the printout

 l Scale Value: Set the scale for the printout (e.g. 1 in = 10 ft). If the scale is large, the 
diagram may span more than one page.

 l Fit to Page: Scale the diagram automatically, so it fits on a single page.

 l Title Block specifies a title block to print with a diagram.

 l Print with Title Block: Include a title-block with the printout.

 l Edit Title Block: Open a dialog to select and customize the title block.

 l Include Not-to-Scale Indicator: Includes a not-to-scale caption in the scale field of 
the title block.

 l Zoom controls adjust the zoom level of the preview display.

 l Zoom Level: Select a zoom level for the print preview.

 l Zoom In: Increase the zoom level.

 l Zoom Out: Decrease the zoom level.

 l Fit-to-Screen: Adjust the zoom level automatically, so the current page fits on the 
screen.

 l Navigation controls select the page to display.

 l Page: Select a page number to view.

 l Previous: Go to the previous page.

 l Next: Go to the next page.

 l Total: The total number of pages in the document.

 l Settings controls allow you to enter custom settings for a printout. This is only available 
for measurement log data and reports. The options available depend on the type of 
printout:

 l Data Grid: Specify the data columns to include in the printout.

 l Raw Data: No settings available.

 l Evidence/Attachment Report: Report settings.

 l Momentum Report: Report settings, including header information (title, author etc), 
as well velocity data for the vehicles in the collision.
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 l Animation Report: Report settings, including header information (title, author etc). 
Also includes a button to export time/distance data.

 l Crush Energy Report: Report settings.

 l Drag Factor Report: Report settings.

 l Check Point Report: Report settings.

 l Scale Check Report: Report settings.

Working with published scenes

Reveal enables you to publish a scene as a read only file. This allows you to share the 
published scene exactly as it was created without the risk of it being edited. 

A published scene can be opened by a user running Reveal in read only mode (without a 
license).  This means published Reveal scene can be viewed by a third party without 
requiring them to purchase a licensed copy of the software.

You cannot use Reveal to edit a published scene, and before opening a published scene, 
Reveal checks that the contents of the published scene have not been tampered with. If 
Reveal detects that the scene has been tampered with, it will not open the scene.

Unlike regular Reveal scenes which are comprised of several files and folders, a published 
scene is saved as a single file. This prevents issues with scene sharing if one or more of the 
constituent files / folders were accidentally excluded.

Published scenes have a .rvlpub file extension and show in Windows Explorer with .

To control who can view the published scene, you can protect it with a password.

Publishing a scene

To publish a scene, make sure the scene has been saved;  the option to publish a scene is 
not available until the scene has been saved at least once.

 1. Click  / Save As / Reveal Published Scene.

 2. Published scenes have a *.rvlpub file extension. By default, they are saved in the 
[scene-name].exports subfolder of the scene folder. To save the published scene in a 
different location, click Choose... then navigate to where you want to save the scene. 

 3. If you want to password-protect the scene, enter a password.

 4. Click OK.
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Viewing a published scene

If you have a licensed copy of Reveal, you can open a published scene in a number of ways:

 l In Windows Explorer, double-click the *.rvlpub file .  

 l In Reveal, click  / Open / Reveal Published Scene and navigate to the published 
scene you want to open.

 l In Reveal, click  / Recent Scenes and select the published scene from the list.

If the scene was password-protected, you will need to enter the password to view the 
scene.

Before the scene opens, you are reminded that the published scene is read-only.

When viewing a published scene, you can:

 l Navigate around the scene using the mouse, keyboard, or the on-screen navigation 
controls

 l Use the Control Bar tools to adjust the navigation speed, change the zoom level or 
zoom to extents, switch between 2D and 3D view

 l Toggle the visibility of layers and items

 l Take screenshots

 l Play animations

 l Select scene entities and view their properties; see Object properties, page 22, Working 
with shapes and models in a scene, page 43, and Working with scene objects, page 115

 l Switch between cameras (using keyboard shortcuts or the Load Camera button)

 l Launch CrashMath

 l View and print reports, print a scene, print measurement data

When viewing a published scene, you cannot:

 l Re-save the published scene with a new name

 l Add items to a scene, change / move existing scene items, or remove items from a 
scene

 l Add, rename, or remove layers

 l Change scene parameters (ground, sky, panorama, fog, lights, camera positions, 
animation settings)

 l Change report settings
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About, licensing, and help

Tap  then hover over Help. Tap:

 l About to show the version of the software.

 l License to view your software license information. See Licensing the Reveal software, 
page 10  for more information.

 l Contents to open the Help.
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Use the Preferences manager to set user settings such as save directories, default units, 
and recording options.

To open the  Preferences manager, press the F2 hotkey, or click  / Tools / Preferences. 
In the  Preferences manager, you can set options for:

 l Program Settings, page 37

 l Recording Options, page 39

 l Drawing Properties, page 39

 l Scene Properties, page 41

 l Measurement Log Settings, page 42

 l Wizard Preferences, page 42

 l Reset All Settings To Defaults, page 42

Program Settings

 l Units specifies the unit format you want Reveal to use. Select Imperial, Metric, or Metric 
UK. It is highly recommended that you restart Reveal after making a change.

 l Warnings:

 l Hide warning for Add Motion Path Node

 l Hide instructions for SmartRooms wall alignment action

 l Grip Options:

 l Grip Scale: Sizes the grips on the screen.

 l Enable grip dimming: When toggled on, a grip is hidden when clicked on so that 
objects are not obscured.

 l Hide dimensions when snapping: When toggled on and using a drawing tool that 
displays the current length of the object, the units are hidden.
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 l Snap radius: how close one point needs to be to another before a point will snap. 
Only takes effect when a snap mode is toggled on (e.g. Point Snap, Line Snap).

 l Number of files in recent file list.

 l Folder Paths:

 l Template library: Default location of template files that you create.

 l Scene files: Default location where your scene files are stored.

 l Custom models: Location where model files that you create or import  are stored.

 l Auto Save: determines if Reveal will make routine backups of the current scene. Useful 
for when unexpected errors occur.

 l Enable auto saving to folder toggles whether Reveal will save the current scene to 
the specified directory and frequency.

 l Auto save frequency determines the interval Reveal will create an auto-save file. 
Requires Auto-saving to be enabled.

 l Drawing Area: Head Up Display (HUD) Options

 l Quick tips toggles whether Reveal shows helpful tips on startup.

 l Animation info toggles the display of animation information when playing an 
animation.

 l Frames/Sec shows the frequency at which Reveal renders a scene.

 l Invert mouse in perspective view.

 l Point Cloud settings. There are three trackbars to adjust allocation of:

 l Video Memory Allocation - memory used during rendering.

 l Rendering Cache Size - RAM allocated to rendering.

 l Cloud Cache Size - RAM allocated to point cloud processing.

The minimum and maximum values will change on different computers:

 l For the Video Memory, the default and minimum is the value suggested by 
Reveal. The maximum is the theoretical 'max' video memory (as reported by 
Reveal), divided by 2.

 l For Rendering and Cloud Cache, the minimum is the physical memory/16, and 
the maximum is physical memory/4. The default is physical memory/8.
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Recording Options

 l Recording Settings:

 l Default to grayscale on printing/screenshots determines if screenshots or prints 
default to grayscale instead of color.

 l Enable scene background on recording/snapshot determines if the sky or ground 
backdrops appear in recordings and snapshots. When enabled, you can select a 
replacement background color to replace the background.

 l Screenshot Options:

 l Output folder specifies the default directory to save screenshots.

 l Screenshot quality sets the default output quality of a screenshot.

 l Default image format to save snapshots defines the default file type to use when 
saving screenshots.

 l Prompt for save defaults on snapshot recording determines if a Save dialog 
appears when saving screenshots, otherwise use the above defaults.

 l Animation Recording Options:

 l Output folder.

 l Record to video. Select to create a video when recording. 

 l Record as snapshots. Select to create a snapshot when recording. 

 l Animation Settings:

 l Seconds to wait before replaying animation sets the delay time after an animation 
has finishing before replaying it.

 l Printing Options:

 l Default diagram print quality

 l ReportBeam (EMF) Diagram options:

 l Increase scene size to fit motion paths

Drawing Properties

 l Dimension Tool Presets:

 l Offset Color changes the line color for drawing tools with the ability to offset 
elevation.
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 l Length Color changes the line color for drawing tools that display the length of the 
drawing line.

 l Intersection / Roundabout Presets:

 l Lane Color determines the default lane color for an Intersection / Roundabout 
object.

 l Island Color determines the default island color for an Intersection / Roundabout 
object.

 l Road Line Color determines the default road line color for an Intersection / 
Roundabout object.

 l Road Line thickness determines the thickness of road lines for an Intersection / 
Roundabout object.

 l Dash Length determines the dash length of road lines for an Intersection / 
Roundabout object.

 l Line Spacing determines the line spacing of road lines for an Intersection / 
Roundabout object.

 l Dash Spacing determines the dash spacing of road lines for an Intersection / 
Roundabout object.

 l Motion Path Colors:

 l Event Text determines the color of event text on a motion path.

 l Event Text Background determines the background color of event text on a motion 
path.

 l Time Graph determines the color of the time graph line.

 l Stop Path Graph determines the color of the stop path graph line.

 l Distance Graph determines the color of the distance graph line.

 l Event Node Text Scale determines the size of text on event nodes.

 l Profile Tool Presets:

 l Profile determines the color of the line representing a profile graph line.

 l Orthographic determines the color of the line representing a orthographic graph 
line.

 l Mouse Options:

 l Mouse wheel notch:  set a value to determine how mouse scrolling affects the 
current drawing operation.
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Scene Properties

Scene settings affect the overall background and ambience of newly created scenes.

 l Textures determine the default backdrop textures of a new scene.

 l Ground, Sky, Cloud, and Sun/Moon settings determine the general backdrop 
settings of a new scene.

 l Panorama determines the distance backdrop model to use.

 l Ground Texture Scale sets the size of the ground texture for tiling.

 l Show ground on new scene toggles whether the ground plane is visible on a new 
scene.

 l Cloud Color sets the initial color of the clouds.

 l Background Color the default color of the overall background.

 l Lighting Presets control how a new scene is lit.

 l Angle of Lighting (in degrees):

 l Horizontal Angle controls the horizontal angle at which the main scene light 
directs its rays toward the center of the scene. Zero degrees is east and ninety 
degrees is north.

 l Vertical Angle controls the vertical angle at which the main scene light directs its 
rays toward the center of the scene. Zero degrees is horizontal to the ground 
and ninety degrees is directly above.

 l Lighting Strength (in %):

 l Ambient Sun Lighting sets the default overall brightness of the scene as a 
percentage.

 l Diffuse Sun Lighting sets the strength of the main scene light’s directed rays as a 
percentage.

 l Camera Presets control the default camera settings with each new scene.

 l Start In Top/Down Mode. Select to start a new scene with the camera set to Top 
Down view. If unselected, the camera starts in perspective 3D view.

 l Effects control the default behavior of certain effects like Fire and Smoke objects.

 l Fire/Smoke Is Paused By Default. When selected, new Fire/Smoke objects are 
animated for a preset time as designated by the Time to animate Fire/Smoke before 
pausing setting, and freeze in place. This only takes effect if the scene is not in an 
animated state.
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 l Time to animate Fire/Smoke before pausing. If a Fire/Smoke object has its Is 
Animated property turned off, the object will animate for this value’s amount of time 
before freezing in place. This setting only takes effect if the scene is not in an 
animated state.

 l Show Lens Flare by default: Select to turn on lens flare effects for each new scene.

Measurement Log Settings

 l HUD Text Fading- Enable text fading determines how each point's text appears in a 
scene based on the camera's perspective.

 l 3D Viewing:

 l Min distance for opaque text: determines the minimum distance a point's text 
needs to be from the camera before its text is completely opaque, otherwise it 
begins to fade the farther away it moves.

 l Max distance for transparent text: determines the maximum distance at which text 
is rendered. Any text beyond the maximum distance is not rendered.

 l Top-down Viewing - Show obscured points as faded squares: any points behind other 
points are displayed as faded squares, rather than obscuring nearby points.

Wizard Preferences

Determines the use of wizards in specific situations of Reveal:

 l Use Wizard Dashboard: On program start or a new scene, displays the Wizard 
Dashboard.

 l Use Momentum Wizard: Automatically start the Momentum Wizard when using the 
Momentum Tool.

 l Use Sign Editor Wizard: Automatically start the Sign Editor Wizard when using the Sign 
Tool for a custom sign.

Reset All Settings To Defaults

If you need to reset preference settings to the program’s original settings, click Reset To 
Defaults at the bottom of Preferences manager will erase your user set settings.
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models in a scene
Reveal offers a variety of shape drawing tools, and many have common properties and 
actions with regard to creating, modifying, and performing actions on them. 

Use the options under Draw to draw on or add models to a the scene.

 l Overview, page 44

 l Modifying shapes, page 47

 l Creating 3D surfaces / adding texture to shapes, page 51

 l Drawing points, page 52

 l Drawing lines, page 52

 l Drawing polylines, page 54

 l Drawing combilines, page 55

 l Creating arcs, page 56

 l Drawing road lines, page 58

 l Drawing road markers and railings, page 59

 l Drawing fences, page 60

 l Drawing railway tracks, page 62

 l Drawing crosswalks and parking lots, page 62

 l Drawing stairs and ramps, page 63

 l Drawing tire marks, page 67

 l Drawing a rectangle, page 68

 l Drawing an ellipse, page 70

 l Drawing a polyshape, page 71

 l Working with SmartRooms, page 71
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 l Using the Map / Image tool, page 78

 l Writing text, page 82

 l Using Evidence Markers, page 83

 l Using Attachment Markers, page 85

 l Adding fire objects to a scene, page 87

 l Using Trimble SketchUp models, page 88

 l Using vehicle specifications, page 90

 l Using Smart Trailers, page 92

 l Using avatars, page 95

Overview

A typical workflow for creating and modifying a shape type is as follows:

 1. Select the drawing tool  from the Draw menu on the main ribbon. The shape's  
Properties panel opens.

 2. Set the shape's options. In the Properties panel, any properties that are set are 
retained the next time you draw the same shape type. Best practice is to set a shape' s 
properties in order they appear in the Properties panel—from top to bottom—as 
setting one property may reveal and reset other previously saved properties.

 3. On the scene canvas, draw the shape. The following steps are an example of drawing a 
line, but the same steps can be applied to most shape types:

 a. Click on the scene where you want to start drawing the line; the first click sets the 
line's start point. When the first point is set and while the mouse is over top the 
scene, the following operations are available:

 l When you move the mouse in the scene, the position of the next point for the 
line shows.

 l Holding the elevation key (‘Z’ key by default) while mouse-wheeling up/down will 
change the elevation of the next point.

 l Holding the thickness key (‘W’ key by default) while mouse-wheeling up/down 
will change the thickness of the line.

 l Holding the extrude key (‘X’ key by default) while mouse-wheeling up/down will 
change the height/extrusion of the line.

 b. Click the scene to set the next point for the line. Repeat until the number of points 
required to make the line are set.
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 c. To end the current line, press the Space bar or the Esc key. The Space bar keeps 
you in the current drawing mode; the Esc key returns to Select mode.

 4. Modify the shape (for example,  refine a line's appearance or its points' positions) using 
its grips and / or its properties panel. Select the shape to reveal its grips and Properties 
panel.

 5. Use its properties panel to perform actions upon the shape.

NOTES –  

 l In any drawing mode, when you click on the scene your position defaults to where the 
mouse meets the ground plane at an elevation of zero, regardless of other objects on 
the scene. In other words, unless otherwise stated, inserting or positioning does not 
take into account other objects on the scene, thus clicking a position on other scene 
objects will not place / attach the current object onto the scene object, but where the 
mouse meets the ground plane.

 l Colored lines and numbers appear around the object being drawn. This is the 3D HUD; 
see 3D HUD below for more information.

 l While the mouse cursor remains a crosshair, Reveal remains in the selected Drawing 
mode so you can add more of the same objects to the scene.

 l To exit the current drawing mode, press the ESC key or select another operation such 
as a drawing mode from the main ribbon or an object from the Object Library.

3D HUD

The 3D HUD appear when you create a new object, tool, or model; it shows information 
about the current position and/or dimensions of the current object.

 l White text indicates the object's elevation relative to the ground plane. Or, when using 
drawing tools that involve multiple points like the Line, Combiline, Arc, or Polyshape 
tools, it indicated the relative distance / length from a previously clicked point.

 l Blue text indicates the object’s thickness.

 l Purple text indicates the objects height / extrusion.

Arrowheads

For certain objects like Lines and Polylines, you can add arrowheads. Note that the tip of 
the arrowhead correlates to the major point on the object, thus the following:

 l the object may be truncated to fit the rest of the arrowhead.

 l the position of the arrowhead does not take into account the extrusion of the object, 
thus the arrowhead will not appear “centered” in the extruded direction.
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Select mode

To select a scene object, use Select mode; click Select  on the quick access toolbar or 
press the Esc key. Select mode has two methods for selecting scene objects:

 l Click-select: hover over and left-click on a scene object.

 l To select multiple objects, hold down the Shift key and click on all the scene objects 
you want to select.

 l To remove an object from a selection, hold down the Ctrl key and click the object 
you want to remove from the selection.

 l Drag-select: click-hold the left mouse button over an empty area of the scene, then 
with the left mouse button held down, drag the mouse over the scene. A “selection 
rectangle” appears. Any scene object that has its bounding box area within the 
selection rectangle is selected.

Depending on the objects selected, different options appear in the Properties panel and 
on the scene.

NOTE – If any object in the selection is positioned / rotated relative to a point cloud or a 
measurement log, the multi-select move grip is disabled; see About Relative Positioning.

Copy, Paste, Delete 

Use the Layers manager to copy, paste, and delete a selected shape object from the scene.

Snap options

Use the Snap type buttons on the quick access toolbar to toggle on / off the snap behavior 
of the scene. If a snap type is on, when you move a control point near other major points of 
objects on the scene, the control point  “snaps to” or gravitates toward these other major 
points according to the snap type.

 l  Point Snap

 l  Line Snap

 l  Terrain Snap

 l  Point Cloud Snap
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Ortho Lock

Ortho Lock forces lines to be drawn vertically or horizontally. To use the Ortho Lock 

drawing behavior on the scene, tap  on the quick access toolbar. Ortho Lock affects 
the Lines, Polylines, Polyshapes, Combilines, Arcs, and Dimension tools.

Aspect Lock

To use the Aspect Lock drawing behavior on the scene, tap   on the quick access 
toolbar. Aspect Lock affects the following shapes:

 l Rectangle: the width and height are forced to be the same; whichever is larger in value.

 l Ellipse: the x and y radii are forced to be the same; whichever is larger in value.

Target Lock

In perspective 3D view (F3), use Target Lock to keep a selected object in camera view (F4). 

To use Target Lock, tap   on the quick access toolbar to toggle on the lock.

In 3D view, select any object in the scene (e.g. a vehicle) and use the keyboard arrow keys to 
orbit around the object.

Wireframe

Allows you to see through an object in a scene.  To use Wireframe, tap   on the quick 
access toolbar to toggle on the wireframe.

This is useful if, for example, there are skid or scuff marks under a vehicle; they are visible if 
the 3d model is set to wireframe.

Modifying shapes

Select an object on the scene to reveal its grips and Properties panel.

Using the  Grips

 l Use the yellow grip to modify the shape in some manner. For a line type, use it as 
modifier for a control point (to change the position of the point it represents). For other 
shape types, like a rectangle or ellipse, use it to resize a width, height, or length. If a 
Snap option is toggled on, the grip snaps to other major points of other scene objects.
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 l Use the blue grip to move a shape or change the position of the shape as a whole.

Using the Properties panel

Use a shape's Properties panel to set properties for the shape; these will vary depending 
on the shape type. Some properties are:

 l Color and texture.

 l Dimensions.  When setting the Length value for a line, the current point remains 
stationary while the next point is repositioned to increase / decrease the length of the 
line.

 l Arrow Size: sets the size of the arrow(s). Only applicable if either the start or end arrows 
are showing.

 l Properties such as Thicken Direction (in which direction the line thickens horizontally)

 l Show Start Arrow: shows an arrowhead at the start point. Note that the arrowhead 
shortens the line to compensate for the size of the arrowhead.

 l Show End Arrow: shows an arrowhead at the end point. Note that the arrowhead 
shortens the line to compensate for the size of the arrowhead.

 l Stretch Texture: if toggle off, the texture is tiled; if toggled on, the applied texture will 
stretch across the shape.

Using shape actions

Use the Properties panel Actions tab to perform actions on a shape. The available actions  
vary depending on the shape type.

 l Convert To SmartRooms: treats the line as an outline floor plan for the base of a new 
smartroom. See Working with SmartRooms, page 71 for more information.

 l Break Tool:  This option is available for Line, Polyline, Combiline, and Arc. It is used to 
split an object into two separate objects at the given split point. When you click Break 
Tool, the shape's grips are hidden. Click the position on the shape where you want the 
split to occur; the two resulting objects are highlighted. The two objects created by 
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splitting a line type stay in its own layer and not the active layer. Clicking outside of the 
shape's hit testing range cancels the operation and returns to Select mode.

 l Create Profile: creates a Profile object depicting the relative height differences of the 
current object's major points. When you click Create Profile, a Profile object is created. 
Its position defaults to the first major point of the original object. Click the object on the 
scene to reveal its grips and Properties panel. The Properties panel shows:

 l Horizontal and Vertical Spacing values, which change the spacing of the graph/grid 
portion of the object.

 l Options to show the grid, outline, fill and units on the graph.

 l Options to show the object in:

 l Side Profile: depicts the objects “side view” as if the object was flattened from the 
side against a graph and only the Z-axis and X-axis points remained.

 l Overhead Profile: depicts the object from a top-down view as if the object was 
flattened from above against a graph and only the X-axis and Y-axis points 
remained.

 l 3D View: the object will always be visible in the overhead view. However, when 
the camera is in Perspective/3D View and this option is not selected, the Profile 
object is hidden.

NOTE – Changing any aspect of the original object from which the current Profile 
object is derived does NOT update the current Profile object.

 l Convert To…:  Certain objects can convert to other object types, using the dimensions / 
properties of the current object to create an instance a new object of a user-selected 
type. The list object types you can select from  varies from object to object, depending 
on what the original object supports for conversion.  The newly converted object 
appears over top of the original object’s location. This option is available only for shape 
types that support it.  Click Cancel or press the Esc key to cancel the conversion and 
close the dialog.
NOTES –  

 l For conversions to Arc, only the initial 3 points  from the original object are used.

 l For conversions to Line and Dimension Tool, only the first and last points are used.

 l Add Parallel: allows you to create line objects that are parallel to the current line object. 
When you click Add Parallel , the Add Parallel Shape dialog opens. Enter a value in the 
Distance field, then click Add; a new line object is created the set distance away from the 
original line. To stop adding parallel lines, click Close or press the Esc key.
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 l Conform To Terrain: if there is underlying terrain (surface), clicking this action will 
conform the current object to the surface of the terrain.

 

 l Clear Terrain Conform: removes terrain conforming.

 l Insert Vertex: changes the mouse cursor to a crosshair and allows you to click between 
any 2 points along the line to insert a control point.

 l Append Vertex (end): creates a new control point at the end of the line. Click on the 
scene to concatenate new points to the end of the current line.

 l Append Vertex (start): creates a new control point before the start of the line. Click on 
the scene to insert new points before the start of the current line.

 l Make All Points Curved: changes all the control points’ types to Curve type.

 l Make All Points Straight: changes all the control points’ types to Line type.

 l Make All Points Arc'd: changes all the control points’ types to Arc type.

 l Offset Elevation: allows you to offset the Z-axis height of the major points of the current 
line object. When you click Offset Elevation… the Offset Shape Position dialog opens. 
Enter a value in the Distance Z field and click Apply to increment or decrement the 
current line object's major points’ Z elevation value  by the specified value. Click Close or 
press the Esc key to close the dialog.

 l Mirror Along X-Axis: reposition the points on the line object as if a mirror was placed on 
the center of the line object along the X-axis of the object.

 l Mirror Along Y-Axis: repositions the points on the line object as if a mirror was placed 
on the center of the line object along the Y-axis of the object.

 l Create Custom Model: converts a line object so it can be positioned and rotated like a 
model.
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Creating 3D surfaces / adding texture to shapes

Reveal provides several tools that can be used to generate a three-dimensional surface.

Creating a surface from a geometric shape

The easiest way to create a surface is to draw a closed geometric shape. There are three 
shapes available:

 l Rectangle: A flat rectangular surface. You can adjust the appearance, position, and 
orientation of the rectangle to create a surface at any location or angle within the 
scene.

 l Ellipse: A flat elliptical surface that you can modify in a similar manner to a rectangle.

 l Polyshape: A flexible surface composed of triangles. You can change the shape of the 
surface by moving the corner-points of the triangles. Unlike a rectangle or an ellipse, a 
polyshape does not have to be 'flat'.

For details on drawing these shapes, see:

 l Drawing a rectangle, page 68

 l Drawing an ellipse, page 70

 l Drawing a polyshape, page 71

When you have drawn the shape, to add texture:

 1. Select the object in the scene.

 2. In the Properties panel, under Texture select the required texture from the dropdown .

 3. Horiz. tiles: Enter the horizontal tile scale for the texture.

 4. Vert. tiles: Enter the vertical tile scale for the texture.

Creating a surface from primitive objects

You can also generate a surface from a pair of primitive objects (two elements of type line, 
polyline, or combiline).

 1. Draw an object on the canvas (e.g. a line).

 2. Draw a second object, beside the first (e.g. another line).

 3. Select both objects.

 4. In the Properties panel, select the Actions tab and click Create Surface. A surface is 
created between the two objects.
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 5. The Properties panel now shows the surface's properties. Adjust its attributes as 
required:

 l Longitudinal Triangles: the number of triangles used to construct the surface, 
along the length of the shape.

 l Latitudinal Triangles: the number of triangles used to construct the surface, across 
the width of the shape.

 l Texture: Choose a texture to fill the surface.

 l Horizontal Tiles: Enter the horizontal tile scale for the texture.

 l Vertical Tiles: Enter the vertical tile scale for the texture.

 l On the Actions tab:

 l Wireframe turns the surface wireframe on / off enabling you to see through the 
surface.

 l Reverse Series: Reverses the order of the points on the first line used to create 
the surface.

Drawing points

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select Draw 
then click Point.

 2. Click on the scene to insert a Point object where the current mouse position hits the 
ground.

 3. Points can also be snapped to other control points; If required, select any of the Snap 
type buttons on the quick access toolbar to toggle on / off the snap behavior of the 
scene.

See Working with shapes and models in a scene, page 43 and Modifying shapes, page 47 
for more generic information on drawing and working with shapes on a scene.

Drawing lines

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select Draw 
then click Line.

 2. To draw a simple line, make sure Plain is selected in the Line Category drop-down.
NOTE – For other line categories, see:

 l Drawing fences, page 60

 l Drawing road lines, page 58
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 l Drawing road markers and railings, page 59

 l Drawing stairs and ramps, page 63

 l Drawing railway tracks, page 62

 l Drawing crosswalks and parking lots, page 62

 3. Click on the scene to insert the start of the Line object where the current mouse 
position hits the ground.

This section describes the Line tool. See Working with shapes and models in a scene, page 
43 and Modifying shapes, page 47 for more generic information on drawing and working 
with shapes on a scene.

Manipulating lines

The 2-point line has the basic move and control point grips, but it also has other 
specialized grips. Select the line object on the scene to reveal its grips and Properties panel.

Grips

 l The green ball is a rotate grip and pivots the line segment about the current point of 
the line object (i.e. manipulating the rotate grip of the End point of a simple 2-point line  
rotates the End point around the Start point like a drawing compass or the hand of a 
clock).

 l The Extend grips extend the line object in the direction of the current line of the 
selected grip (i.e. manipulating the Extend grip of the End point changes the end points 
position, but the Start point remains unchanged).

Properties panel

Use the line's Properties panel to configure:

 l Start Point: changes the position of the start point in world coordinates.

 l End Point: changes the position of the end point in world coordinates.

 l Rotation: the yaw and pitch values are described as the end point in relation to the 
start point.
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 l Yaw: yaws the end point around the start point without changing the length of the 
line.

 l Pitch: pitches the end point around the start point without changing the length of 
the line.

 l Length: sets the length of the line. When setting this value, the start point remains 
stationary while the end point is repositioned to increase/decrease the length of the 
line.

Actions specific to line objects

 l Add Orthogonal: create a line object that is perpendicular to the original line object. 
The new line will have its center point intersect the center point of the original line 
object.

Drawing polylines

A polyline is a line with multiple straight segments.

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select Draw 
then click Polyline.

 2. To draw a simple polyline, make sure Plain is selected in the Line Category drop-down.
NOTE – For other line categories, see:

 l Drawing fences, page 60

 l Drawing road lines, page 58

 l Drawing road markers and railings, page 59

 l Drawing stairs and ramps, page 63

 l Drawing railway tracks, page 62

 l Drawing crosswalks and parking lots, page 62

 3. Click on the scene to insert the start of the Polyline object.

This section describes the Polyline tool. See Working with shapes and models in a scene, 
page 43 and Modifying shapes, page 47 for more generic information on drawing and 
working with shapes on a scene.

Select the polyline object on the scene to reveal its grips and Properties panel.

 l Segment [#] Length: This property is only shown if a segment is highlighted. To 
highlight a segment, click on a line between two points. The current segment being 
manipulated is always highlighted in purple and denoted by the segment number 
assigned to it as seen in the Properties panel. Setting this value changes the length of 
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the highlighted segment. Take note that it is the more recent point of the segment—
the order of when the point was set when creating the line object—that is repositioned 
to extend the length of the segment. The earlier point’s position in the segment 
remains unchanged.

 l Position - Vertex Positions: all the vertex points are listed here. The points are always 
listed according to when the points were created when the object was created: from 
the earliest created point to the most recent. Each point’s world XYZ location can be 
changed by clicking on its respective fields and typing in the value.    

If the polyline is part of an import from a Capture scene:

 l its position is automatically set relative to the imported measurement log, and this 
is indicated in the Properties panel.

 l if the measurement log is moved / rotated, the polyline object moves / rotates with 
it.

 l Vertex positions are read-only, and on the scene canvas, the grips are disabled.

See About relative positioning, page 118 for more information.

 l Polyline Properties - Shift all following points on segment length change: when checked 
and a segment length is updated, the change in XY coordinates on the current point 
will be applied all following points.

Drawing combilines

A combiline is a line with multiple segments that are straight or curved.

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select Draw 
then click Combiline.

 2. To draw a simple combiline, make sure Plain is selected in the Line Category drop-
down.
NOTE – For other line categories, see:

 l Drawing fences, page 60

 l Drawing road lines, page 58

 l Drawing road markers and railings, page 59

 l Drawing stairs and ramps, page 63

 l Drawing railway tracks, page 62

 l Drawing crosswalks and parking lots, page 62

 3. Click on the scene to insert the start of the Combiline object.
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This section describes the Combiline tool. See Working with shapes and models in a scene, 
page 43 and Modifying shapes, page 47 for more generic information on drawing and 
working with shapes on a scene.

Select the combiline object on the scene to reveal its grips and Properties panel.

 l Position - Points Positions: all the vertex points are listed here. The points are listed in 
creation time, from least to most recent. Each point’s world XYZ location can be 
changed by clicking on the respective fields and typing in a new value. 

 l Type: the line type for that segment. Clicking on the type shows a dropdown menu 
containing the line types to choose from.

 l Tension: changing this value sets the tension on the line. This only affects curved 
lines.

 l Dimensions - 

 l Segment [#] Length: This property is only shown if a segment is highlighted. To 
highlight a segment click on a line between two points. The current segment being 
manipulated is always highlighted in purple and denoted by the segment number 
assigned to it as seen in Properties panel. Setting this value changes the length of 
the highlighted segment. Changing this value will move the end point of the line 
segment.
NOTE – Combilines only support segment lengthening when all the control points 
are of type Line.

 l Total Path Length: The total length of the line. This property is read-only.

Creating arcs

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select Draw 
then click Arc.

 2. To draw a simple arc, make sure Plain is selected in the Line Category drop-down.
NOTE – For other line categories, see:

 l Drawing fences, page 60

 l Drawing road lines, page 58

 l Drawing road markers and railings, page 59

 l Drawing stairs and ramps, page 63

 l Drawing railway tracks, page 62

 l Drawing crosswalks and parking lots, page 62
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 3. Click on the scene to insert the start of the Arc object.  After the start point is set, but 
before the middle ordinate is set and while the mouse is over top the scene the 
following operations are available:

 l Moving the mouse shows the position of the end point of the arc.

 l Holding the elevation key (‘Z’ key by default) while mouse-wheeling up/down 
changes the elevation of the End Point.

 l Left-clicking a second time sets the End point of the object. After the End point is set 
and while the mouse is over top the scene the following operations are available:

 l Moving the mouse shows the middle ordinate length of the arc.

 l Holding the thickness key (‘W’ key by default) while mouse-wheeling up/down 
changes the thickness of the object.

 l Holding the extrusion key (‘X’ key by default) while mouse-wheeling up/down 
changes the vertical extrusion of the object.

 4. To finish drawing the current arc, click the scene to set the middle ordinate.

This section describes the Arc tool. See Working with shapes and models in a scene, page 
43 and Modifying shapes, page 47 for more generic information on drawing and working 
with shapes on a scene.

Manipulating arcs

Select the arc object on the scene to reveal its grips and Properties panel.

Grips

The middle ordinate grip changes the length of the middle ordinate. It is always colored 
purple and is located at the middle of the arc object.

Properties panel

Specific Dimensions properties for arcs are:

 l Middle Ordinate: sets the length of the middle ordinate.

 l Arc Length: displays the arc’s length.

 l Radius: displays the arc’s radius.

 l Chord: sets the chord of the arc (the distance between the start and end points). When 
setting this value, the end point is repositioned to create the chord length. The chord 
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length cannot be set if the distance between the start and end points are too near 
zero.

Drawing road lines

Add road lines to scenes using any of the Line, Polyline, Combiline, or Arc Draw tools.

This section describes drawing road lines using the various line tools. See Working with 
shapes and models in a scene, page 43 and Modifying shapes, page 47 for more generic 
information on drawing and working with shapes on a scene.

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select Draw 
then click the line type you want to use—Line, Polyline, Combiline, or Arc.

 2. From the Line Category drop-down, select Road line or Roadlines (ext).

 l Road line is used to create road lines consisting of solid and dashed lines.

 l Road Line (ext) is used to create road lines like tire marks, zig zags, and rails.

 3. In the Road Line Type or Roadlines (ect) drop-down, select the type of road line you 
want to create (e.g. Solid, Dashed, Double, Zig-Zag. Skids).

 4. Click on the scene to insert the start of the road line object.

Properties panel

Dimensions:

 l Dash Spacing: sets the interval spacing between each dash along a line. Only affects 
lines with dashes.

 l Dash Length: sets the length of each dash of along the line. Only affects lines with 
dashes

 l Line Spacing: sets the spacing between parallel running lines. Only affects those lines 
with parallel lines like Double Dash, Solid Dash, and Double Solid.

 l Line Thickness: sets the thickness of the lines and dashes.

 l Arrow Size: sets the size of the arrow(s). Only takes effect if either the start or end 
arrows are showing.

 l Segment [#] Length: sets or gets the length of the currently selected segment of the 
line.

 l Total Path Length: total length of the road line.
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Road Line Properties:

 l Line Style: sets the style of the road line.

 l Show Start Arrow: if selected , shows an arrowhead at the initial point. Note that the 
arrowhead shortens the line to compensate for the size of the arrowhead.

 l Show End Arrow: if selected, shows an arrowhead at the last point. Note that the 
arrowhead shortens the line to compensate for the size of the arrowhead.

Drawing road markers and railings

Add road markers and/or railings to scenes using any of the Line, Polyline, Combiline, or 
Arc Draw tools.

This section describes drawing road markers or railings using the various line tools. See 
Working with shapes and models in a scene, page 43 and Modifying shapes, page 47 for 
more generic information on drawing and working with shapes on a scene.

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select Draw 
then click the line type you want to use—Line, Polyline, Combiline, or Arc.

 2. From the Line Category drop-down, select Road Marker or Railing.

 l Road Marker objects are created as a series of markers aligned to the underlying 
line, e.g. Construction Barrels, Traffic Cones, Road Dividers, or Reflectors.

 l Railing objects are created as a series of guard rails aligned to the underlying line, 
e.g. Guard Rail, Bridge Rail, Concrete Divider.

 3. In the Road Marker Type or Railing Type drop-down, select the type of road marker or 
railing type you want to create.

 4. Click on the scene to position the line object.

Properties panel

Dimensions:

 l Length: the horizontal length (parallel to direction of the line) of each object on the line

 l Width: the horizontal width (perpendicular to the direction of the line) of each object on 
the line.

 l Extrusion: the vertical height of each object on the line.

 l Spacing: the spacing between each object on the line as measured from the center of 
one object to the next.

 l Thicken Direction: where along the line to place the objects.

 l Mirror Model: toggle the direction in which the objects along the line are facing.
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Drawing fences

Add fence lines to scenes using any of the Line, Polyline, Combiline, or Arc Draw tools.

This section describes drawing fences using the various line tools. See Working with 
shapes and models in a scene, page 43 and Modifying shapes, page 47 for more generic 
information on drawing and working with shapes on a scene.

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select Draw 
then click the line type you want to use—Line, Polyline, Combiline, or Arc.

 2. From the Line Category drop-down, select Fence.

 3. In the Fence Type drop-down, select the type of fence (e.g. Wood Slate, Picket).

 4. Click on the scene to insert the start of the Fence object.

If applicable, a post or pole will always be created at a control point. If there is an option 
for setting a spacing interval between posts or poles, the option will only apply if the 
distance between control points exceeds the interval distance.

Properties panel

The properties vary for the different fence types:

 l Wood Slat

 l Length: length of each slat.

 l Width: width of each slat

 l Extrusion: height of each slat.

 l Spacing: distance between each slat, measure from the center of one slat to the 
center of the next.

 l Picket

 l Extrusion: height to construct cross posts and vertical posts

 l Post Thickness: thickness of the vertical posts

 l Post Spacing: Spacing intervals between vertical posts

 l Cross Post Thickness: horizontal thickness of cross posts

 l Cross Post Extrude: vertical thickness of cross posts

 l Cross Post Initial Height: distance from bottom of fence to create first cross post

 l Cross Post Spacing: Spacing intervals between each horizontal cross post

 l Plank Thickness: thickness of each plank
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 l Plank Length: length of each plank

 l Plank Spacing: distance between each plank, measured from the nearest edge of 
one to the next.

 l Plank Height: height of each plank

 l Initial Planks 1 Offset: distance from the first control point of the line to begin 
creating planks on one side. This is useful for such operations as alternating planks 
between the inside and the outside.

 l Initial Planks 2 Offset: distance from the first control point of the line to begin 
creating planks on opposite side

 l Offset Planks Left/Right: distance of inside and outside planks from the cross posts 
of the fence

 l Thicken Direction: side of the line created by control points to construct the fence.

 l Show Planks 1: toggles visibility of the planks on one side

 l Show Planks 2: toggles visibility of the planks on the opposing side.

 l Chain-Linked

 l Height: height of each pole

 l Pole Width: diameter of the vertical fence poles

 l Pole Spacing: spacing intervals between poles.

 l Barbed Wire

 l Pole Height: height of each post

 l Pole Width: diameter of each post

 l Pole Spacing: interval distance between posts

 l Barb Spacing: horizontal spacing between barbs

 l Barb Size: size of each barb

 l Initial Wire Height: height to place the first horizontal wire above the base of the 
post.

 l Wire Spacing: Interval spacing between each stretch of wire
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Drawing railway tracks

Add railway tracks to scenes using any of the Line, Polyline, Combiline, or Arc Draw tools.

This section describes drawing railway tracks using the various line tools. See Working with 
shapes and models in a scene, page 43 and Modifying shapes, page 47 for more generic 
information on drawing and working with shapes on a scene.

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select Draw 
then click the line type you want to use—Line, Polyline, Combiline, or Arc.

 2. From the Line Category drop-down, select Miscellaneous.

 3. From the Line Type drop-down, select Railway Track. 

 4. Click on the scene to insert the start of the road line object.

Properties panel

Dimensions:

 l Track Width: sets the tracks horizontal width (perpendicular to the direction of the line).

 l Rail Thickness: sets the horizontal thickness (parallel to the direction of the line) of the 
rails.

 l Rail Height: sets the vertical extrusion of the rails.

 l Plank Spacing: sets the distance between planks, measured from the edge of one plank 
to the next.

 l Plank Thickness: sets the horizontal thickness of the planks (perpendicular to the 
direction of the line).

 l Plank Height: sets the vertical extrusion of the planks.

 l Rail Inset: distance a rail is offset from the outer edges of the planks to the center of the 
track.

Drawing crosswalks and parking lots

Add crosswalk and / or parking lot objects to scenes using any of the Line, Polyline, 
Combiline, or Arc Draw tools.

This section describes drawing crosswalk and parking lot objects  using the various line 
tools. See Working with shapes and models in a scene, page 43 and Modifying shapes, 
page 47 for more generic information on drawing and working with shapes on a scene.
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 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select Draw 
then click the line type you want to use—Line, Polyline, Combiline, or Arc.

 2. From the Line Category drop-down, select Miscellaneous.

 3. From the Line Type drop-down, select Crosswalk or Parking Lot. 

 4. Click on the scene to insert the start of the crosswalk or parking lot object.

Properties panel - Crosswalk

 l Width: the horizontal width of the crosswalk.

 l Line Thickness: the horizontal thickness of each walk line.

 l Spacing: the spacing between walk lines.

 l Crosswalk Style: the style of the crosswalk.

 l Ortho: walk lines are drawn perpendicular to the direction of the crosswalk.

 l Parallel: walk lines are drawn parallel to the direction of the crosswalk.

 l Combined: both Ortho and Parallel lines are drawn.

 l Thicken Direction: the direction the crosswalk lines will be drawn from the line created 
in the scene.

Properties panel - Parking Lot

 l Stall Length: the length of each vehicle stall.

 l Stall Width: the spacing between stall lines.

 l Line Thickness: the thickness of stall lines.

 l Stall Style:

 l Both: shows stalls on both sides of the dividing line

 l Top: shows stalls only on the top side of the main dividing line

 l Bottom: shows stalls only on the bottom side of the main dividing line

 l Thicken Direction: the direction the stall lines will be drawn from the line created in the 
scene

Drawing stairs and ramps

Add stairs and /or ramps to scenes using any of the Line, Polyline, Combiline, or Arc Draw 
tools.
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This section describes drawing stairs and ramps  using the various line tools. See Working 
with shapes and models in a scene, page 43 and Modifying shapes, page 47 for more 
generic information on drawing and working with shapes on a scene.

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select Draw 
then click the line type you want to use—Line, Polyline, Combiline, or Arc.

 2. From the Line Category drop-down, select Miscellaneous.

 3. From the Line Type drop-down, select Stairs or Ramp. 

 4. Click on the scene to insert the position of the stairs or ramp object.

Aligning arc stair / ramp segments

When you create stairs with arc segments, the point joining the segments may not align 
properly or join as expected.

Use the alignment grip to align the two stair segment points. It may be easier to turn on the 
Intersect Guidelines property to see how segments are connected (see Stair / ramp 
segment properties, page 65 below for more information). 
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Move the alignment grip until a desired join is created.

 

Stair / ramp segment properties

Stair and Ramp objects are divided into segments; with each segment having its own set of 
properties. To switch between segments properties to display in the Properties panel, click 
the different segments of the object. The current segment is always highlighted in a blue 
wireframe.

Properties panel

 l Stairs Segment Dimensions

 l Step Width: sets the horizontal width of the steps.

 l Triangle Fill Offsets: sets the vertical offset when using triangle fill. Only takes effect if 
Triangle Fill is toggled on.
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 l Rail Thickness: sets the thickness of the railings.

 l Rail Height: sets the vertical extrusion of the railings.

 l Rail Inset: offsets the distance the railings are set from the outer edges of the 
stairs/ramp. Positive is away from the center of the segment. Negative is toward the 
center of the segment.

 l Rail Height Offset: offsets the vertical distance the railings are set on the segment.

 l Stair to Ramp Threshold: sets the threshold between the two end points of a 
segment before a segment becomes a ramp or a staircase.

 l Landing Header: sets the horizontal length of the landing header.

 l Landing Footer: sets the horizontal length of the landing footer.

 l Min. Height: sets the minimum vertical extrusion of the step / ramp.

 l Step Count: sets number of steps for the current segment.

 l Ramp Segment Dimensions

 l Ramp Width: sets the horizontal width of the ramp

 l Segment [#] Rail Thickness: sets the thickness of the railings.

 l Segment [#] Rail Height: sets the vertical extrusion of the railings.

 l Segment [#] Rail Inset: offsets the distance the railings are set from the outer edges 
of the stairs/ramp. Positive is away from the center of the segment. Negative is 
toward the center of the segment.

 l Segment [#] Rail Height: offsets the vertical distance the railings are set on the 
segment.

 l Segment [#] Landing Header: sets the horizontal length of the landing header.

 l Segment [#] Landing Footer: sets the horizontal length of the landing footer.

 l Segment [#] Min. Height: sets the minimum vertical extrusion of the ramp.

 l Stairs/Ramp Segment Toggles

 l Show Rail 1: toggles visibility of Rail 1.

 l Show Rail 2: toggles visibility of Rail 2.

 l Fill: toggles filling under the ramp segment.

 l Show Arrow: shows the direction of the ramp in Top-down view.

 l Reverse Arrow: reverses the direction of the arrow.

 l Show Landing: toggles the visibility of the landings.

 l Show Landing Rail 1: toggles the visibility of the landing rail 1.
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 l Show Landing Rail 2: toggles the visibility of the landing rail 2.

 l Intersect Guidelines: toggles the visibility of segment aligning lines. See Aligning arc 
stair / ramp segments, page 64 above for more details.

 l Fill To Lowest Ramp Point: if using the Fill property, instead of creating a fill to the 
lowest ramp point of the segment, fills to the lowest ramp point of the object.

Actions specific to stairs or ramp objects

 l Apply Current Segment Values To All: applies the property values of the current 
segment to all other segments of the object.

Drawing tire marks

Add tire marks to scenes using any of the Line, Polyline, Combiline, or Arc Draw tools. You 
can also set them to  animate.

This section describes drawing tire marks using the various line tools. See Working with 
shapes and models in a scene, page 43 and Modifying shapes, page 47 for more generic 
information on drawing and working with shapes on a scene.

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select Draw 
then click the line type you want to use—Line, Polyline, Combiline, or Arc.

 2. From the Line Category drop-down, select Miscellaneous.

 3. From the Line Type drop-down, select Tire mark. 

 4. Click on the scene to insert the position of the tire marks.

Properties panel

Select the tire mark object on the scene to reveal its grips and Properties panel.

 l Thickness: sets the horizontal thickness of the object.

 l Segment [#] Length: sets the length of the current segment.

 l Total Path Length: displays the total length of the tire mark

 l Scuff Type: sets the texture to represent the type of the tire mark (Skid or Yaw)

 l Is Animated: sets whether the tire mark is animated during an animation. See Animated 
tire mark properties, page 68 below.

 l Use HQ Animation: if a tire mark contains curves or arcs, the geometry is created more 
accurately at the expense of performance.
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Animated tire mark properties

A tire mark is divided into segments defined by the line created between two control 
points; each segment has its own set of properties. To access the values for the animated 
properties, select Is Animated property in the tire mark's Properties panel.

There are two ways to set the start and end speeds of each segment length of an animated 
tire mark.

 l If Is interpolated from initial and final speeds is toggled on, then the animated tire mark 
allows only for setting the initial and final instantaneous velocities (units/sec). With the 
initial and final velocities set, the segments will interpolate the values at which to 
animate.

 l If Is interpolated from initial and final speeds is toggled off, then each segment will have 
its start and end velocities settings available for editing.

To view the interpolated start and end speeds at each segment length, click the different 
segments of the object. The current segment is always highlighted in a purple.

 l Segment [#] Start Speed: displays the interpolated start speed of the current segment.

 l Segment [#] End Speed: displays the interpolated end speed of the current segment.

Drawing a rectangle

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select Draw 
then click Rectangle.

 2. Click on the scene to create  a point for one corner of the rectangle. After an initial 
corner is set and while the mouse is over top the scene the following operations are 
available:

 l Moving the mouse shows the diagonal opposite corner of the rectangle.

 l Holding the elevation key (‘Z’ key by default) while mouse-wheeling up/down 
changes the elevation of the object.

 l Holding the extrusion key (‘X’ key by default) while mouse-wheeling up/down 
changes the vertical extrusion of the object.

 3. Click to set the opposite corner of the rectangle object and insert the object into the 
scene.

This section describes the Rectangle tool. See Working with shapes and models in a scene, 
page 43 and Modifying shapes, page 47 for more generic information on drawing and 
working with shapes on a scene.
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Manipulating rectangles

Select the rectangle object on the scene to reveal its grips and Properties panel.

Grips

The resize grips are colored yellow and are positioned on the four sides of the rectangle. 
Moving resize grips will stretch the rectangle on the side the grip is on.

Properties panel

Use the Properties panel to set the rectangle properties such as color, fill, and outline. 

Other properties are:

 l Rectangle Toggles: One of Fill or Outline must be selected. Select a texture or a color to 
fill a rectangle object.

 l Fill: toggle visibility of the surfaces.

 l Outline: toggle visibility of the rectangle's outline.

 l Stretch Texture: when not selected, the texture is tiled; when selected, the texture is 
stretched.

 l Show image mask: if a mask was created, this toggles the mask's visibility. Note that 
image masking requires that Stretch Texture be selcted for texture masking to work 
properly.

 l Position - Center: sets the center position of the object in world coordinates.

 l Rotation: sets the objects rotation.

 l Yaw: sets the yaw of the object.

 l Pitch: sets the pitch of the object.

 l Roll: sets the roll of the object.

 l Dimensions:

 l Height: sets the horizontal height of the object.

 l Width: set the horizontal width of the object.

 l Extrusion: sets the vertical height of the object.

 l Outline Thickness: sets the thickness of the line outlining the rectangle
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Actions specific to rectangle objects

 l Edit image mask: opens the Image Mask Editor that enables you to create an image 
mask to overlay on top of the currently assigned texture.

Drawing an ellipse

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select Draw 
then click Ellipse.

 2. Click on the scene to create  a point for the center of the ellipse. After the center is set 
and while the mouse is over top the scene the following operations are available:

 l Moving the mouse shows the  X and Y radii.

 l Holding the extrusion key (‘X’ key by default) while mouse-wheeling up/down 
changes the vertical extrusion of the object.

 3. Click to set the opposite corner of the rectangle object and insert the object into the 
scene.

This section describes the Ellipse tool. See Working with shapes and models in a scene, 
page 43 and Modifying shapes, page 47 for more generic information on drawing and 
working with shapes on a scene.

Manipulating ellipses

Select the ellipse object on the scene to reveal its grips and Properties panel.

Grips

The resize grips are colored yellow and are positioned on the bottom north, east, south, 
and west sides of the ellipse. Moving the resize grips stretch the ellipse on the side the grip 
is on.

Properties panel

Dimensions:

 l X Radius: set the horizontal width of the object.

 l Y Radius: sets the horizontal height of the object.

 l Extrusion: sets the vertical height of the object.
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Drawing a polyshape

This section describes the Polyshape tool. See Working with shapes and models in a scene, 
page 43 and Modifying shapes, page 47 for more generic information on drawing and 
working with shapes on a scene.

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select Draw 
then click Polyshape.

 2. Click on the scene to  set the initial point. All points drawn should be set as points 
outlining the desired shape. After an initial point is set and while the mouse is over top 
the scene the following operations are available:

 l Moving the mouse shows  the current point of the Polyshape.

 l Holding the elevation key (‘Z’ key by default) while mouse-wheeling up/down 
changes the elevation of the current point.

 l Holding the extrusion key (‘X’ key by default) while mouse-wheeling up/down 
changes the vertical extrusion of the object.

Polyshapes only extrude directly up or down (Z-axis), regardless of the slope of the current 
and previous/next points.

When you click on a polyshape object, a control point is added to it; you can add multiple 
points by clicking multiple times. A polyshape requires a minimum of three control points 
to properly construct.

Select the polyshape object on the scene to reveal its grips and Properties panel. The 
Properties panel shows:

 l Position - Vertex Positions: if required, you can right-click a vertex position then remove 
it. The minimum of three points must remain.

 l Dimensions - Extrusion: sets the vertical extrusion of the object.

 l Polyshape Properties - Show Wireframe: toggles the visibility of the wireframe for the 
current object.

Working with SmartRooms

Use the SmartRooms feature to construct buildings in a Reveal scene. You can create a 
single room or a multi-room structure with an arbitrary number of levels.

To create a SmartRoom, draw a polygon (using the Rectangle or a Polyshape Draw tool). 
The polygon defines the shape of the room.
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 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select Draw 
then click Rectangle or a Polyshape.

 2. Click on the scene to insert the polygon object .

 3. Click  to return to Select mode, then click the polgyon on the scene to open its 
Properties panel.

 4. Select the Actions tab, and click Convert To SmartRooms.

 5. The New Smart Room dialog opens. Enter the required settings and click OK.

The polygon on the scene is replaced by a SmartRooms object, which has the same shape 
as the polygon, with walls along each edge.

Editing a SmartRoom

When you select a SmartRoom object on the scene, grips are displayed at the center of the 
room and at each vertex along its edge.

 l Drag the center grip to move the SmartRoom.

 l Drag the vertex grips to change the shape of the SmartRoom.

The Properties panel contains controls to modify the SmartRoom. The controls are divided 
into four sections:

 l General: 

 l Elevation: Base elevation of the SmartRoom relative to the ground plane.

 l Transparency: Transparency of all surfaces (walls, floors, and ceilings).

 l Show Dimension Tools: Select to display dimension indicators for each wall.

 l Show Floor Holes: Select to display floor holes.

 l Level: Controls to modify each level (floor) in the SmartRoom and navigate between 
levels.

 l Total Levels: Total number of above-ground levels.

 l Total Sub-Levels: Total number of below-ground levels.
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 l Current Level: The currently selected level. Use the up / down arrows to switch 
levels. You can also click the Level hyperlinks for each level in the SmartRoom to 
switch to that level.

 l Height: The height of each level measured from floor to ceiling.

 l Elevation: The elevation of each level relative to the main level.

 l Floor: Properties of the floor on the current level.

 l Color: Select to fill the floor with color. Select the color from the drop-down.

 l Texture: Select to fill the floor with  a texture. Select a texture from the drop-down.

 l Tile X: The texture scale in the X direction.

 l Tile Y: The texture scale in the Y direction.

 l Blend with Color: Select to blend the selected texture with the selected color.

 l Ceiling: Properties of the ceiling on the current level.

 l Visible: Check this box to make the ceiling visible.

 l Color: Select to fill the ceiling with color. Select the color from the drop-down.

 l  Texture: Select to fill the ceiling with  a texture. Select a texture from the drop-down.

 l Tile X: The texture scale in the X direction.

 l Tile Y: The texture scale in the Y direction.

 l Blend with Color: Select to blend the selected texture with the selected color.

Adding a new level

You can add new levels to a SmartRoom to create a multi-story structure.

 l To add a new level (above ground), select the SmartRoom (on any level), and in the 
Properties panel, select the Actions tab, then click Add Level. A new level is added at the 
top of the SmartRoom.

 l To add a new sub-level (below ground), select the SmartRoom (on any level), and in the 
Properties panel, select the Actions tab, then click Add Sub-Level. A new level is added 
at the bottom of the SmartRoom.

Removing a level

 1. Select the SmartRoom (on any level), and in the Properties panel, select the level you 
want to remove (see Level properties above for details on selecting a level).

 2. Select the Actions tab, then click Remove Level.
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Adding objects to a SmartRoom using the SmartRooms library

The SmartRooms library contains several objects that you can use to customize a 
SmartRoom, such as interior walls, doors, windows, pictures.

To access the SmartRooms Library:

 1. Select the SmartRoom (on any level).

 2. In the Properties panel, select the Actions tab.

 3. Click Add Wall / Door / Window / Picture.

To add an object to the SmartRoom, drag it from the library onto the SmartRoom.

TIP – It is easier to add library objects in 3D view.

Adding an interior wall

You can subdivide a level into separate rooms by adding interior walls. There are two types 
of walls available:

 l Horizontal Wall: Aligned with the Y axis.

 l Vertical Wall: Aligned with the X axis.

To add a wall to a SmartRoom:

 1. Select the SmartRoom, and in the Properties panel, select the level you want to modify.

 2. Select the Actions tab, and click Add Wall / Door / Window / Picture.

 3. Select a wall object (horizontal or vertical).

 4. Position the wall at the desired location in the selected level, and click in place to create 
the wall.

Editing a wall

Use the selection grips or the Properties panel to modify the interior and exterior walls on 
a level of a SmartRoom.

A wall has the following grips:

 l Blue: Center position - drag to move the wall as a whole.

 l Purple: Length - drag to stretch/shrink the wall.

 l Yellow: End-point position - drag to move an end-point of the wall.

With the grips, you can create a wall with any size, position or angle within the level.

The Properties panel allows you to change the properties of a wall. It has three sections:
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 l Wall: 

 l Height: Height of the wall.

 l Thickness: Thickness of the wall.

 l Transparency: Transparency of the wall.

 l Side 1: Properties of the outside surface

 l Color: Select to fill Side 1 with color. Select the color from the drop-down.

 l  Texture: Select to fill Side 1 with  a texture. Select a texture from the drop-down

 l Tile X: The texture scale in the X direction.

 l Tile Y: The texture scale in the Y direction.

 l Blend with Color: Select to blend the selected texture with the selected color.

 l Side 2: Properties of the inside surface

 l Color: Select to fill Side 2 with color. Select the color from the drop-down.

 l  Texture: Select to fill Side 2 with  a texture. Select a texture from the drop-down

 l Tile X: The texture scale in the X direction.

 l Tile Y: The texture scale in the Y direction.

 l Blend with Color: Select to blend the selected texture with the selected color.

Deleting a wall

 1. Select the wall object in the SmartRoom.

 2. In the Properties panel, select the Actions tab.

 3. Click Delete Wall.

TIP – You can also press the keyboard's Delete key.

Adding a door to a wall

You can add a door to any wall in a SmartRoom. There are three types of doors available:

 l Doorway: An empty doorway, with no hinged door.

 l Open Door: A hinged door in the open position.

 l Closed Door: A hinged door in the closed position.

To add a door to a wall:

 1. Select the SmartRoom, and in the Properties panel, select the level you want to modify.

 2. Select the Actions tab, and click Add Wall / Door / Window / Picture.
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 3. Select a door object.

 4. Position the door at the desired location on a wall, and click in place to create the door.

Editing a door

Use the selection grips or the Properties panel to modify a door.

A door has the following grips:

 l Blue: Horizontal position - drag to move the door horizontally.

 l Yellow: Width - drag to stretch/shrink the door horizontally.

 l Green Arrow: Height - drag to stretch/shrink the door vertically.

The Properties panel allows you to change the properties of a door:

 l Width: Width of door.

 l Height: Height of door.

 l Elevation: Vertical position of the door, relative to the current level.

 l Color: Color of hinged door and frame.

 l Style: Style of the door.

 l Standard: Door hinges counter-clockwise.

 l Reversed: Door hinges clockwise.

 l Empty Frame: Doorway only, no hinged door.

 l Angle Open: The angle that the door is open (Standard/Reversed only).

Deleting a door

 1. Select the door object in the SmartRoom.

 2. In the Properties panel, select the Actions tab.

 3. Click Delete Door/Window.

TIP – You can also press the keyboard's Delete key.
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Adding a window to a wall

You can add a window to any wall in a SmartRoom.

 1. Select the SmartRoom, and in the Properties panel, select the level you want to modify.

 2. Select the Actions tab, and click Add Wall / Door / Window / Picture.

 3. Select the window object.

 4. Position the window at the desired location on a wall, and click in place to create the 
window.

Editing a window

Use the selection grips or the Properties panel to modify a window.

A window has the following grips:

 l Purple: Horizontal position - drag to move the window horizontally.

 l Green Arrow (bottom of window): Vertical position - drag to move the window 
vertically.

 l Yellow: Width - drag to stretch/shrink the window horizontally.

 l Green Arrow (top of window): Height - drag to stretch/shrink the door vertically.

The Properties panel allows you to change the properties of a window:

 l Width: Width of window.

 l Height: Height of window.

 l Elevation: Vertical position of the window, relative to the current level.

 l Frame Color: Color of window frame.

 l Pane Color: Color of window pane ('glass').

 l Transparency: Transparency of the window pane.
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Deleting a window

 1. Select the window object in the SmartRoom.

 2. In the Properties panel, select the Actions tab.

 3. Click Delete Door/Window.

TIP – You can also press the keyboard's Delete key.

Adding a staircase to a SmartRoom

If your SmartRoom contains multiple levels, you may want to add a staircase to the 
building.

 1. Create a staircase object using the Staircase tool under the Line, Polyline, Combiline, or 
Arc Draw tools. Customize the staircase using the Properties panel. See Drawing stairs 
and ramps, page 63 for more information.

 2. On the scene, drag the staircase to the SmartRoom.

 3. Change the position and size of the staircase, so that it spans the desired level(s) of the 
building.

Using the Map / Image tool

This section describes the Map / Image tool. See Working with shapes and models in a 
scene, page 43 and Modifying shapes, page 47 for more generic information on drawing 
and working with shapes on a scene.

With the Map / Image tool, you have the following options to add image objects to a scene:

 l Creating an image from an Aerial Photo, page 78

 l Creating an Image from File object, page 80

 l Creating a Scaled Image from File object, page 80

Creating an image from an Aerial Photo

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select Draw 
then click Map / Image.

 2. From the Image Type selector, select Aerial Photo. The Trimble Maps Browser dialog 
opens.

 3. Click Find Address... and enter your search terms in the Find Location fields. Then click 
Search.
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 4. Navigate and zoom to an appropriate location and zoom level and click OK. A Trimble 
Maps object appears at the center of the scene. The dimensions of the object cannot 
be changed as it is created to scale.

Manipulating Aerial Photo objects

Make sure you are in Select mode, then select the aerial photo object on the scene to 
reveal its grips and Properties panel.

Grips

The move grip repositions the object as a whole. It is always colored blue and is located at 
the center of the space the object occupies and may not necessarily be along any line.

 l The blue arrow grip moves the object only on the Y-axis (east-west).

 l The red arrow grip moves the object only on the X-axis (north-south).

 l The green arrow grip (only available in Perspective view) moves the object only on the 
Z-axis (vertically up-down).

Top-down view

Perspective view

The rotate grip rotates the object as a whole.

 l Moving the green grip will yaw the object

 l With the left-click mouse button held down over top, the red grip arrow will pitch the 
object. Only available in Perspective view.

 l With the left-click mouse button held down over top, the blue grip arrow will roll the 
object. Only available in Perspective view.

Top-down view
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Perspective view

Properties panel

 l Dimensions:

 l Height: displays the horizontal height of the object.

 l Width: displays the horizontal width of the object.

 l Rotation - Yaw: sets the yaw of the object.

 l Position: sets the center position of the object in world coordinates.

 l Map Image Toggles - Show image mask: shows or hides the mask created with the Edit 
map mask option.

Actions specific to aerial photo image objects

 l Edit map mask: allows you to mask sections of the image.

Creating an Image from File object

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select Draw 
then click Map / Image.

 2. From the Image Type selector, select Image from File.

 3. Set the options from the Image tool's panel, then click a point on the scene to set the 
center of where the image will be placed.  An open file dialog appears. Choose a 
supported image file that will be used to texture the object, then click Open. The Image 
object appears on the scene at the selected point. 

For more information about manipulating the Image object, see section on Rectangles.

Creating a Scaled Image from File object

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select Draw 
then click Map / Image.

 2. From the Image Type selector, select Scaled Image from File.

 3. Then click on the scene to create a point for the center of where the image will be 
placed. An open file dialog appears. Choose a supported image file that will be used to 
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texture the object, then click Open. The Scaled Image object appears on the scene at 
the selected point.

Manipulating scaled images

Make sure you are in Select mode, then select the scaled image object on the scene to 
reveal its grips and Properties panel.

Grips

The scaling grips are used to scale the image in relation to a known dimension and are 
always placed at the center of the image by default when scaling mode is toggled on. The 
text shown with the scaling grips measures the distance between the grip's two end 
points.

If the scaling grips are not visible, make sure Scaling Mode is toggled on in the Properties 
panel. 

To scale the image to match real world dimensions:

 1. Move the two scaling grips to two points where the real world distance is known. (i.e. 
width of a road from curb to curb). Note the distance between the two grips shown in 
text; it represents the distance between the two grips.

 2. In the Properties panel, in the Real World Length field enter the distance that should 
represent the distance between the two scaling grips. The image will resize to match.

When Scaling Mode is on, Pitch and Roll values are temporarily set to zero and are 
unavailable in the Properties panel. They will be restored when you turn off Scaling Mode. 
You can toggle off Scaling Mode when required in the Properties panel.

Properties panel

Dimensions:

 l Real World Length: value used when scaling the image. Only available when Scaling 
Mode is toggled on. 

 l Width: displays the width of the image.

 l Height: displays the height of the image.

 l Scaling Mode: when selected, you can use the Real World Length value.
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Writing text

This section describes the Text tool. See Working with shapes and models in a scene, page 
43 and Modifying shapes, page 47 for more generic information on drawing and working 
with shapes on a scene.

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select Draw 
then click Text.

 2. In the Text object's Properties panel, set the text tool properties such as Display Text 
and colors, and enter the required text in the Text field.

 3. Then click on the scene to create and place the text object .

Manipulating text

Select the text object on the scene to reveal its grips and Properties panel.

Grips

The magenta grip is a resizing grip and is responsible for sizing the text object in two 
different ways. If the text property's 'aspect lock' is toggled on, the grip will allow changing 
the size of the text, but not the shape, otherwise the text will be freely resizable using the 
standard Yaw, Pitch, and Roll grips (or the Yaw, Pitch, and Roll properties in the Properties 
panel).

Properties panel

The Properties panel has the following Text Properties:

 l Text Type: select Is Leader text to add an arrow to the text object on the scene.

 l Text Color: sets the color and transparency of the text.

 l Text BG Color: sets the color and transparency of the text's background.

 l Arrow Color: if the text object is a leader text object, the Arrow Color sets the color and 
transparency of the arrowhead and line.

 l Length: changes the length of the text.

 l Width: changes the width of the text.
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 l Aspect Lock: if toggled on, changing the text's length changes the width 
proportionately, as well as vice versa.

 l Display Text: sets the text to be displayed in the Text object.

 l Font Name: set the font type.

 l Font Style: toggles text settings such as Bold, Italic, and Underline.

 l Anchor Position: changes where the tail of the arrow head attaches to the text object.

 l Show Arrow: toggles the visibility of the arrow.

 l Show as Ellipse: changes the background shape of the text between a rectangle and an 
ellipse.

Using Evidence Markers

This section describes the Evidence Marker tool. See Working with shapes and models in a 
scene, page 43 and Modifying shapes, page 47 for more generic information on drawing 
and working with shapes on a scene.

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select Draw 
then click Evidence Marker.

 2. In the  New Evidence Marker gallery,  select:

 l the text color: The color of the Marker ID displayed on the evidence marker.

 l the marker color: The color of the evidence marker.

 l the road marker type: The type of evidence marker.

 3. Click on the scene to place the evidence marker at that point.

 4. The New Evidence Marker window appears. Use this window to enter the following 
information.

 l ID: A  unique (to the scene) 1- to 3-digit  alphanumeric value used to represent the 
Evidence Marker.

 l Marker Text:  A text value used for the marker; this displays in the evidence marker's 
Properties panel and can be set to display using the SmartMarker feature  the 
evidence marker's Properties panel.

 l Name: A text value that is used to easily identify the marker; this displays in the layer 
manager.

 l Description: A text description of the evidence the marker is being used to identify.
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 l Attachments: Click   to open a file dialog and select a photo to attach to the 
evidence marker.
NOTE – You can also add photos later using the evidence marker's Properties 
panel.

 l Layer: Select the layer you want the evidence marker to be added to.

Using the SmartMarker feature

When an evidence marker is selected, the SmartMarker properties are displayed at the top 
of the Properties panel. SmartMarker applies to all markers currently in the scene and any 
new ones that are later added.

 l Use SmartMarkers: Controls whether the SmartMarker label is displayed over top of 
every evidence marker in the scene.

 l Show Evidence Marker IDs: Controls whether the marker ID is shown in the 
SmartMarker label.

 l Show Evidence Marker Text: Controls whether the Marker Text set for the evidence 
marker is shown in the SmartMarker label.

Evidence marker properties

 l ID: Displays the 1- to 3-digit unique (to the scene) alphanumeric value used to 
represent the evidence marker.

 l Marker Text: Sets the text for the  evidence marker.

 l Description: Describes the evidence this marker is being used to identify.

 l Type: Changes the model used for the  evidence marker.

 l Color: Sets the color of the Marker ID displayed on the marker.

 l Background Color: Sets the color of the  evidence marker.

 l Rotation: Sets the orientation of the  evidence marker.

 l Position: Sets the position of the  evidence marker in the scene.

 l Attachments: Click   to open a file dialog and select a photo to attach to the 
evidence marker. You have the following options:

 l Edit: Click the pencil icon to edit the name of the evidence photo. This action is only 
available if the marker contains an attachment.

 l Delete: Click to remove the evidence photo from the evidence marker. This action is 
only available if the evidence marker has a photo attached.
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 l Set as default image: If multiple photos are attached, click this to set the image to be 
the one shown when hovering over the evidence marker.

If an  evidence marker is part of an import from a Capture scene:

 l the marker's rotation and position are automatically set relative to the imported 
measurement log, and this is indicated in the Properties panel.

 l if the measurement log is moved/rotated, the marker will move/rotate with it.

 l in the evidence marker Properties, Rotation and Position are read-only, and on the 
scene canvas, the grips are disabled.

See About relative positioning, page 118 for more information.

Actions

 l View evidence/attachment report: click to view or print a report.

 l Convert to Attachment: click to convert an evidence marker to an attachment marker.

 l If the name of the evidence marker is "Evidence Marker X" , the name of the 
attachment marker it is converted to is "Attachment X" ; otherwise the name 
remains the same.

 l The description  of the evidence marker (if set) is copied to the attachment marker.

 l If the evidence marker had any attachments, they are copied to the attachment 
marker.

If you select several evidence markers, you can convert them all to attachment markers; all 
information is copied. On the Actions tab, click Convert all to note markers.

Using Attachment Markers

This section describes the Attachment Marker tool. See Working with shapes and models 
in a scene, page 43 and Modifying shapes, page 47 for more generic information on 
drawing and working with shapes on a scene.

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select Draw 
then click Attachment Marker.

 2. In the  Add Attachment Marker gallery,  select:

 l the text color: The color of the name displayed on the attachment marker.

 l the background color:  color of the background behind the text.

 l the layer that you want the attachment marker to be added to.

 l how transparent the marker is; select a value using the See-thru slider.
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 3. Click on the scene to place the attachment marker at that point. The New Attachment 
Marker window appears. Use this window to enter the following information:

 l Name: A text value that is used to easily identify the marker; this displays in the layer 
manager.

 l Description: A text description of the attachment the marker is being used to 
identify.

 l Attachments: Click   to open a file dialog and select a photo to attach to the 
attachment marker.
NOTE – You can also add photos later using the attachment marker's Properties 
panel.

 l Layer: Select the layer you want the attachment marker to be added to.

Attachment marker properties

Select the attachment marker to open up the attachment Marker Properties panel.

 l SmartMarkers: Controls whether the SmartMarker label is displayed over top of every 
attachment marker in the scene.

 l Name: Sets the name of the attachment marker used to easily identify it.

 l Description: Describes the attachment this marker is being used to identify.

 l Text: Sets the color of the name displayed on the attachment marker.

 l Background Color: Sets the background color of the attachment marker.

 l See-thru: sets how transparent the marker is; select a value using the  slider.

 l Rotation: Sets the orientation of the attachment marker.

 l Position: Sets the position of the attachment marker in the scene.

 l Attachments: Click   to open a file dialog and select a photo to attach to the 
marker. You have the following options:

 l Edit: Click the pencil icon to edit the name of the photo. This action is only available if 
the marker contains an attachment.

 l Delete: Click to remove the photo from the marker. This action is only available if the 
marker has a photo attached.

 l Set as default image: If multiple photos are attached, click this to set the image to be 
the one shown when hovering over the marker.

If an attachment marker is part of an import from a Capture scene:
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 l the marker's rotation and position are automatically set relative to the imported 
measurement log, and this is indicated in the Properties panel.

 l if the measurement log is moved/rotated, the marker will move/rotate with it.

 l in the attachment marker Properties, Rotation and Position are read-only, and on the 
scene canvas, the grips are disabled.

See About relative positioning, page 118 for more information.

Actions

 l View evidence/attachment report: click to view or print a report.

 l Convert to Evidence Marker: click to convert an attachment marker to an evidence 
marker.

 l If the name of the attachment marker is "Attachment X" , the name of the evidence 
marker it is converted to is " Evidence Marker X" ; otherwise the name remains the 
same.

 l The description  of the attachment marker (if set) is copied to the evidence marker.

 l The Marker Text will be blank.

 l The ID will default to "highest in the scene+1", or it will be 1 if there are no evidence 
markers in the scene with a numeric ID.

 l If the attachment marker had any attachments, they are copied to the evidence 
marker.

If you select several attachment markers, you can convert them all to evidence markers; all 
information is copied. On the Actions tab, click Convert all to evidence markers.

Adding fire objects to a scene

Fire can be created in a rectangular or an elliptical area.

This section describes the Fire tool. See Working with shapes and models in a scene, page 
43 and Modifying shapes, page 47 for more generic information on drawing and working 
with shapes on a scene.

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select Draw 
then click Fire.

 2. Click on the scene to create a Fire object at that position.
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Properties panel

 l Dimensions

 l Relative Smoke Height: sets the distance above the object's position where smoke 
particles begin to emanate.

 l Density: sets the density of the smoke and fire particles being emanated. Minimum 
is 1.

 l Is Animated: if selected, the fire object will continuously animate on the scene. If 
unselected, it will animate for the duration set for Time to animate Fire/Smoke before 
pausing(in the  Preferences manager under Scene Properties), then stop in place. See 
Preferences, page 37 for more information.

 l Show Smoke: toggles the visibility of smoke.

 l Show Fire: toggles the visibility of fire.

 l Area Filling Fire: toggles whether the smoke and fire particles emanate from the center 
of the underlying shape or over the entire surface area of the underlying shape.

 

 l Fill: toggles the visibility of the fire icon.

 l Outline: toggles the visibility of the underlying shapes outline.

Actions specific to fire objects

 l Convert To Rectangle / Ellipse Fire: changes the underlying shape of the fire object.

Using Trimble SketchUp models

Reveal allows you to import models from the Trimble SketchUp warehouse. You can 
import a SketchUp model directly into Reveal from the SketchUp warehouse online, or 
import a Trimble SketchUp model from a SketchUp file (*.skp) you have previously saved. 

Use the Trimble SketchUp Model import wizard to work through the import. 
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 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select Draw, 
then Models. 

 2. In the New Model dialog, click .

 3. Select the model source:

 l Online SketchUp model warehouse. See Importing a model from the SketchUp 
warehouse below.

 l File on disk to import from a SketchUp file you have previously saved. Browse to the 
file you want to import.

 4. Click Next.

The imported model appears as a choice in the New Model dialog and can be used like any 
other model.

Importing a model from the SketchUp warehouse

When you choose to import a model from the SketchUp warehouse:

 1. In the Import Model wizard, enter a search term and click Search.
TIP – Use the Sort By selector to sort results by relevance, date, rating, popularity, or 
title.

 2. If there are relevant matches, the left pane populates with the results as thumbnail 
images with names. Click a thumbnail to see a larger preview in the right pane. Click < 
Prev or Next > below the left pane to page through results.

 3. Select the model you want and click Next at the bottom-right of the wizard.

 4. Give the model an appropriate name and click Next.

 5. Specify the orientation details of the model:

 a. For the Model Orientation - Front step, select the image that represents the front of 
the object (e.g. the grill of a vehicle)

 b. For the Model Orientation - Top step, select the image that represents the top of 
the object (e.g. the hood of a vehicle)

 c. For the Model Size step, set the dimensions of the object. To keep the aspect ratio, 
toggle on Maintain Aspect; if you change any one of the dimensions, the other two 
are also changed to keep the aspect ratio. If you toggle off Maintain Aspect, you 
must specify each dimension individually.
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Accessing a model imported from the SketchUp warehouse

To access to a model imported from the SketchUp warehouse for future use:

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select Draw, 
then Models.

 2. In the Model Type selector, select Objects.

 3. In the Library selector, select Custom.

 4. In the Category selector, select Custom Models.

Using vehicle specifications

The Vehicle Specifications database is used to assign  dimensions and other information to 
a vehicle model.

Linking vehicle specifications data to a model

There are two ways to link a model object to vehicle specifications data:

 l by creating an instance of a vehicle specification model.

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select 
Draw, then Models.

 2. Set Model Type to Vehicles, Library to Vehicles, and Category to Generic Vehicles.

 3.  Vehicles Specification is listed among the choices. To create an instance of a vehicle 
specification model, do one of the following:

 l left-click Vehicle Specification.

 l drag Vehicle Specification onto the scene.

 4. The Vehicle Specifications dialog opens. See Using the Vehicle Specifications dialog, 
page 91 for further details.

 l by linking a scene object to vehicle specifications data.

 1. To link an object in the scene to vehicle specifications data, select the object in the 
scene to open its Properties dialog.

 2. On the Properties dialog, select the Actions tab, then click Link To Vehicle Specs.

 3. The Vehicle Specifications dialog opens. See Using the Vehicle Specifications dialog, 
page 91 for further details.
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Using the Vehicle Specifications dialog

Use the Vehicle Specifications dialog to search for, preview, print, and apply to a model the 
specifications of a vehicle.

 l Vehicle Selection. Select a vehicle using the dropdown options; start at the top and 
work down, as what you select at a higher level affects the options that are available at 
lower levels (i.e., select the Database first, then the Year, and then the Make) . Details of 
the car model you select appear in the panel on the right.

 l Print Vehicle Specs.... Click to open a standard print dialog to print the details of the 
selected vehicle model specification.

 l Advanced Search... Click to search for vehicle specification data; the Vehicle Specs – 
Advanced Search dialog opens. You can search by year and other vehicle properties to 
narrow down a certain vehicle specification. The following are required to create a valid 
search:

 l Year Range. Min (search only for cars made during or after this year) to Max (search 
only for cars made during or before this year).

 l Search Criterion: Search by and Selected Field Range. Select the value to search by 
then enter the range values.

Click Search to start the search through the Vehicle Specifications database; the 
results display on the right, ordered by year, make, and then model.

To select a vehicle specification from the results, click it in the list, then click Choose 
Highlighted Vehicle. (Note this button is disabled if you have not selected a vehicle 
specification from the results list). The Vehicle Specs – Advanced Search dialog  
closes and the Vehicle Specifications dialog with the selected vehicle specification 
data displays.

Clicking Cancel in the Vehicle Specs – Advanced Search dialog closes the dialog and 
displays the Vehicle Specifications dialog. Any previously selected details will remain 
from before the Vehicle Specs – Advanced Search was started.

 l Weights. Includes weights for the vehicle, passengers, and fuel and cargo, and adds 
them together to record the gross weight.

 l Model Selection. Once a vehicle specification model has been created, the Object 
dropdown list is enabled, and allows you to select a generic model to display and 
associate with the selected vehicle specification  data.
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 l  Vehicle Options

 l Color. The palette color that you want to be applied to the model.

 l Show center of gravity: is enabled or disabled depending on whether the data in 
the database for the selected vehicle specification meets the requirements to 
calculate the center of gravity (also known as center of mass). Center of mass 
depiction is only supported on the longitudinal axis of the vehicle.

Adding the vehicle specification to a vehicle in the scene

When you have customized the settings for the vehicle specification model in the the 
Vehicle Specifications dialog, click Apply to insert the selected object model onto the scene. 
The model (whether linked to vehicle specifications or created as a vehicle specifications 
model) will have its dimensions and color set to the properties specified by the vehicle 
specification data. If you selected Show center of gravity, it appears directly above the 
model.

Using Smart Trailers

A Smart Trailer is an object type that enables you to build a customized commercial vehicle 
on the fly. You can set the number of axles and their positions, the length and width of the 
trailer, and the style of the trailer.

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select Draw, 
then Models.

 2. Set Model Type to Vehicles, Library to Vehicles, and Category to Commercial Vehicles.

 3. Select Smart Trailer (u build), then click on the scene canvas to place it.

 4. To change a Smart Trailer's position or rotation in the scene, use the position and 
rotation grips which are displayed with the object on the scene, or use the Position and 
Rotation controls on the Properties panel.

By default, a Smart Trailer has two axles, a flatbed bottom, and no trailer. It acts in every 
way like any other model, allowing for changes in rotation and position. You can swap the 
flatbed type and trailer type with another of the same type and change their colors easily in 
theProperties panel.

For more advances customization, enable Edit Mode, at the bottom of the Properties 
panel.

Editing a Smart Trailer

To enable Edit Mode, click the Smart Trailer object on the scene to open the Properties 
panel, then select Edit Mode at the bottom of the window.
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NOTE – When in Edit Mode, the rotation controls are temporarily reset to ease editing; they 
are restored when you turn off Edit Mode.

Using the Smart Trailer grips

In Edit Mode, a Smart Trailer has three grips that are unlike the move grips of most other 
models. These grips reposition parts of the Smart Trailer in relation to the center of the 
Smart Trailer rather than in respect to the parts' position in the world; e.g. moving the 
center of the Smart Trailer will move its parts, but not vice-versa. These grips, which are 
always placed at the center of the object they are manipulating, are:

 l the Flatbed Offset grip

 l the Trailer Offset grip

 l the Axle grip

To differentiate between the grips, the Flatbed Offset and Trailer Offset grips take on the 
color of the object they are manipulating. The Axle grip is always yellow.

The Flatbed Offset, Trailer Offset, and Axle grips change the objects they edit in the same 
ways.

The Flatbed Offset grip is composed of two parts:

 l the arrow is the Z offset. Dragging the Z offset changes the height of the flatbed part in 
respect to the bottom of the Smart Trailer

 l the block is the X offset. Dragging the X offset changes the distance of the middle of the 
flatbed from the center of Smart Trailer along the length of the Smart Trailer.

You can also change these settings in the Properties panel under Dimensions: Flatbed X 
Offset, Flatbed Z Offset, Trailer X Offset, Trailer Z Offset, Axle X Offset, and Axle Z Offset. 

Changing axle values only affects the currently selected Axle.

Editing Trailer and Flatbed properties

You can set the trailer and flatbed types and colors  in the Smart Trailers Properties panel. 
In Edit Mode, in addition to changing the offsets using the grips, you can specify settings in 
the Smart Trailers Properties panel for:

 l Flatbed X Offset: the horizontal distance from the flatbed’s center to the center of the 
Smart Trailer along the horizontal length of the Smart Trailer. 

 l Flatbed Z Offset: the flatbed’s vertical offset height from the bottom of the Smart Trailer.

 l Flatbed Length: changes length of the flatbed

 l Flatbed Width: changes width of the flatbed

 l Flatbed Height: changes height of the flatbed
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 l Trailer X Offset: the horizontal distance from the trailer’s center to the center of the 
Smart Trailer along the horizontal length of the Smart Trailer. 

 l Trailer Z Offset: the trailer’s vertical offset height from the bottom of the Smart Trailer. 

 l Trailer Length: changes length of the trailer

 l Trailer Width: changes width of the trailer

 l Trailer Height: changes height of the trailer

Working with Axles
NOTE – You must be in Edit Mode.

By default, a Smart Trailer has two axles. Only one Axle can be "active". The active Axle is 
shown in the scene by a red wireframe and the Axle Offset grip (yellow square) at its center. 

 l To change the active Axle, use the Axle List dropdown at the bottom of the Smart 
Trailers Properties panel, under SmartTrailers Properties.

 l To add a new axle, in the Properties panel, select the Actions tab then click Add New 
Axle. A new axle is added to the center of the Smart Trailer, and appears in the Axle List 
dropdown.

 l To remove an axle, select it from the Axle List dropdown at the bottom of the Smart 
Trailers Properties panel; it becomes the active Axle and is highlighted with a red 
wireframe. In the Properties panel, select the Actions tab then click Remove Selected 
Axle.

 l You can edit Axle properties in the  Smart Trailers Properties panel:

 l Axle Color: changes the color of the active axle

 l Tire Rim Color: changes the color of all the tire rims on the active axle

 l Axle X Offset: the active axle’s distance from the center of the Smart Trailer along the 
horizontal length of the Smart Trailer. Note you can also change this setting using 
the Axle Offset grip.

 l Axle Z Offset: the active axle’s vertical offset height from the bottom of the Smart 
Trailer. Note you can also change this setting using the Axle Offset grip.

 l Axle Length:  changes the length of the active axle.

 l Tire Radius: changes the radius of all the tires of the active axle.

 l Tire Count Per Axle Side: changes the number of tires on either side of an axle. Tires 
are added from the outside, towards the center of an axle. Conversely, tires are 
removed from the center, towards the outside of an axle.
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Using avatars

Use avatars from the AvatarFx library to add realistic human figures to a Reveal scene. You 
can edit, pose or animate them as necessary. The Animated AvatarFx category contains 
avatars that move in a realistic way during an animation sequence. For example, you can 
select a walking avatar  which will walk along an animation path.

To add an avatar to a scene:

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select Draw, 
then Models.

 2. Set Model Type to Objects, Library to AvatarFx, and Category to AvatarFx, Animated 
AvatarFx, or Body Parts.

 3. Select the model you want to use, then click on the scene canvas to place it.

Editing an avatar

An avatar is highly customizable. You can manipulate it, or modify its properties, to satisfy 
the requirements of your scene.

 l To move the avatar as a whole, do one of the following:

 l use the position and angle grips, which are displayed with the avatar on the scene.

 l enter the position coordinates (X, Y, Z) in the Properties panel.

 l The avatar has an additional grip (a vertical green arrow), which is used to adjust the 
Root Offset Height; this is the distance between the center of the model (its pelvic 
region), and the ground. You may need to change this distance, depending on the 
pose you give to the avatar. You can change it on the scene using the vertical green 
arrow, or in the Properties panel in the Root Offset Height field. For example, if you 
want the avatar to sit on the ground, decrease the Root Offset to place the pelvic 
region at ground level.

 l In the Properties panel, you can specify both the standing height and the default color 
for the avatar.

Working with an avatar's body parts

An avatar is composed of several body parts.

 l Head

 l Torso

 l Pelvis
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 l Upper Arms

 l Lower Arms

 l Hands

 l Upper Legs

 l Lower Legs

 l Feet

Click on a part to display its attributes in the Properties panel.

Moving or rotating a body part

Every body part (except the pelvis) has a certain range of motion and can be adjusted 
independently. Its position is defined by three angles:

 l Theta: Movement from side-to-side.

 l Phi: Movement forward and back.

 l Twist: Twisting around the joint.

You can rotate a part by:

 l changing these angles in the Properties panel. Use the mouse to drag an angle gauge 
to the proper position, or enter an angle value in degrees.

 l moving a body part with the selection grips in the scene. When you select a part (e.g. 
upper arm), a semi-transparent bubble appears over the top of it. This bubble 
represents the 3D range of motion. To move the part, use the grips that are displayed 
next to it:

 l Purple Sphere: Drag this grip to adjust Theta and Phi angles.

 l Red Arrows: To adjust the Phi angle, put the mouse pointer over a red arrow, and hold 
down the left mouse button. To increase speed, hold the Shift key.

 l Blue Arrows: To adjust the Twist angle, put the mouse pointer over a blue arrow, and 
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hold down the left mouse button. To increase speed, hold the Shift key.

Changing the appearance of a body part

Each body part can have its own color or texture. This can be used to simulate different 
types of clothing. To set the color of a part, click the Part Color square in the Properties 
panel. To choose a texture, click the Select Texture link.

The avatar is male by default. To change the gender to female:

 1. Select the torso in the scene.

 2. In the Properties panel, select the checkbox Female Chest.

Deleting a body part

 1. In the scene, select the part of the avatar you want to delete.

 2. In the Properties panel, click the link Delete Part.

Attaching a model to a body part

Reveal includes a library of models that can be attached to an avatar. Models are attached 
to a specific body part. For example, you can attach a knife model to an avatar's hand, to 
give the appearance of a knife-wielding assailant. Once an object is attached, it will move 
with the selected body part.

 1. In the scene, select a body part to attach an object to.

 2. In the Properties panel, click the link Attach.

 3. In the Choose Attachment dialog, select an attachment and click OK. The attachment 
appears next to the body part, and is added to the list of Attached Models in the 
Properties panel for the avatar.
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 4. If required, use the options in the the Properties panel to adjust the appearance of the 
attachment:

 1. Offset: Set the offset distance of the attachment, in 3 dimensions.

 2. Rotation: Rotate the attachment in 3 dimensions.

 3. Scale: Scale the attachment in 3 dimensions.

 4. Attach Color: Select a color for the attachment.

Animating an avatar

You can use an avatar in an animation sequence by adding a motion path for an avatar.

 1. Select the avatar in the scene to open the Properties panel.

 2. Click Add motion path. Note this option is on the Properties tab for AvatarFx and 
Animated AvatarFx categories; for Body Parts, select the Actions tab and click Add 
Motion Path.

 3. Click on the scene to draw the motion path from the object.

 4. If the avatar model is an animated type (e.g. Walking, Jogging), then its body parts will 
move automatically when the animation runs.
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 l Using the Dimension tool, page 99 to add a dimension object to a scene to show the 

dimensions of a line.

 l Using the Angle Dimension tool, page 101 to add an angle object to a scene to show 
angle measurements.

 l Using the Grid tool, page 102 to add a grid object to a scene.

 l Using the Scale Bar tool, page 103

 l Using the Bullet Trajectory tool, page 104

 l Using the Momentum Tool, page 106

 l Using the Photo FX tool, page 108 to  insert a photograph as a backdrop to a Reveal 
scene.

 l Using the Drag Factor tool, page 110 to  import drag factor data exported from 
AccelereX into Reveal to generate reports.

 l Using the CrashMath tool, page 114 to  document and organize mathematical 
equations for an accident scene re-construction.

 l Using the View Station and Export to Showcase tools: see Exporting a scene to Trimble 
Forensics ShowCase, page 30

Using the Dimension tool

Use the Dimension tool to add a dimension (line measurement) object to a scene.

This section describes the Dimension tool. See Working with shapes and models in a scene, 
page 43 and Modifying shapes, page 47 for more generic information on drawing lines and 
working with shapes on a scene.

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select Tools 
then click Dimension.

 2. Click on the scene to insert the start point of the object.  While the mouse is over top the 
scene the following operations are available:
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 l Moving the mouse shows the position of the end point of the dimension object.

 l Holding the elevation key (‘Z’ key by default) while mouse-wheeling up/down 
changes the elevation of the end point.

While performing the above operations, the following details are displayed:

 l the distance between the start and end points (along a diagonal if the there is an 
elevation difference).

 l If there is an elevation difference between the start and end points, the following 
details are displayed:

 l The vertical elevation difference, displayed along the vertical line underneath 
the end point.

 l The flat horizontal distance between the start and end points, displayed along a 
horizontal line.

 3. Click on the scene to set the end point of the object. The dimension object is added to 
the scene.

Manipulating dimension objects

Select the dimension object on the scene to reveal its grips and Properties panel.

Grips

The extend grips extend the object in the direction of the line of the selected grip (i.e. 
manipulating the extend grip of the End point changes the end point's position, while the 
Start point remains unchanged).

Properties panel

 l Dimensions:

 l Length: sets the length of the dimension tool. When setting this value, the start 
point remains stationary while the end point is repositioned to increase/decrease 
the length of the line.

 l Horizontal/Vertical Offset: when set, this value offsets the displayed line and arrows 
of the dimension object on the scene without changing the start and end points. It 
is usually used to show the length between two points without obscuring the 
object the dimension object is measuring.

 l Font Scale: sets the font scale of the unit text.
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 l Arrow Scale: sets the ratio of the arrowheads size to the length of the line.

 l Decimal Places: number of decimal places the text units use to display distances.

 l Show Main Line: toggle displaying / hiding the line between the start and end points.

 l Always Align Text North: if toggled on, the text that displays the distance between the 
start and end point will rotate 180 degrees if the current yaw of the dimension tool 
makes this text appear upside-down to North.

 l Show horizontal/vertical lengths: toggles the display of any vertical/horizontal offsets.

Using the Angle Dimension tool

Use the Angle Dimension tool to add an angle object (angle measurements) object to a 
scene.

This section describes the Angle Dimension tool. See Working with shapes and models in a 
scene, page 43 and Modifying shapes, page 47 for more generic information on drawing 
and working with shapes on a scene.

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select Tools 
then click Angle Dimension.

 2. In the New Angle Dimension dialog, set the required properties.

 3. Click on the scene to place the angle dimension object.

An angle dimension object in displayed in a scene as three arrows and an angle text 
indicator. The rotating axis arrow (green by default) and the major (blue by default) and 
minor (red by default) arrows—work together to identify an angle, and work similarly to an 
analogue clock.

 l The rotating axis is akin to the direction a clock is facing and represents the axis the 
major and minor arrows are rotating around.

 l The major and minor arrows are like the hands of a clock; they show the angle between 
them. The major arrow always represents zero and the minor arrow, with its rotation 
around the rotating axis and away from the major axis in a clockwise direction, 
determines an angle which is displayed near the rotating axis.
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Manipulating angle dimension objects

Select the angle dimension object on the scene to reveal its grips and Properties panel.

Grips

The major and minor arrow grips are colored yellow. They position the major and minor 
arrow end points.

Properties panel

 l Appearance:

 l Major Arrow Color: sets the major arrow color.

 l Minor Arrow Color: sets the minor arrow color.

 l Rotating Axis Color: sets the rotating axis arrow color.

 l Text Color: sets the text color.

 l Text BG Color: sets the  text background color.

 l Position:

 l Position: sets the overall position of the object.

 l Major Arrow: sets the world position of the major arrow’s end point.

 l Minor Arrow: sets the world position of the minor arrow’s end point.

 l Angle Tool Properties:

 l Font Scale: sets the font text scale for the unit text.

 l Show Arrow/Lines: toggles visibility of the arrows.

 l Show Units: toggles visibility of the unit text.

Using the Grid tool

Use the Grid tool to add a grid object to a scene.

This section describes the Grid tool. See Working with shapes and models in a scene, page 
43 and Modifying shapes, page 47 for more generic information on drawing lines and 
working with shapes on a scene.

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select Tools 
then click Grid.

 2. Clickon the scene to create a grid object at that position.

Manipulating grids

Select the grid object on the scene to reveal its grips and Properties panel.
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Properties panel

 l Width: sets the horizontal width of the grid object.

 l Length: sets the horizontal length of the grid object.

 l Vertical Spacing: sets the spacing between vertical grid lines.

 l Horizontal Spacing: sets the spacing between horizontal grid lines.

 l Font Scale: sets the font scale of the text.

 l Decimal Places: number of decimal places the text units use to display distances.

 l Lock Axis: determines the layout position of the origin (zero position) on the grid.

 l Show Grid: toggles visibility of the grid object.

 l Show Outline: toggles visibility of the grid’s outline.

 l Show Units: toggles visibility of the text units.

 l Show Fill: toggles the visibility of the grid’s background.

Actions specific to the Grid tool

 l Move Origin To Grid’s Center: repositions the grid object’s position in the world so that 
the grid’s origin in the world is positioned at the center of the grid.

 l Move Grid’s Center to Origin: repositions the grid object’s center from its current world 
position to the location of the grid’s origin in the world.

Using the Scale Bar tool

This section describes the Scale Bar tool. See Working with shapes and models in a scene, 
page 43 and Modifying shapes, page 47 for more generic information on drawing lines and 
working with shapes on a scene.

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select Tools 
then click  Scale Bar.

 2. Click on the scene to insert a scale bar object at that location.

 3. To return to Select mode, click Select  from the quick access toolbar or press the 
Esc key.

Manipulating Scale Bars

Select the scale bar object on the scene to reveal its grips and Properties panel.
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Grips

The resize grips are colored yellow and are positioned on the bottom four sides of the 
scale bar.

Moving the top and bottom resize grips will stretch the scale bar on the side the grip is on. 
This also determines the size of the text units.

 

Moving the left and right grips will stretch both sides of the scale bar in predefined unit 
scales. If the largest unit is less than or equal to ten, the scale bar will increment in length by 
units of one with a minimum of two, otherwise, the scale bar will increment by units of ten.

Using the Bullet Trajectory tool

The Bullet Trajectory tool is used to recreate the trajectory of a bullet, and has the option 
to be animated.

This section describes the Bullet Trajectory tool. See Working with shapes and models in a 
scene, page 43 and Modifying shapes, page 47 for more generic information on drawing 
lines and working with shapes on a scene.

Creating Bullet objects

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select Draw 
then click the line type you want to use—Line, Polyline, or Combiline. Note that bullet 
trajectories assume straight line segments and do not support arcs or curves.

 2. From the Line Category drop-down, select Miscellaneous.

 3. In the Line Type drop-down, select Bullet Trajectory. 

 4. Click on the scene to insert the start of the bullet trajectory. While the mouse is over top 
the scene the following operations are available:
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 l Moving the mouse shows the position of the current point of the line.

 l Holding the elevation key (‘Z’ key by default) while mouse-wheeling up/down 
changes the elevation of the current point.

 l Holding the thickness key (‘W’ key by default) while mouse-wheeling up/down 
changes the thickness of the line object.

 l Holding the extrude key (‘X’ key by default) while mouse-wheeling up/down changes 
the height/extrusion of the line object.

 l Left-clicking adds the current point to the line object. Additional points can be 
added with additional left-clicks.

 5. To end the bullet trajectory, press the Space bar or the Esc key. The Space bar keeps 
you in the current drawing mode; the Esc key returns to Select mode.

Manipulating bullet trajectory objects

Select the object on the scene to reveal its grips and Properties panel.

Grips

The extend grips will only appear for single line bullet trajectories. These grips lengthen or 
shorten one end of the line while the other end stays in place.

Extend Grip in Perspective view:

Properties panel

 l Appearance - Full Path Color: sets the color of the bullet path when no animation is 
occurring.

 l Trajectory Properties

 l Show Cone of Possibility: toggles whether the Cone of Possibility is draw over top of 
the bullet trajectory. Only appears when using a single segment bullet trajectory.
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 l Reverse Cone Direction: reverse the direction of the Cone of Possibility. Only 
appears when using a single segment bullet trajectory.

 l Cone Variance: the angle of the Cone of Possibility, in degrees.

 l Segment Angle: shows the angle of this segment.

Bullet Trajectory Cone of Possibility:

 l Advanced Properties

 l Dimensions

 l Bullet Length: sets the length of the displayed bullet.

 l Bullet Diameter: sets the diameter of the bullet.

 l Animation Properties

 l Start Time: sets the global animation time at which the bullet begins its 
trajectory.

 l Muzzle Speed: Sets the speed of the bullet along the currently highlighted path 
segment as units per second (unit is either in feet or meters, depending on 
program settings). To switch between path segments, click on a line between 
two points. The current segment being manipulated is always highlighted in 
purple and denoted by the segment number assigned to it as seen in 
Properties panel.

 l Animation Options

 l Show Full Path During Animation: toggles whether the full animation path is 
displayed during an animation.

 l Show Bullet Model: toggles the visibility of the bullet model during an animation.

Using the Momentum Tool

The Momentum Tool is a vector system designed to create a momentum analysis using 
actual evidence from an accident scene. To do this  you must input the approach and 
departure paths. 

In preparation, consider drawing the diagram and displaying all relevant objects.
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NOTE – The Momentum Tool does not require the use of objects (vehicles, etc), however it 
would be beneficial to define impact and rest positions  to specify correct orientation.

To create a Momentum Tool object:

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select Tools 
then click Momentum Tool.  The Momentum Tool Wizard starts.

 2. Click Next.

 3. Select a vehicle specification. A momentum tool object is placed at the center of the 
scene.

 4. Follow the on-screen instructions as you work through the wizard to set up the 
Momentum object.

 5. When you are done, click Close.

About the Position Vector System

 1. Position System at Impact Center: Position the blue grip on the PDoF (Principle 
Direction of Force) line at the point of impact (impact center), with the vehicles 
positioned at maximum engagement.

 2. Define Vehicle CG (Center of Gravity ) at point of impact: Position the yellow grips for 
each vehicle on CG positions of each vehicle (pre-impact, impact, and post-impact).

 3. Define approach Vectors and Angles: Position the Yellow Grips at the tail of the 
approach vectors.

 4. Position Vectors at Point of Rest: Position the Yellow Grips on the departure vectors 
until they are positioned on the vehicle CG while at rest.

You will notice a red/blue line passing through the vehicles. This is the PDoF (Principal 
Direction of Force) vector. It will move as you adjust your momentum vectors.
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Momentum Tool links to the Vehicle Specifications database

To apply vehicle specifications data to the analysis, make sure the Momentum object is 
selected in the scene; its Properties panel opens. 

 l Use the Specifications selectors for each Vehicle (1 and 2) to choose their respective 
vehicle specification from a database.

 l You can modify the vehicle Weight if required by including cargo and passenger's 
weight; see Using vehicle specifications, page 90 for more information.

 l You can add Post-Impact Acceleration Zones from the Properties panel.

 l You can also edit the Spin Out Drag Factor and Common Drag Values; to access these, 
select a value from the Post Impact Acceleration Zones list and click Edit. The 
Acceleration Zone dialog appears, with options to view Common Drag Values and to 
Calculate spin out drag factor.

Viewing the Momentum Report

When you have set up a momentum analysis, a Momentum report option is available. To 
view it, on the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select 
Reports then click Momentum Report.  

The report has a standard Print toolbar, and provides options for you to set details for the 
printout under Report Settings.

Changes you make in the Momentum Report Settings are reflected immediately on the 
report.

Using the Photo FX tool

Use the Photo FX tool to insert a photograph as a backdrop to a Reveal scene. You can 
integrate Reveal models with the photograph to provide an enhanced sense of realism.

Adding a PhotoFx image to a scene

 1. Make sure the scene view is in 3D mode; on the Control Bar at the bottom of the 
screen, set Top Down = off (shortcut: F3).

 2. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select Tools 
then click PhotoFx.

 3. In the PhotoFx dialog, click Browse, then browse to the file you want to use. Select an 
image file in one of the standard formats: BMP, JPG or PNG. Click OK. 
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 4. The selected image is displayed on the preview pane. Click OK to add the image to the 
scene.

 5. To show or hide a PhotoFx image, click the visibility toggle next to the PhotoFx in the 
Layers manager on the right of the screen.
NOTES –  

 l A PhotoFx image is only visible in 3D mode. You cannot view the image from the Top 
Down perspective.

 l While the image is displayed, most elements of terrain and environment are hidden 
(e.g. ground plane, sky, fog).

Integrating objects with a PhotoFx image

To integrate a scene object (eg, a car) with a PhotoFx image: 

 1. Make sure the scene view is in 3D mode; on the Control Bar at the bottom of the 
screen, set Top Down = off (shortcut: F3).

 2. Drag an object onto the scene and adjust its position and angle to align it with the 
photograph. See Working with shapes and models in a scene, page 43 and Working 
with scene objects, page 115 for more information.

 3. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select Scene 
then click Light Settings to adjust the environmental lighting (ambient and sunlight), so 
that the object is lit in the same manner as the objects in the photograph.

For example, suppose you have a PhotoFx image of a traffic city street. You can add a 
vehicle to the scene, then adjust its position and angle, so that it appears to be driving 
through the along the street. If the photograph was taken on a sunny morning, you can 
modify the sunlight settings, so the sun shines brightly on the car, from a low angle.

Adjusting the PhotoFx camera

By default, the 3D camera is 'locked' while PhotoFx is enabled. To adjust the camera:

 1. Click Adjust PhotoFx Camera.

 2. Drag the right mouse button across the scene.

 3. The Reveal objects in the scene move with respect to the photograph.

Using a depth map

In some cases, you may wish to place a Reveal object 'behind' an object in the PhotoFx 
image. For example, you might want to place a vehicle behind a tree, or in-between the cars 
in a parking lot. To do this, you can add a depth map to the image.
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A depth map allows you to assign a 'distance' to a certain section of the PhotoFx image. If a 
Reveal object is farther away from the camera than the specified distance, then it will 
appear 'behind' the mapped area. If it is closer to the camera, then it will appear in the 
foreground. This gives the scene a realistic 3D effect.

To add a Depth Map to a PhotoFx image:

 1. Select the PhotoFx object in the Layers manager. The Properties panel opens.

 2. Select the Actions tab and click Edit image mask.

 3. Click  Edit Depth Map...

 4. In the Depth Map window, click the Draw shape icon at the top of the screen.

 5. Using the mouse, draw a polyshape over the region that you want to map (e.g. a 
vehicle). Click the mouse to mark each vertex of the shape, and press the Esc key to 
complete the shape.

 6. Click the depth-map shape with the mouse, to select it. If necessary, adjust the shape 
by dragging its vertices.

 7. At the bottom of the screen, enter the distance associated with the depth map. This is 
the distance from the camera to the map region.

 8. Specify the transparency of the region. The lower the number, the more transparent 
the region will be.

 9. Repeat steps 4-9 for any additional depth map regions.

 10. Click OK to close the Depth Map window.

 11. Click OK to close the Choose PhotoFx Image window.

 12. Add or adjust objects in the scene, to position them in front of or behind the depth 
map regions.

Using the Drag Factor tool

Working with drag factor data

You can import drag factor data exported from AccelereX into Reveal to generate reports 
(including graphs, header information, output tables, etc.), calculate averages, or to get an 
overview of the accumulated data.

NOTE – Imported acceleration data is saved with each scene; it is not shared between 
scenes or retained from previous sessions of Reveal.
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Adding drag factor data

Using the Drag Factor Data Manager, you can import AccelereX data. Reveal supports 
importing AccelereX test data from files located on a data collector, or from files on disk.

NOTE – To use Enter drag sled test data, refer to the section below Working with drag sled 
data, page 112.

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select Tools 
then click Drag Factor Tool.

 2. If data was input or imported previously, the Drag Factor Data Manager window opens; 
click Add/Import… to begin the import process. 

 3. The Drag Factor Import Wizard opens. :

 l To import from a data collector:

 a. Make sure the data collector is connected to the computer, then select Import 
from the AccelereX folder on my data collector and click Next.

 b. Navigate to the folder where AccelereX files are stored.

 c. Select all the test run files to be included in the current test; hold the Ctrl key 
and left-click the required files. Include run data that is intended to be ignored 
(i.e. outlying measurements). Click Next.

 d. Enter a meaningful name and specify by whom the test was performed, then 
click Next.

 e. When the wizard finishes, the AccelereX data is listed in the grid of the Drag 
Factor Data Manager.

 l Importing from files on disk:

 a. Select Import from a file on my computer and click Browse.

 b. From the File Type dropdown, select AccelereX files (*.txt).

 c. Navigate to the folder where AccelereX files are stored.

 d. Select all the test run files to be included in the current test. hold the Ctrl key 
and left-click the required files. Include run data that is intended to be ignored 
(i.e. outlying measurements). Click Next.

 e. When the wizard finishes, the AccelereX data is listed in the grid of the Drag 
Factor Data Manager.

Editing drag factor data

Once the drag factor data is in the Drag Factor Data Manager, you can review it and if 
required modify properties of the tests and individual runs.
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 1. In the Drag Factor Data Manager, to review an individual test, click the magnifying glass 
icon next to the test name.

 2. The test details window shows  all test runs’ data:

 l If required you can rename the test.

 l You can also select to ignore a run;  select Ignore for the run(s) you want to ignore. 
You can also add a note to qualify why the specific run is being ignored. Ignoring a 
run excludes its values from all calculations (such as total averages) and from being 
noted in generated reports.

 l To view the details of an individual run, click the magnifying glass icon next to the 
run. The details shown include the recorded data log and graphs of the different 
types of data available.

 l To export a graph as an image, go to its tab and resize the window to a preferred 
size and then click Save chart as image…. Select the  folder you want to store the 
image to and click Ok. 

Working with drag sled data

You can enter manual drag sled data into Reveal to generate reports, determine drag 
factors, and calculate averages.

NOTE – Drag sled data is saved with each scene; it is not shared between scenes or 
retained from previous sessions of Reveal.

Adding drag sled test data

In Reveal, manual drag sled data is managed by the Drag Factor Data Manager. To add 
drag sled data to a scene:

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select Tools 
then click Drag Factor Tool.

 2. If data was input or imported previously, the Drag Factor Data Manager window opens; 
click Add/Import… to begin the import process.

 3. The Drag Factor Import Wizard opens. Select Enter drag sled test data and click Next.

 4. Fill in the relevant fields for the new drag sled test such as the test name and mass of 
the drag sled used. Click Next when complete.

 5. The next step involves entering pulling force data for as many test pulls/runs available. 
Enter a pulling force and any notes for the specific pull. Click Add to complete the 
current pull entry and add it to the current list of pull entries. The list is refreshed, and 
you can add another pull entry. When you have added all the required pulling force 
data, click Close.
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 6. All pull entries are displayed in a grid.

 l You can remove a pull entry if required; select the checkbox next to the required 
entry and click Delete.

 l When you are done reviewing the list of entries, click Next. 

Your drag sled data is now in Reveal.

Editing drag sled test data

Once the drag sled data is in the Drag Factor Data Manager, you can review it and if 
required modify properties of the tests and individual runs.

 1. In the Drag Factor Data Manager, select the checkbox next to a drag sled test (or as 
many tests as required) to:

 l Move Up and Move Down: re-order the selected test(s) in the grid. Reordering the 
tests changes the order the tests are presented in a report; see Generating and 
managing drag factor drag sled reports, page 114 below.

 l Delete: click to delete selected tests.

 l Report: click to generate a report that includes the selected tests.

 l Export: Each selected test will be exported as an individual file with the same name 
as the test. Tests can be exported either as a CSV or XML.

 2. To review or edit the contents of an individual test, click the magnifying glass icon next 
to the test name.

 l You can edit properties such as the test’s name,  who performed the test, and the 
sled’s mass.

 l To change the individual pulling force entries, click the cell in the grid and type in a 
new value. The drag factor and average drag factor fields will update automatically.

 l To remove pulls from the list of pulls, select the checkbox next to each pull you want 
to delete and then click Delete.

Loading exported  drag factor / drag sled data

You can use the Drag Factor Data Manager to load drag factor and drag sled tests that 
have been saved as XML.

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select Tools 
then click Drag Factor Tool.

 2. If the Drag Factor Data Manager window appears, click Add/Import… to begin the 
process of importing exported data.
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 3. The Drag Factor Import Wizard opens. Select Import from a file on my computer and 
then click Browse.

 4. Browse to the XML file containing the drag sled or drag factor data, and click Next then 
Finish.

 5. The Drag Factor Data Manager refreshes, and the grid will contain the imported data.

Generating and managing drag factor drag sled reports

You can generate reports from drag factor and drag sled data imported into Reveal.

To print out a report of a single test or a series of specific tests, use the Drag Factor Data 
Manager.

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select Tools 
then click Drag Factor Tool.

 2. The Drag Factor Data Manager window appears, showing a list of tests. The order that 
tests appear in the printed report is the same as their order in this list; if you want to re-
order the tests, select the checkbox for the tests you want to re-order, then click Move 
Up or Move Down.

 3. To specify which tests you want to print, select the checkboxes for those tests, then 
click Report.

 4. The report preview screen opens, where you can change some report details if 
required; click Print Settings.

 5. When you have configured the report as required, click Print.

TIP – You can also run a drag factor / drag sled data report using Reports / Drag Factor 
Report.

Using the CrashMath tool

Use the CrashMath tool to document and organize mathematical equations for an 
accident scene re-construction. CrashMath presents all solutions in a clear and concise 
format, fully documenting all the steps used to arrive at the solution.

Access the CrashMath tool from the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more 
information); select Tools then click CrashMath.
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Each object in a Reveal scene can be manipulated in a number ways. This section describes 
how you can manipulate scene objects.

 l Rotating an object, page 115

 l Deleting an object, page 117

 l Selecting multiple objects, page 117

 l Adding a parallel object, page 118

 l About relative positioning, page 118

 l Applying a damage profile to a vehicle, page 119

 l Creating articulated vehicles, page 126

 l Adding motion paths and animation to scene objects, page 127

 l Using light settings, page 134

Rotating an object

You can rotate an object in three dimensions:

 l Yaw: Horizontal rotation (turning sideways). For example, when a vehicle turns a 
corner, its yaw angle changes.

 l Pitch: Vertical rotation (tipping up and down). For example, when a vehicle drives up (or 
down) a hill, its pitch angle changes.

 l Roll: Rotation around a central axis (rolling over). For example, if a vehicle flips on its 
side, its roll angle changes.

To rotate an object, change its angle(s) in either of the following ways:

 l Use the mouse to adjust the angle 'grips'

 l Enter an angle value in the object's Properties panel
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Rotating an object using the angle grips

 1. Select the object in the scene to display its grips.

NOTE – The object's Properties panel also opens.

 2. To adjust yaw, drag the Yaw grip (green sphere) left or right.
NOTE – This grip is available in Top-Down or 3D mode (see The scene canvas, page 21 
for more information).

 3. To adjust pitch, place the mouse over one of the red Pitch arrows (up or down), then 
click-hold the left mouse button to tip the object in the direction of the arrow.
TIP – To increases speed, press the Shift key.
NOTE – This grip is only available in 3D mode (see The scene canvas, page 21 for more 
information).

 4. To adjust roll, place the mouse over one of the blue Roll arrows. Click-hold the left 
mouse button to roll the object clockwise or counter-clockwise.
TIP – To increases speed, press the Shift key.
NOTE – This grip is only available in 3D mode  (see The scene canvas, page 21 for more 
information).

Rotating an object using its Properties panel

 1. Select the object in the scene to display its Properties panel.
NOTE – The object's grips also display.
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 2. Under Rotation, do one of the following:

 l Enter a new decimal angle value in the corresponding text field for Yaw, Pitch, 
and/or Roll.

 l Use the mouse to drag an angle gauge to the desired value

Deleting an object

To delete an object from the scene:

 1. Select the object by clicking it directly in the scene, or select it in the Layers manager 
(see The Layers manager: working with layers, page 22

 2. In the Layers manager, click .

TIP – Keyboard shortcut = Delete key.

Selecting multiple objects

When you select multiple objects in a scene, all the objects are highlighted and a bounding-
rectangle is drawn around them. A single selection grip is displayed, allowing the selected 
objects to move as a group.
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To select multiple objects on the scene canvas:

 1. On the quick access toolbar on the left side of the screen, click   to switch to 
Select mode. (Keyboard shortcut = Esc key).

 2. Do one of the following:

 l To select objects with a selection rectangle, on the scene canvas click and drag the 
mouse to draw a rectangle around the desired objects. Any objects touched by the 
rectangle are selected.

 l To select objects using the Ctrl key, hold down the Ctrl key and click each object you 
want to select in the scene.

If any object in the selection is set relative to another object, the multi-select move grip is 
disabled; See About relative positioning, page 118 for more information.

Adding a parallel object

Use the Add Parallel command to create a parallel copy of a primitive object (a line, polyline, 
combiline, or arc).

 1. Draw the primitive object on the canvas. See Working with shapes and models in a 
scene, page 43 for more information.

 2. Select the object to display its Properties panel.

 3. Adjust the object's properties if required.

 4. Select the Actions tab and click Add Parallel.

 5. The Add Parallel Shape dialog opens; enter the distance between the original object 
and its copy.

 6. Click Add.

A copy of the object is created parallel to the original.

About relative positioning

When you import measurements (e.g. from Capture or a total station) into a Reveal scene, 
you can set them to be positioned / oriented relative to an existing measurement log or 
point cloud. For more information see

 l About measurement logs, page 137

 l Importing measurements, page 138

 l Manual data entry, page 142
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When you import a point cloud, you can set it to be positioned / oriented relative to an 
existing measurement log. More more information see:

 l About point clouds, page 162

 l Adding a point cloud to a scene, page 163

All objects created as part of importing measurements (e.g. evidence markers, polylines, or 
grids imported from Capture) that you set to be positioned / oriented relative to an existing 
measurement log or point cloud are automatically added to a reference frame.

Imported objects are positioned / oriented relative to the 'parent':

 l when relative to a measurement log, this is the baseline.

 l when relative to a point cloud, this is the position / orientation of the point cloud.

Any object that is positioned / oriented relative to another object cannot be moved or 
rotated independently of the 'parent' object.

The Properties panel for the 'child' object will show the 'parent' object that it is positioned / 
oriented relative to; the 'child's' Position values and Rotation control are read-only / 
disabled, and its grips on the scene canvas are disabled.

If a measurement log's position / orientation is relative to a point cloud or another 
measurement log, the baseline grips on the scene canvas are also disabled.

Applying a damage profile to a vehicle

Reveal can apply a damage profile to a vehicle. A damage profile distorts the vehicle body, 
simulating the damage that occurs during an accident.

To create a damage profile for a vehicle:

 1. Do either of the following:

 l Right-click the required vehicle in the scene and select Edit Damage Profile(s).

 l Select the vehicle in the scene to open the Properties panel, select the Actions tab, 
then click Edit Damage Profile(s).

 2. The Damage Editor window opens. If there are no existing damage profiles for the 
selected vehicle the Add Damage… window appears over top of it. The Damage Editor 
manages the damage (crush) profiles for the vehicle. See Using the Damage Editor 
below for more information.

There are two types of damage profiles:

 l Measured. Measured damage profiles have a specified number of crush points 
that are evenly distributed over the area of the crush. Crush Energy reports can be 
generated from Measured damage profiles and can only be placed on the four 
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sides (front, back, right, left) of the vehicle.

 l Freehand. Freehand damage profiles do not have a set number of points and are 
meant for conceptual display rather than evidentiary purposes. Freehand damage 
profiles can be placed on the front, back, left, and right sides of the vehicle as well as 
the top of the vehicle.

Adding a Measured damage profile

 1. In the Add Damage… window, in the Damaged Side dropdown, select the side of the 
vehicle that is crushed.
NOTE – Measured damage profiles cannot be applied to the Top of a vehicle.

 2. Select Measured from the Damage Type dropdown.

 3. Enter a descriptive name for the profile in the Damage Profile Name text box (e.g. Front 
damage from pole or Passenger door dent).

 4. In the Number of Measurements dropdown, select the number of measured crush 
points to be used for this profile.

If you select Other, the Custom Measurement Count field appears. Type in the text box 
or use the up/down arrows to enter the desired number of points. This can be any 
number from 2 to 24 points.

 5. Click Add.

Adding a Freehand damage profile

 1. In the Add Damage… window, in the Damaged Side dropdown, select the side of the 
vehicle that is crushed.

 2. Select Freehand from the Damage Type dropdown.

 3. If you selected Top as the damaged side, an Orientation dropdown appears; select the 
orientation of the damage profile.
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 l Right to left and Left to right will apply crush along the length of the vehicle:

 l Front to back and Back to front will apply crush along the width of the vehicle:

 4. Enter a descriptive name for the profile in the Damage Profile Name text box (e.g. Front 
damage from pole or Passenger door dent).

 5. Click Add.

Using the Damage Editor

The Damage Editor is used to manage and edit damage profiles. The Damage Editor 
provides:

 l common controls used for Measured and Freehand damage profiles.

 l two display modes (tabs) for the 2D crush display:

 l Set Damage Area allows you to edit the section of the vehicle being crushed.

 l Apply Damage    shows

 l the crush points from a profile view for editing the crush depths; 

 l and the Crush Measurements grid, which displays the crush depth at each 
point. The depths grid changes depending on the type of damage profile 
selected.
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The functionality of each display mode changes depending on the type of damage 
profile.

Damage Editor controls common to Measured and Freehand damage 
profiles

The Damage Editor is used to edit both Measured and Freehand damage profiles. Each 
damage profile type has specific controls but some are common to both profile types:

 l Editing damage of… is used to select a specific damage profile from those already 
added to a vehicle.

 l Add opens the Add Damage window, to add a new damage profile to this vehicle.

 l Remove removes the currently selected damage profile.

 l Location indicates which side of the vehicle the damage profile is being applied to.

 l Width indicates the width of the damage area. This is always measured from left to right 
in the 2D Set Damage Area display.

 l Height indicates the height of the damage area. This is always measured from bottom 
to top in the 2D Set Damage Area display.

 l Offset (left-right) indicates the distance from the left side of the damage area to the left 
side of the vehicle box.

 l Offset (top-bottom) indicates the distance from the bottom of the damage area to the 
bottom of the vehicle box.

 l Time of Damage indicates the time at which the damage will be applied to the vehicle 
during an animation.

 l CrumpleFx, when selected, applies a 'crumple' effect to the crush profile. This causes 
the damage to be rendered in a smooth, realistic fashion, simulating the distortion of a 
metal surface.

Crush Measurement controls

The Crush Measurement controls on the Apply Damage tab are used to edit the depth of 
crush at specified points. The appearance of this grid changes depending on the type of 
damage profile being edited. 

 l When editing a Measured damage profile the Crush Measurement grid shows:

 l each crush point (C# number). The C# column displays each of the crush points in 
order, from C1 to Cn. You cannot change the number of crush points once the 
damage profile has been created. 
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 l Depth and Exact Depth. The Depth column is used to enter the crush depth at each 
crush point. Clicking on any of the measurements in the Depth column makes them 
editable.

 l The Crush Calculations link, located below the grid, opens the Crush Energy 
window. This window takes extra crush data and calculates crush energy and 
barrier equivalent velocity.

 l When editing a Freehand damage profile the Crush Measurement grid shows:

 l the X Position of each crush point, which is the distance from the left side of the 
damage area.

 l Depth column is used to enter the crush depth at each crush point. Clicking on any 
of the measurements makes them editable.

 l Remove Selected Point allows you to remove a crush point; to select a point to 
remove, click a measurement in the X Position column and then click Remove 
Selected Point. 

 l You can also add crush points. Click on the 2D crush display.

2D Crush display

The 2D crush display  provides a simplified view of the currently selected damage profile. It 
can show two different views which are used to edit and display different properties of the 
damage profile.

Common controls

On both the Set Damage Area and Apply Damage    tabs

 l Use the mouse to alter the display of the vehicle.

 l Scroll the mouse wheel to zoom in/out (or use - and = keys)

 l Hold down the right mouse button (while over the display) to move the vehicle 
within the display (or use the keyboard arrow keys).  The range of movement is 
limited so that the vehicle cannot be moved outside the viewing area.
NOTE – This does not alter the position of the vehicle in the scene.

 l Use the camera button to attempt to move the 3D drawing canvas camera to a 
perspective matching the 2D crush display; i.e. Reveal attempts to make the vehicle 
object in the scene canvas look like the 2D crush display. This is not always possible but 
it will use the closest possible view.

Controls on the Set Damage Area tab

The Set Damage Area tab displays the damage area looking straight onto the side of the 
vehicle being crushed. This display mode shows:
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 l The vehicle limits box: an orange box indicates the size of the vehicle from the current 
view.

 l The damage area box: a solid-filled red box which indicates the height, width, and 
location of the area being crushed by the currently selected damage profile. Solid red 
lines in the damage area indicate the positions of each crush point.

 l The blue line: indicates ground level (zero height offset).

 l 5 grips that can be used to alter the damage area:

 l The middle blue grip adjusts the location of the damage area. This changes the 
Width and Height offsets.

 l The top and bottom grips adjust the height of the damage area.

 l The left and right grips adjust the width of the damage area.

For a Measured damage profile these grips both expand and contract the width 
from the center of the damage area.

For a Freehand damage profile each width grip is independent of the other, so one 
edge of the damage area can be adjusted without altering the other.

Controls on the Apply Damage tab

The Apply Damage tab displays an edge-on view of the damage area. This is a profile view 
of the crush to make editing and visualizing the crush depths easier. This display mode 
shows:
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 l The vehicle limits box: an orange box indicates the size of the vehicle from the current 
view.

 l The crush profile: a line which defines the depth of the crush by connecting the 
individual crush points.

 l Crush points (C1, C2, etc): indicators showing the location of each crush measurement.

To add,  move, or delete Freehand crush points:
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 l To add a crush point, hover with the mouse cursor over the 2D crush display in a valid 
crush position; a dashed blue line appears. This blue line is a preview of the changes 
that will be made to the crush profile by placing a point at that location. Click the left 
mouse button to place a point at that location.

 l To edit an existing point, left click-hold on the grip box for that point; then move the 
grip / point to a new position.
NOTE – You cannot move a crush point to the left or right beyond an existing point, or 
beyond the left or right confines of the damage area.

 l To delete a point, select it in the Crush Measurements grid  and click Remove Selected 
Point (see Crush Measurement controls above). 

Creating articulated vehicles

Reveal allows you to create articulated vehicles, allowing for more realistic animation of 
vehicles that would otherwise look strange if animated as a solid block. For example, to 
connect a truck and trailer:

 1. In the scene, select the lead vehicle and then hold down the Ctrl key and select the 
trailer.

 2. In the Properties panel, select the Actions tab and click Create Articulated Vehicle.

 3. In the scene, select the articulated vehicle you have created, and in the Articulated 
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Vehicle Properties panel, select Edit Configuration.

 4. Position the trailer so it attaches to the lead vehicle at the correct location.

TIP – This is easier in 3D viewing mode.

The trailer will now automatically follow the lead vehicle and pivot on the pin.

Adding motion paths and animation to scene objects

Reveal provides options for adding motion paths and animations to scene objects. For 
example, to create a simple motion path for a model car that you can then animate, see the 
example illustrated below.

The main steps in setting an object up for animation are:

 l Creating a motion path

 l Adding event nodes, which control how the object behaves over the course of a 
motion path

 l Using the Animation controls

You can also:

 l Attach a camera to an animated object

 l Assign static cameras

Some examples of animating scene objects are explained below:

 l Animate traffic lights

 l Animate tire marks

 l Animate a bullet trajectory

 l Animate a pedestrian

Creating a motion path

 1. In the scene, select the vehicle model you want to add a motion path for.

 2. In  the Properties panel, select the Actions tab. Under Animation Actions, select Add 
motion path to create a path for the model to follow.
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NOTES – The other options are:

 l Add Pre-Collision Motion Path: creates an animation leading up to the point the 
model is set to have a collision.

 l Add Post-Collision Motion Path: creates an animation that follows immediately after 
a model is set to have a collision.

 3. Hover the mouse over the canvas, and notice there is a line extending from the model 
to the cursor. The line represents the path the model will travel when animated. 
Clicking on the scene creates control points and append them to the end of the line.

TIP – The controls are much like the combiline tool:

 l Holding the curve key shortcut (default is C) creates a curved motion path as points 
are created.

 l Holding the arc key shortcut (default is A) creates an arc-shaped motion path as 
points are created.
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 l Holding the elevate key shortcut (default is Z) raises the current motion path point 
in the Z-direction.

TIP – When adding a motion path, the default is to have the vehicle auto-conform to any 
terrain in the scene. This can be seen from the quick access toolbar with Terrain Snap 

 turned on.

 

 4. To complete the motion path, return to Select mode; click Select  from the quick 
access toolbar or press the Esc key.

 5. Once a motion path is drawn, you can modified it using its  Properties panel or its 
scene grips. Click the motion path (any line segment representing the motion path) in 
the scene to show its Properties panel and grips.

Adding event nodes

Event nodes are used to control how an object behaves over the course of a motion path. 
For example, if you want a model to yaw and roll, add event notes and set yaw and roll 
properties.

To place an event node on a motion path:

 1. In the scene, select the motion path you want to add an event node to.

 2. In  the Properties panel, select the Actions tab and click Add Event.

 3. Click a point anywhere along the motion path to place an event node. Add as many as 

necessary, then click  to return to Select mode.
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Event nodes appear in the Properties panel in a grid labeled Events. Selecting an event in 
this grid highlights the event on the scene. Selecting an event node on the scene displays 
its grip; you can use the grip to reposition the event node along the motion path.

Edit object velocity

On any event node, you can configure the velocity of the animated object; select the Has 
velocity option in the Properties panel. If you don't select the Has velocity option, the 
velocity is interpolated from the values of neighboring event nodes.

Yaw/Pitch/Roll an object

In the following image of a motion path animation, we need the object to start yawing at 
event 2, and by event 3 be sitting at 90° relative to the Motion Path. This is how we make it 
happen.

Select the 3rd event node.

On Properties, set the yaw to 90°

Node 2 will automatically lock its yaw to zero. This results in a transition between nodes 2 & 
3.

The same steps can be applied for setting the pitch and roll of an object on a Motion Path.

Rollover events

To accomplish a rollover all we need to do is select the point that we want maximum roll to 
occur at and mark an Event Node with that value.

In this example, the vehicle ends up upside down so we set the roll to 180. Next we need to 
set the start event for the roll (it could be any event previously marked on the Motion Path). 
Simply check the Roll box and set the value to 0.

In this example we made the vehicle roll twice before settling at 180°. All we had to do to 
accomplish this was right-click the rotation counter to increase the number.

Here we’ve added some additional nodes with ghosting locked on to show the different 
degrees of the rotation.

Creating a Stop Event

To set an event node as a Stop Event, select the Is Stop Event option and set the number of 
seconds the object should stop for before continuing on its motion path.

Notice that other options labeled 'Pre-Stop' become visible when this option is toggled on. 
Pre-stop options set a value as the animation reaches the event node. The standard value 
is used for when the animation leaves the event node. For example, a vehicle traveling at 
60mph approaches an event node with a pre-stop velocity of 0mph and a standard value 
of 30mph. In this instance, the vehicle would slow from 60mph to 0 as it approaches the 
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event node and as soon as it crosses over the event node, the vehicle will instantly have a 
velocity of 30mph. This is useful for recreating an accident involving one vehicle colliding 
with another.

Pre-stop Rotation: sets the rotation of the model as it approaches the event node.

Pre-stop Velocity: sets the velocity of the model as it approaches the event node.

Pre-stop Elevation: sets the elevation of the model as it approaches the event node.

Lock Ghost

When a motion path is selected, each event node will have a ghost display the model's 
orientation and position at that point along the motion path. After a motion path is 
unselected, these ghosts will be hidden. To keep these ghosts displayed when the motion 
path is unselected, in the Events grid, toggle on Lock Ghost for those path nodes that 
should display its ghost.

Set Perception/Response Indicator

Toggling this option on will show a star icon along the pre-collision path. This is to indicate 
the time and position of the vehicle before the collision that the driver could respond to 
the impending collision.

Note if the pre-collision animation time is less than the time set for the indicator, the star 
icon will not display.

Using the Animation controls

The Animation controls are available on the Control Bar (bottom-right side of the screen) 

. 

 l Stop: stops the playing animation and resets the scene

 l Play/Pause: starts a stopped/paused animation or pauses a playing animation

 l Time Step Reverse: rewinds the current animation by an increment

 l Time Step Forward: increments the current animation

 l Record: creates a movie of the current animation

 l Animation Timeline: toggles the visibility of the animation Timeline window.

Viewing the animation timeline

The animation Timeline lets you quickly view the timing of animation events. When a 
motion path is added to an object, the Timeline window becomes available. You can 
toggled the window on / off in the Control Bar at the bottom of the scene.
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The Timeline displays key frames that determine how the object moves along its motion 
path.

The current animation time is indicated by the red slider on the Timeline bar. When the 
animation is stopped or paused, it can be moved left and right along the Timeline bar to 
step through the animation to any point in the animation time.

Attaching a camera to an animated object

If required, you can attach a camera to an animated object that has a motion path. 

 1. Select an object on the scene that has a motion path, to open its Properties panel

 2. Select the Actions tab, then click  Attach Camera. The Motion Path Attach Camera 
window opens. Set the options as required:

 a. Select the required camera form the Select Camera dropdown. 

 b. Select the Attach Mode.

 l Follow Mode follows at the specified offset and always 'looks at' the object.

 l Shoulder Mode follows at the specified offset and always look in the same 
direction as the object (e.g. the driver’s position).

 l Look Mode: the camera does not move, and always 'looks at' the object.

 c. Set a Camera Offset if required.

 3. To view the animation from the camera, while the animation is running, select the 
appropriate camera  by pressing its number on your keyboard. For example, if in step 
2.a you selected camera 4, then when the animation is playing, press 4 on your 
keyboard.

Assigning static cameras

Use the Set Camera and Load Camera options under the Scene menu to save and load 
standalone cameras. 

To save a specific camera position to a camera slot:

 1. Navigate the scene until the current camera is positioned as needed.

 2. On the main ribbon,  select Scenes, then Set Camera.

 3. In the Save Camera dialog, select the camera slot to save the current view to and click 
Set Camera.

To load a saved camera:

 1. On the main ribbon,  select Scenes, then Load Camera.

 2. In the Load Camera dialog, select the camera slot you want to load.
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 3. Click Load Camera.

Animating traffic lights

Animated traffic lights are models of traffic light objects that allow you to time the different 
lamps on and off. You can use them for static scenes, but they are more useful in animated 
scenes. To place animated traffic lights in a scene:

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select Draw, 
then Models.

 2. Set Model Type to Objects, Library to Lights, and Category to Traffic Lights.

 3. Select a traffic light model, then click the position in the scene to place the traffic light 
object.

 4. Select the traffic light object on the screen to open its Properties panel. .
TIP – You can also select it from the Layers manager to open its Properties panel.

The traffic light object has some unique properties associated with it:

 l Some traffic light models have a Face up on Overhead View property: when toggled 
on, switching to Top Down view changes the orientation of the traffic light to face 
upward, so the lamps can be seen in Top Down view. When off, the traffic light 
object retains the orientation it has in 3D (perspective) view.

 l Ortho View Scale Factor: changes the scale of the traffic light object when viewed in 
Top Down view. Has no effect unless Face up on Overhead View is toggled on.

 l Is Animated: toggles the animation of the lamps.

 5. To change the timing of the lights, select the Actions tab in the Properties panel, then 
click Edit Mode.

 6. The Traffic Light State Editor opens. Change / set any properties as required; the 
results are immediately visible on the scene.

Animating tire marks

Use animated tire marks in a static scene or an animated scene. To create a tire mark 
object:

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select Draw, 
then one of the line tools (e.g. Line or Combiline).

 2. In the New Line window, select Line Category = Miscellaneous, and Line Type = Tire 
mark.

 3. Click on the scene to draw the tire mark object.
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 4. Once a tire mark object is in the scene, select it on the screen to open its Properties 
panel. At the bottom of the panel, select Is Animated to enable its animation properties.

 5. Enter a Start Time, Skid Initial Speed, and Skid Final Speed to control the timing of the 
tire mark relative to the rest of the animation.

Animating a bullet trajectory

Use the bullet trajectory object for animated scenes. To create a bullet trajectory object:

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select Draw, 
then one of the line tools (e.g. Line or Combiline).

 2. In the New Line window, select Line Category = Miscellaneous, and Line Type = Bullet 
Trajectory.

 3. Click on the scene to draw the bullet trajectory object.

 4. To animate the bullet trajectory, select it on the screen to open its Properties panel. 
Expand the Advanced section and enter a Start Time and Muzzle Speed.

Play the animation to fire the bullet along its trajectory.

Animating a pedestrian

Place an animated avatar on the scene to create an animated pedestrian:

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select Draw, 
then Models.

 2. Set Model Type to Objects, Library to AvatarFx, and Category to Animated AvatarFx.

 3. Select the model you want to use, then click on the scene canvas to place it.

 4. Add a motion path to the avatar object in the scene, as described above.

Play the animation to move the avatar along its motion path.

Using light settings

Use the Light Settings scene option in Reveal to provide lighting conditions and 
customizable lights to your scene as required. Each of the lights can be positioned, angled, 
and customized independently; a light can simulate headlights, streetlights, lamps, etc. 
Light settings are saved with the scene.

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select Scene 
then click Light Settings.

 2. The Light Settings window opens. The controls on the left configure the specifics of the 
sun / ambient light. The controls on the right control a series of user defined lights.
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 l Sun / Ambient Light

 l Sunlight: controls the intensity of the sun's light.

 l Ambient Light: controls the overall brightness of the scene

 l Show Lens Flare: toggles the effect of lens flare when the camera is directed toward 
the sun.

 l Sunlight Angles

 l Horizontal Angle: controls the horizontal angle of the sun where 90 degrees is 
north and 0 degrees is east.

 l Vertical Angle: controls the vertical angle of the sun where 0 degrees is on the 
horizon and 90 degrees is directly above.

 l Preset Lights

 l Selected Light: You can create up to 9 custom lights in a scene. Select the light 
number to view or edit the available properties for that light.

 l Type: 

 l Spotlight: a type of directed light that works like a flashlight or headlight.

 l Point: a light type that emanates light in all directions.

 l Enabled: toggles the light on and off.

 l Visible: toggles the visibility of the model representing the light (flashlight model for 
the Spotlight type and light bulb for the Point type.)

 l Color: sets the color of the light being emanated.

 l Range: sets the intensity of the light.

 l X, Y, Z values: set the position of the light in the scene.

 l Pitch: Vertical angle for light direction (Spotlight type only). Runs from -90 to +90 
degrees.

 l Yaw: Horizontal angle for light direction (Spotlight type only). Runs from 0 to 360 
degrees.

 l Cone Thickness: The inner/outer cone angle for the light (Spotlight type only). Drag 
both sliders to adjust.

You can also manipulate the position and rotation of a preset light using its grips in the 
scene:

 1. Make sure the correct light  (1-9) is selected in the Light Settings window, in the Selected 
Light field.

 2. Select the Visible option to make the light source model visible.
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 3. On the scene, click on the light source (flashlight or light bulb) to show its position and 
angle grips.

 4. Drag the grips to move the light, or change its direction (Spotlight type only).

Attaching a light to a model

You can attach a light source to a model in the scene. For example, you can attach a 
Spotlight type light to a vehicle to simulate automobile headlights.

To attach a light to a model:

 1. Select the model (e.g. a vehicle) in the scene. Its Properties panel opens.

 2. Under Model Properties, in the Assign Light field, select a Spotlight type preset light 
from the dropdown, and then click Set Light.

 3. The selected light is automatically positioned and aligned with the model.  For example, 
if the model is a vehicle, the light is positioned at the front of the car, pointing forward, 
to simulate headlights.  If the model is moved, the light will move with it.

To position and rotate a light when it is attached to a model:

 1. Select the model (e.g. a vehicle) in the scene. Its Properties panel opens.

 2. Under Model Properties, select Edit Mode to toggle it on. Position and rotation grips 
for the light appear on the scene canvas.

 3. Use the grips to reposition and rotate the light.

 4. When the light is correctly oriented, toggle off Edit Mode.

TIP – Use the Light Settings window (Scene / Light Settings) to modify other properties (e.g. 
color) for the attached light.

Removing a light from a model

 1. Select the model (e.g. a vehicle) in the scene. Its Properties panel opens.

 2. Under Model Properties, in the Assign Light field, select Light Disabled from the 
dropdown, and then click Set Light.
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A measurement log is a set of 3-dimensional points (coordinates) that record where critical 
pieces of evidence were located in relation to each other. Measurement points are 
displayed in Reveal using a grid.

A measurement point stores the following information:

 l Coordinates: Each measurement point has (X, Y, Z) coordinates. These coordinates are 
relative to the reference frame used to collect the points, and are not necessarily in 
scene coordinates.

For example, if, at an accident scene, the center of a manhole cover was used as the 
origin, or (0, 0, 0) mark, the coordinates will be relative to that manhole cover.

It is important to note that a set of measurements can be moved and/or rotated as a 
unit in your scene. So, while the manhole cover may be the origin while collecting data, 
it doesn’t have to be located at the origin in the final scene. The whole set of 
measurements can be moved in the scene. The position of the data points in relation 
to the other data points is preserved, but the position of the points relative to the 
scene can be changed.

 l Code: If you use some form of point coding (see Using point codes, page 153) to help 
you remember which points marked which pieces of evidence, this is the short, or 
abbreviated, version of the point code. For example, the code “EP” is often used as the 
abbreviated code for “Edge of pavement”.

 l Description Elements:

 l Description. If your point coding system assigns longer, more descriptive text to the 
shorter, abbreviated codes, this column shows the longer version.

 l Line. If the measurement points are imported from data collection software that 
supports the creation of linework, this column indicates any line to which the point 
belongs.

 l Notes. This column contains any notes that are specific to a particular point.
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Adding measurement data to a scene

How measurements are added to a scene depends on how the data is collected.

 l Importing measurements, page 138

 l Manual data entry, page 142

See also:

 l About the measurement log baseline, page 144

 l Using measurement log properties, page 145

 l Working with measurement logs, page 147

 l Working with measurement points, page 148

 l Exporting Ground Control Points and a Calibration File, page 151

Importing measurements

You can import measurements from a file or from a total station.

Importing measurements from a file

Use this option to import measurements collected from a data collector, e.g. using Capture 
or mFX. Before you start the import, copy the data file from the data collector to your 
computer.

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select 
Measurements then click Import Data Log. 

 2. Select File and click Next.

 3. In the Data Format step, select the measurement log data format and click Next.
NOTE – If you are importing data in a format that does not match any of the options in 
the dropdown, and you know the file structure (column order & column delimiter), 
select New Format. This allows you to create a new data format that matches your file.

 4. Click Browse to select the file that contains the measurements, and use the file 
selection dialog to locate and select your file. Click Next.

 5. If you are importing a Capture file, the Select Content to Import window opens. You 
have the option to import Feature Codes, SX10 Scans, Evidence Markers, Attachments, 
Lines or Grid directly in one import process. Note that these options are only available 
when importing a Capture file.
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If the Capture file contains scan data from a Trimble X7 laser scanning system, you can 
also extract the X7 scans and any annotations. Select X7 Scans to extract your TDX scan 
file to a location of your choice so that you can process it in the Trimble RealWorks 
Forensics software. See Working with Trimble X7 Scans, page 171 for more information.

By default, a new layer is created for all objects that are imported with the Capture file. 
You can select an existing layer from the dropdown menu next to each object on the 
Select Content to Import window to import to existing layers.

 6. If you are importing other supported file formats, you may be asked to specify the 
measurement log's unit. The Select Content to Import window opens and you can 
import Feature Codes or other supported objects.

 7. Depending on the data format you selected, you may see additional dialogs. Click Next.

 8. In the Measurements Log Name step, enter a name for the log, then click Next.

 9. Depending on the data format you selected, you may see additional dialogs. Click Next.

 10. In the Measurement Logs Properties step, you can edit the properties of the 
measurement log if required. Click Next.

 11. In the Import Options step, you can adjust the imported data if required; see 
Measurement import options, page 141 for details. When you are finished specifying 
import options, click Next.

Reveal imports the measurements, and indicates that the import was successful.

Importing measurements directly from a total station

Use this option to import measurements directly from a total station, if you did not use 
data collection software (such as Capture or mFX) to shoot your scene, but rather used the 
buttons and display on the total station itself to store your points onboard the total 
station. Before you start the import, connect your total station to your computer with a 
serial cable. Note that the serial cable referred to here is different from a USB cable, and is 
usually specific to your total station manufacturer.

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select 
Measurements then click Import Data Log. 

 2. Select Direct from device over serial cable option and click Next.

 3. In the Data Format step, select the format of the data that will be coming from your 
instrument and click Next.
NOTE – If you are importing data in a format that does not match any of the options in 
the dropdown, and you know the file structure (column order & column delimiter), 
select New Format. This allows you to create a new data format that matches your file.
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 4. To download the data from the instrument:

 a. Verify that the correct serial port is selected in the Serial Port dropdown. The cable 
from the instrument must be connected to this port.

 b. Click Serial Settings... to edit the serial connection settings. These settings must 
match the corresponding settings on the total station.

 c. Click Receive Measurement Data to tell Reveal to start listening for data. The 
download progress window opens.

 d. On your total station, you will need to select a file/job and initiate the data transfer. 
The steps for this will vary depending on your instrument. Once the transfer has 
started, Reveal displays the transferred data as it is received. When the transfer is 
complete, click Close.

 e. Reveal prompts you to save a copy of the imported data for future reference; you 
don't need to save the data to import the points.

 f. The download step indicates that data was successfully received from the 
instrument. Click Next

 5. In the Import Options step, you can adjust the imported data if required; see 
Measurement import options, page 141 for details. When you are finished specifying 
import options, click Next.

Reveal imports the measurements, and indicates that the import was successful.

Creating a new data format

When importing measurement points, if none of the existing formats matches your data 
you can create a new data format. This option works for files that meet the following 
criteria:

 l The file is stored as text, not binary data.

 l The file stores a single point on each line.

 l Each line is a series of fields that are delimited by a special character: comma, space, or 
tab.

To create a new data format:

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select 
Measurements then click Import Data Log. 

 2. Select File or Direct from device over serial cable option and click Next.

 3. In the Data Format step, select New formatand click Next.

 4. Click Browse to select the required file, and click Next.
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 5. Specify what character (comma, space, or tab) is to be used to delimit the fields in each 
record. The grid updates to show the result of parsing the file using the selected 
delimiter. Once you have selected the delimiter, click Next.

 6. Specify which point attribute is contained in each column. If a given attribute (for 
example, 'Line Number') is not included in your data sets, select Don't include in the 
corresponding dropdown. Once you have mapped all the columns, click Next .

 7. You can save the new data format so that it will show in the Data Format dropdown the 
next time you import measurement points. If you want to do this, enter a name for the 
format. If you don't  enter a name, the data format is not saved. Click Next to continue to 
the Measurement Import Options step of the wizard.

Measurement import options

When importing measurements from any source (other than mFX), in the last step of the 
Data Import wizard (the Import Options step) you have options to fine-tune your imported 
points.

Under Where to import..., select one of the following:

 l Place baseline at scene origin (0,0,0). No adjustment is made to point positions; (0,0,0) in 
the measurement log file corresponds to (0,0,0) in the Reveal scene.

 l Offset baseline so that first measurement point is at the scene origin (0,0,0). Sometimes, 
all the points in a set of measurements have very large coordinate values. This is usually 
a result of using a point like (5000, 5000, 0) as the reference. In such cases, it is beneficial 
to offset all the imported points by the coordinates of the first point so that they are 
not located way off in the far top right region of the scene. This option moves the 
baseline so that the first point is at the scene origin in Reveal.

 l Measurement coordinates are relative to: This option allows you to position the 
measurement log relative to another measurement log or a point cloud. Select the 
required option from the dropdown. See About relative positioning, page 118 for more 
information.

About raw data

Any set of measurements that has been imported from a total station, data collector, or 
external file, will have raw data associated with it. Raw data refers to the textual information 
that was received from the external source, before it was parsed and formatted to create a 
measurement log.

To view the raw data for a measurement log, on the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, 
page 18 for more information), select Measurements then click Raw Data.
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Note that raw data is not available for measurement logs that are manually entered, 
including triangulation logs.

Manual data entry

You can create a measurement log using tape measurements with a log type of (X,Y,Z) 
Coordinates or Triangulation.

Tape measurements in (X,Y,Z) coordinates

With this data collection method, all measurements are relative to a straight line—the 
baseline—somewhere in the scene. One particular point on the baseline is designated as 
the origin of the reference frame. 

This measurement method is also sometimes called Baseline Offset. It works best for flat 
scenes, so typically the Z coordinate is zero.

The position of each piece of evidence is recorded by:

 1. Finding the point on the baseline that is closest to the evidence point. 
NOTE – The closest baseline point and the evidence point always define a line that is 
perpendicular to the baseline.

 2. Measuring the distance of the closest point on the baseline from the baseline origin 
point (this is the X value). Values to the right (when facing the North—or the “Up”—
direction) are position X values; values to the left are negative.

 3. Measuring the distance from the closest point on the baseline to the evidence point 
itself (this is usually the Y value). Points “above” the baseline (again, when facing the 
North or “Up” direction) are positive, while points below the baseline are negative.

To use this method to create a measurement log:

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select 
Measurements then click Create Data Log. The New Measurement Log dialog opens.

 2. From the Log Type selector, select (X, Y, Z) . Set the other properties of the log as 
required, working from the top of the dialog.

 3. When ready, click the area on the scene canvas where you want the measurement 
log's base position to be. Another New Measurement Log dialog opens. Give the log an 
appropriate name, and select a layer to add it to (new or existing). Tap OK.

 4. Press the ESC key or click  Select on the quick access toolbar to return to Select 
mode.
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 5. Click on the log in the scene to show its Properties panel and the Measurement Logs 
grid window.

 6. In the Measurement Logs grid window, click in any cell to edit the value for that column 
(use the arrow keys to move between cells). Note that point numbers are assigned 
automatically, so the Point column is not editable. Other logs may also have other 
columns locked from editing.

Tape measurements using triangulation

With this data collection method, the position of each point is defined by measuring its 
distance from 2 existing points. This technique is also best used for relatively flat scenes.

To use this method to create a measurement log:

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select 
Measurements then click Create Data Log. The New Measurement Log dialog opens.

 2. From the Log Type selector, select Triangulation . Set the other properties of the log as 
required, working from the top of the dialog.

 3. When ready, click the area on the scene canvas where you want the measurement 
log's base position to be. Another New Measurement Log dialog opens. Give the log an 
appropriate name, and select a layer to add it to (new or existing). Tap OK.

 4. Press the ESC key or click  Select on the quick access toolbar to return to Select 
mode.

 5. Click on the log in the scene to show its Properties panel and the Measurement Logs 
grid window. Notice that coordinate values (X, Y, Z) for triangulation points cannot be 
entered in the grid, since the coordinates are calculated based on the two distance 
measurements.

 6. To begin adding triangulation points, make sure the Triangulation log is selected, then 
in the Properties panel select the Actions tab, and then click Add Points. The 
Triangulation Wizard opens.

 7. The first step in the wizard establishes two initial reference points, since the 
triangulation technique requires measurements to two reference points to establish 
the position of each successive point. The first reference point is always at (0, 0, 0), and 
the second reference point will be created on the X-axis at the specified distance from 
the first point. Enter the Distance between points 1 and 2. If required, you can also 
provide a point code and a description for each point. Click Add Points to create the 
initial reference points, and add them to the log. You will see the points show up in the 
grid.
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 8. To create a new point, enter a distance from each of the reference points (Points 1 and 
2). Once you have entered the two distance measurements, two solutions appear in 
the scene area. Specify which solution is correct using the Orientation dropdown. If the 
geometry of the measurements is such that there is only one solution, you are not 
prompted to select Orientation.

If you have made a mistake in measuring or data entry, the message No solution exists 
for these distance values appears.

 9. When you are satisfied with the point position, you can if required provide a point code 
and a description for the new point. Then click Add Point.

 10. Repeat Steps 8-9 for all the  required points.
TIP – If, after entering several points, you realize that you made a mistake on a previous 
point, you can go back and edit it; click Back. As you go back, the wizard remembers the 
measurements you entered so that after you have fixed the problem, keep clicking Add 
Point to advance to where you were. You won’t lose any points you have already 
added.

 11. Click Done when you have added all the required points.

Editing triangulation measurements

Any time you wish to add or change triangulation measurements, you will need to run the 
Triangulation Wizard (by clicking the Add Points button under the Actions tab in the 
measurement log's Properties panel).

About the measurement log baseline

The measurement log baseline is an indicator of the local coordinate system for a 
measurement log.
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Measurement point coordinates are relative to a local reference frame. That reference 
frame is indicated by the position and orientation of the baseline. The position of the 
baseline (the point where the two arms of the baseline intersect) marks the “origin” for that 
measurement log. The direction of the left arm of the baseline indicates the “North”, or “Up” 
direction of the measurement log. The right arm indicates the “East” direction.

You can use the baseline object to move or rotate all the measurements in a log as a unit. If 
the baseline for a measurement log is not visible, you may need to adjust its visibility setting 
(see Using measurement log properties, page 145.)

If the measurement log's position / orientation is relative to a point cloud or another 
measurement log, the baseline grips on the scene canvas are disabled.

Using measurement log properties

To view and edit measurement log properties, select the log object in the scene or from the 
Layers manager (see The Layers manager: working with layers, page 22 for more 
information.)

The measurement log Properties panel shows:

 l Log Properties.

 l Log Name.

 l Use Point Code Library. Select to configure the log to use point codes. See Using 
point codes, page 153 for more information.
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If the option to use a point code library is disabled, then there are no point code 
libraries to use. See Using point code libraries, page 157 for information on how  to 
create one.

TIP – Reveal can use a different set of point codes for each log.

 l Point Settings.

 l 3D Point Size: The size of the point indicator

 l 2D Text Size: The size of the text that is (optionally) associated with each point.

 l Decimal Places: How many decimal places are displayed for coordinate values in 
the grid, and when printing measurement data.

 l Color Properties. Click any of the fields to open a color picker. Pick a color to change the 
color property of the associated property.

 l Point Color: The color of points in the scene

 l Text Color: The color of any text associated with a point

 l Highlight Color: The color of the selected point(s)

 l Baseline Color: The color of the baseline

 l Options.

 l Coordinate Display:

 l The position of each point is displayed either using XYZ coordinates or NEZ 
(Northing, Easting, Elevation) format. With the Northing/Easting/Elevation 
format, 5 columns are used in the log to indicate point position: North, South, 
East, West, and Elevation.

 l The X coordinate of each point is displayed using the East and West columns. 
Positive X values show as an east value, and the west column is blank. Negative 
X values show as a West value, and the east column is blank.

 l Similarly, the North and South columns are used for the Y coordinate. Position 
Y coordinates are displayed as a North value, and the South column is blank. 
Negative Y coordinates are displayed as a South value, and the North column is 
blank.

 l Elevation is the Z coordinate value, whether positive or negative.

 l Point Labels. Indicate what, if any, text is associated with each measurement point 
in the scene:

 l Number: The number of each point shows next to the point indicator.

 l Description: The code for each point will be visible next to the indicator.
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 l None: No text is associated with points. Only the point indicator shows in the 
scene.

 l Baseline Visible. Shows / hides the baseline indicator, which is used to move/rotate 
the set of measurements as a unit. See About the measurement log baseline, page 
144.

 l Show Total Station: Shows / hides a model of a total station along with the baseline.

 l Rotation. Use to change the measurement log's orientation. If the measurement log's 
orientation is relative to a point cloud or another measurement log, this is indicated 
here. In this case the Rotation control is disabled. See About relative positioning, page 
118 for more information.

 l Position. Use to change the measurement log offset. If the measurement log's position 
is relative to a point cloud or another measurement log, this is indicated here. In this 
case the Position values are read-only. See About relative positioning, page 118 for 
more information.
NOTE – If the measurement log's position / rotation is relative to a point cloud or 
another measurement log, the baseline grips on the scene canvas are also disabled. 
See About the measurement log baseline, page 144 for more information.

 l Measurement log meta data. The measurement log meta data section at the bottom of 
the Properties panel contains information about the conditions at the scene (Incident 
Info), and about the parties responsible for recording the measurements (Measured 
By...). Each measurement log has its own meta data information. This information is 
included when printing a measurement log.

Working with measurement logs

Removing a measurement log

To remove a measurement log, select it by one of the following methods:

 l clicking its baseline in the scene

 l clicking any one of the points in the log in the scene

 l selecting the log from the Layers manager. (See The Layers manager: working with 
layers, page 22 for more information).

In the Layers manager, click .
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Working with multiple measurement logs

You can easily work with multiple sets of measurements. Each time a measurements set is 
created or imported, a new tab is added to the Measurement Logs grid window.

To switch between measurement sets, click the tab in the Measurement Logs grid window 
for the log you want to work with. The Measurement Logs grid window can stay open even 
if other scene objects are selected; at the bottom of the Measurement Logs grid window, 
select Keep this window open.

Printing and exporting measurement data

Reveal provides special printouts for measurement data. When you print measurement 
data, the active measurement log's data is printed. To print and export measurement 
data:

 1. Select the log object in the scene or from the Layers manager (see The Layers 
manager: working with layers, page 22 for more information).

 2. In the measurement log Properties panel, select the Actions tab. 

 3. Select the option you want to use:

 l Export to CSV. Reveal can export the measurement log to a comma separated file, 
in the format:

[point number],[x],[y],[z],[code],[description],[line],[notes].

When you click Export to CSV, an export dialog opens; name and specify a 
destination folder for the exported file.

 l Print Point List prints all the measurement points in the measurement log. This 
printout also include the meta data information (if any) associated with the 
measurement log. (See Measurement log meta data for more information).

 l Print Raw Data prints the raw data that was imported to create the measurement 
log. (See About raw data, page 141 for more information).

Working with measurement points

Selecting measurement points

To select a measurement point, do either of the following:

 l Click the measurement point in the scene; the corresponding point row is highlighted 
in the Measurement Logs grid and the grid scrolls (if necessary) to bring the point into 
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view.

 l Click the point in the Measurement Logs grid. You can click anywhere in a row to select 
the point.

TIP – In the Measurement Logs grid, hold down the Ctrl key to select multiple points, or 
hold down the Shift key to select a range of points.

Editing measurement points

To edit measurement points, click a cell in the point's row in the Measurement Logs grid. If 
the cell is editable, a cursor blinks in the cell, and you can edit the value.

 l You can edit manual measurement logs (X, Y, Z coordinate points).

 l You cannot edit the  X and Y values of an imported measurement log; only the Z 
(elevation), code and description columns can be edited.

 l The Point column is always read-only, because the point numbers are assigned 
automatically.

 l If the measurement log contains triangulation points, the coordinate values are not 
editable, since the coordinates of each point are calculated using the triangulation 
data.

Navigate between cells using either the Tab or the arrow keys. When you press the Tab or 
right arrow key in the rightmost column, the cursor moves to the next row (i.e. the next 
point in the grid).

Inserting a measurement point

If you accidentally miss a point, you can insert a point between two existing points. Right-
click the point in the Measurement Logs grid before which you want to insert a point, then 
select Insert point.

A blank point is inserted before the selected point.

NOTE – You cannot insert points into a Triangulation measurement log.

Removing a measurement point

To remove a point from a manual measurement log, right-click the point in the 
Measurement Logs grid and select Delete point.

You cannot remove a point from an imported measurement log.

Re-ordering measurement points

You can change the order of measurement points in the Measurement Logs grid, for a 
manual measurement log:
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 l To move a point up, right-click the point and select Move up.

 l To move a point down, right-click the point and select Move down.

TIP – You can also move points using Cut/Copy/Paste. Right-click the point in the 
Measurement Logs grid, and select Cut or Copy. When a point is cut, it is removed from the 
measurements logs grid. To insert it elsewhere, click the point before which you want to 
insert it, then right-click and select Paste.

You cannot re-order points in an imported measurement log.

Hiding a measurement point

If for any reason you do not want a point to be visible in the scene, but want to keep it in 
the measurements log, you can hide it; right-click the point in the Measurement Logs grid, 
and select Hide this point.

Striking / Unstriking a measurement point

The Strike selected points and Unstrike selected points options are only available for an 
imported measurement log.

When using Capture in the field, if an error is made logging a point before a number of 
good observations are stored, you may not want to repeatedly use the Remove Last Point 
option to delete the points up to the 'bad' point. The Strike Point  option allows you to strike 
a selected point, retaining points that were logged after it. When the log is imported into 
Reveal, struck points are identified in the log so that you know not to use them:

In Reveal:

 l You may want to strike a point  if you realize that once in the office, a point measured in 
the field is invalid.  Right-click the point and select Strike selected points. The point 
remains in the list but is marked as struck (as shown above). Struck points do not show 
on the scene canvas and are not available to be selected.
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 l You may want to unstrike a point in the office if it has been struck in error in the field. 
Right-click the struck point and select Unstrike selected points. 

Creating lines from measurement points

Reveal can create lines connecting measurement points, based either on point codes or 
line names.

Creating lines using point codes

Reveal can create a line for each unique, non-empty point code detected in the 
measurement log. For example,  all points with the code EP1 can be added to a single line, in 
the order that they appeared in the log. Points with the same point code do NOT have to 
be contiguous.

To create a line using a point code, right-click a point in the Measurement Logs grid and 
select Connect points with common codes with a line.

NOTE – If no points in the log have a point code, this option does not appear on the right-
click menu.

Creating lines using line names

Reveal can create a line for each unique, non-empty line name detected in the 
measurement log. For example, all points with the line name EP(1) can be added to a single 
line, in the order that they appeared in the log. Points with the same line name do NOT 
have to be grouped together.

To create a line using a line name, right-click a point in the Measurement Logs grid and 
select Connect points with common line names with a line.

NOTE – If no points in the log have a non-empty line name, this option does not appear on 
the  right-click menu.

Exporting Ground Control Points and a Calibration File

 1. Import the .capture field data file into Reveal.

 2. Select the Measurement log object (A) , then on the Actions tab, select Export ground 
control points (B).
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 3. Select the points to export. By default this is only points you collected as control quality 
in the field. If you want to use other points you collected, deselect Only show points that 
were marked by field software as ground control (A).

 4. Name the ground control points (GCP) file and the calibration file (CALIB) (B), then click 
Export (C).
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Point codes are short text descriptors that are associated with measurement points to 
indicate what each point represents. 

For example:

 l a point representing the position of a stop sign might have the code SS.

 l points used to define the center line of a roadway might use the code SYL (solid yellow 
line).

These codes are typically associated with points at the time the measurements are taken, 
using data collection software (such as Capture or mFX) or a total station.

You can view points codes in the Measurement Logs grid window, in the column labeled 
Code. See About measurement logs, page 137 for more information.

Reveal can automatically create scene objects using these codes. You can control this 
process by creating / editing point code libraries. A point code library creates associations 
between point codes and the type of scene objects that each represents. See Using point 
code libraries, page 157 for more information.

Automatic object generation is based on a measurement log and a point code library. 
Reveal processes each point in the log, and combines the location of the points with the 
point code information to create appropriate objects at the correct positions.

For more information on measurement logs and point code libraries, see About 
measurement logs, page 137 and Using point code libraries, page 157.

 l Configuring Reveal to auto-generate objects, page 154

 l Generating scene objects, page 155

 l Objects generated from a Capture or mFX import, page 156

 l Using point code libraries, page 157
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Configuring Reveal to auto-generate objects

Object generation based on point codes can happen in two ways:

 l After the import process, select the measurement log to open its Properties panel. 
Select the Actions tab and click Generate Features.

 l At any time, right-click in the Measurement Logs grid window and select Generate 
features.

NOTE – See About measurement logs, page 137 for more information.

The Generate Features option is only available if:

 l The active measurement log is associated with a point code library. To associate a log 
with a point code library, first select the log by either clicking the baseline or any of its 
points on the canvas or selecting the log from the layer manager. Once selected, the 
log's properties panel opens; ensure Use Point Code Library is toggled on and the 
desired point code library is selected. See Using measurement log properties, page 145 
for more information.

If the option to use a point code library is disabled, then there are no point code 
libraries to use. See Using point code libraries, page 157 for information on how  to 
create one. 

TIP – Reveal can use a different set of point codes for each log.

 l The active log has at least one point with a code. If no points have codes, you will not 
have the option to generate objects using point codes.

Generating multiple instances of the same object type

In most scenes, there will likely be more than one instance of a particular object type. For 
example, a car accident scene may include multiple solid white road lines. To indicate which 
codes go with which line, append a number to the end of the point code. For instance: 

 l if the code SWL is  used to generate solid white road lines, points marked with SWL1 will 
be used to generate the same line, in the order they are encountered.

 l points marked with SWL2 will be used to generate a second line

All points with no appended number are treated as a separate object.

Property values for generated objects

When defining an association between a point code and a scene object, you can specify 
initial property values for the generated object, such as color, size and so forth. It’s possible 
to have different codes generate the same type of object but with different properties.
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For example, you might create the code YSL that with the color property set to yellow, and 
another code WSL with the color property set to white. Both codes  generate a solid road 
line, but the line generated by the first code is yellow, while the line generated by the 
second code is white.

Generating scene objects

Generated scene objects can be broken down, very generally, into symbols and lines.

 l Symbols are objects like cars, signs, or street lights.

 l Lines are objects like painted road lines, sidewalks, hedges, or a series of traffic cones.

Symbols

Symbol object generation in its simplest form involves a single data log point, where the 
location of the point is used to set the position of the generated object.

For example, a data log point has the point code AV, and this code is associated with the 
standing avatar object. When Reveal encounters this point, it creates a standing avatar 
object, and positions it over this point.

Some objects support automatically settings dimensions or rotation using additional 
points. For example, the streetlight object supports the use of an additional point to define 
its rotation. This ensures that when the streetlight is created, it will overhang the road 
properly. Refer to the relevant section in this Help for each object type to determine what 
additional properties each supports.

If Reveal encounters more data points than are required to generate an object, the 
additional points are ignored. This gives you the freedom to record additional detail 
without affecting object generation.

Lines

Line generation requires at least 2 points. All data points that have the same (numbered) 
point code are added to the line, in the order they are encountered.

You can specify that a line segment should be curved by appending the curve indicator to 
the appropriate point code.

 l The curve indicator is one (or more) characters which, when appended to a point code, 
indicate that the corresponding line segment should be curved.

 l By default, the curve indicator is C, but you can choose a different character (or series 
of characters) when you set up your point code library.

 l Marking a data log point as curved affects the previous line segment.
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 l When using numbered point codes to distinguish between different objects, the 
relative order of the number and the curve indicator does not matter. For example, 
SYL1C is interpreted the same as SYLC1.

Default line generation for unrecognized point codes

If Reveal encounters a series of points that all have the same point code, but the code does 
not exist in the point code library, it will generate a combiline only if the codes are 
numbered. For example, if the code SW does not exist in the point code library, when 
Reveal encounters points coded with SW only, no line will connect these points. However, a 
series of points marked SW1 will be connected with a line, and similarly, points marked SW2 
will be connected with a second line. These lines will have the default color and zero 
thickness.

Objects generated from a Capture or mFX import

Reveal treats points imported from Capture or mFX in a special way when it comes to 
generating scene objects.

 l When creating linework with either Capture or mFX , you do not need to append 
numbers to the end of point codes to distinguish different lines from each other, since 
Capture and mFX keep track of which points belong to which lines. As such, these 
imported points don’t usually have numbered point codes.

However, any point that belongs to a line will have a line name associated with it, which 
you can see in the Line column of the Measurement Logs grid window. (See About 
measurement logs, page 137 for more information.). These line names are 
automatically created by mFX, and consist of the base point code followed by a line 
number in parentheses. The appended line number is used to distinguish which points 
belong to which lines.

 l When Reveal generates scene objects from points imported from mFX, Reveal checks 
the line name of each point. If the point is part of an Capture / mFX line, this line name is 
used when generating scene objects. If a point has no line information, then Reveal 
uses its point code.

CAUTION – If you are using a point code library to generate scene objects from a 
Capture / mFX scene, you should deselect the option to import lines in the Capture / 
mFX import wizard, otherwise two sets of lines will be created.
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Using point code libraries

To work with point code libraries:

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select 
Measurements then click Point Code Libraries. The Point Code Library Wizard opens.

 2. If:

 l no libraries exist, enter a library name to create a library.

 l any point code libraries already exist, the first screen  of the wizard shows these. 
Select the required option:

 l Create a new library.

 l  Edit an existing library.

 l Remove a library.

 l Export a library.

 3. Click Next to work through the wizard.

When you add or edit a point code library, you can change the name of the library, change 
the curve marker, and edit feature codes.

TIP – A curve marker is one (or more) characters which, when appended to a point code, 
indicate that the corresponding line segment should be curved. If left turned off, Reveal 
does not automatically curve any line segments, and does not extract the curve marker 
from point codes. By default, the curve marker is C, but you can specify a different letter or 
series of letters if required.

Managing point codes in a library

Managing point codes can be complicated. When you create or edit a library, the Defining 
point codes of library step appears as you work through the wizard. The following explains 
the particulars of this step.

 l To add new codes, click Add.

 l To edit an existing code, select the code by clicking on it, then click Change.

 l To remove an existing code, select the code by clicking on it, then click Remove.

When adding or editing a point code, the Point Code editor opens:

 l The Code is the short text descriptor that is used to associate a measurement point 
with a real world object. This is the value that displays in the Code column of the 
Measurement Logs grid (see About measurement logs, page 137 for more 
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information). There is no maximum length to this code, but it is recommended to keep 
these codes as short as possible.

 l The Description is optional, and is a longer description of what the code represents.

 l Generated feature is optional, and allows you to associate the point code with a Reveal 
object type. Reveal can use this information to automatically generate a scene object 
when it encounters this code in a measurement log.

To choose / change the object type, click ... at the end of the dropdown field. The 
Choose Feature Type window allows you to select from a variety of lines and objects:

When you have selected a scene object for the point code, the Point Code editor 
displays properties for the selected object.

 l Some scene objects have specific Feature Generation Options. See the table below 
for examples.

 l Click Advanced to expand the  properties for the selected object. These will differ 
depending on the selected object. 

Change the properties as required, from top to bottom. 

When Reveal generates a scene object based on the point code, properties set here 
are applied to the generated object.

The following are examples of objects that use their Feature Generation Options of using 
one or more points to generate objects in a specific manner.

Ellipse / Filled Ellipse You can use a second point to define the radius of an 
ellipse. Shows in the Measurement Logs grid:

Rectangle / Filled Rectangle When generating a rectangle, Reveal can use up to 4 
points to define dimensions and rotation:

 l The first 2 points define the length, yaw, and pitch 
of the rectangle
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 l A third point defines the width and roll

 l A fourth point adds extrusion

Notice that the points defining width and extrusion 
don’t have to be at a corner.

Fences Points can be used to define the height of the fence 
posts, as well as post spacing.

 l If you select Points define post height, the post 
height is set based on the distance between the 
first 2 points. The relative order of these points 
doesn’t matter. You can shoot the top of the post, 
then the bottom, or vice versa. However, the rest 
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of the points are assumed to be at the base of the 
fence.

 l If you select Points define spacing, the distance 
between these points is used to set the post 
spacing for the fence. If you have also selected 
Points define post height, the distance between 
points 2 and 3 defines post spacing; otherwise 
points 1 and 2 define the spacing.

Road Lines You can use measured points to define the dash 
length of a roadline with dashes. (Selecting this option 
has no effect on roadlines without dashes.)

If the Points define dash spacing option is selected, the 
distance between the first two points in the line is used 
to set the dash length.

Smart Lines You can use a second point to set the object spacing. 
As an example, consider the traffic cones smart line:
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Parking Lot You can use points to define the stall width and the 
stall spacing:

Street Signs You can use a second point to define the pole height:
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A point cloud is the sum of thousands to millions of data points with each point containing 
position, color, and other pieces of data. A single point gives very little information, but 
together the points recreate a scaled 3D representation of a scene in the field.

Because point clouds possibly containing millions of points, they are usually too large to 
load into memory all at once. Reveal gets around this limitation by being frugal with its 
memory budget; it only loads points that are currently in view, and displays objects that are 
close up in higher detail than objects that are further away.

Use the Point Cloud settings options under Preferences to choose the amount of memory 
to dedicate to the software for this purpose.

When you navigate around in a scene containing a point cloud, you will notice how Reveal 
automatically discards “less important” points and replaces them with “higher priority” 
points. This process may sometimes take a few seconds, depending on the size of the 
point cloud, but you can continue to edit the scene while the cloud is updating.

See also:

 l Adding a point cloud to a scene, page 163

 l Positioning point clouds, page 165

 l Using point cloud measurement logs, page 166

 l Point cloud properties, page 168

 l Removing a point cloud from a scene, page 169

 l Using the Virtual Mapping tool, page 170

 l Working with Trimble X7 Scans, page 171
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Adding a point cloud to a scene

To add a point cloud to a scene:

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select 
Measurements then click Import Point Cloud. The Import Point Cloud... wizard opens.

 2. Select the point cloud file type using the dropdown.

 3. Depending on the cloud file format you select, a dropdown box with a list of 
measurement units may display. Select the measurement unit for the scale of the point 
cloud to import correctly (i.e. is a point cloud point at XYZ(1,0,0) measured in meters or 
feet).

 4. Click Browse... to navigate to the point cloud file.

 5. Select from the following options:

 l Cloud coordinates = scene coordinates: Points are loaded at the same x,y,z values 
created by the scanner.

 l Auto-adjust elevation: Reveal looks at the elevations of all the points in the cloud, 
and establishes the elevation of the ground plane by essentially determining the 
most common point elevation, then adjusts the elevation of the imported point 
cloud (visible in the Z field of the point cloud properties) so that the ground 
elevation is at 0 elevation in the scene.

 l Cloud coordinates are relative to: Links the point cloud to an existing measurement 
log. If the parent log is moved or rotated, the point cloud will rotate with it, so that 
its position relative to the parent measurement log is preserved. See About relative 
positioning, page 118 for more information.

 6. Click Start Import.

 7. When the import is complete, click Finish to add the cloud to your scene.

NOTE – A scene can contain multiple point clouds. See Positioning point clouds, page 165 
to merge two point clouds.

Using Point Cloud Snap

To use point clouds with drawing tools, enable Point Cloud Snap; drawing tools will “snap” 

to the nearest cloud point. To enable Point Cloud Snap, select it  on the quick access 
toolbar on the left side of the screen.
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Point Cloud Snap makes it possible to:

 l Position objects relative to point cloud objects:

 l Measure distances between cloud objects

When the current mouse position has successfully snapped to the cloud, a semi-
transparent green sphere shows on the scene.

Measuring distances between cloud objects

 1. Make sure Point Cloud Snap is enabled.

 2. Select the measurement tool you want to use.

 3. Record a distance measurement by snapping to points of the cloud.
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Positioning objects within a point cloud

 1. Make sure Point Cloud Snap is enabled.

 2. Drag the object you want to position “into” the cloud.  The object elevation is adjusted 
automatically based on the underlying cloud points.

See Working with shapes and models in a scene, page 43 for more information on adding 
objects to a scene.

Positioning point clouds

A Reveal scene can contain multiple point clouds.

NOTE – If the clouds originate from a Capture file, they are automatically positioned when 
imported, provided that the setup routine was done properly in Capture, and you selected 
the option Cloud coordinates = scene coordinates when you started the import (see 
Adding a point cloud to a scene, page 163).

To position two point clouds:

 1. Set your point size to Point Size Largest on the left tool bar. This makes the clouds in 
the scene look denser so that it is easier to click on common points.

 2. Switch to 3D view mode by either clicking Top Down at the bottom of the screen or 
pressing F3 on your keyboard.

 3. Select the reference point cloud. The Point cloud properties window opens.

 4. Select the Actions tab, then click Position Point Cloud. The Position Point Cloud window 
opens.

 5. Select three common points between the Reference and Moving Cloud:

 a. Click the Reference box next to Point 1. This turns off the Moving Cloud's visibility 
and keep the Reference point cloud visible.

 b. Navigate to and click on the first common point on the Reference cloud. Once the 
point is selected, a cross-hair shows at that position.

 c. Click the Moving Cloud box next to Point 1. This  turns off the Reference point 
cloud's visibility and keeps the Moving Cloud visible.

 d. Navigate to and click on the first common point on the Moving Cloud. Once the 
point is selected, a cross-hair shows  at that position.
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 e. Repeat the above process for points 2 and 3.

To reselect a point, click the corresponding box. All boxes should have a thumbnail 
once all common points have been determined.

 6. Click Calculate Position. This merges the Reference and Moving Cloud together.

 7. The Results window opens, showing the match results and RMS (Root Mean Square) 
value:

 l Good Match: Traffic light is green.

 l Partial Match: Traffic light is yellow.

 l Bad Match: Traffic light is red.

 8. Click OK to close the Results window.

Using point cloud measurement logs

One of the more useful advantages of point clouds is the ability to shoot evidence points 
using a mouse instead of a total station. In Reveal, point cloud measurements must be 
added to a point cloud measurement log . Point cloud measurement logs are special in 
that they always preserve the position of measurement points relative to the point cloud:

 l Moving or rotating the baseline of a point cloud measurement log will cause the 
coordinates of all points in the log to be automatically adjusted so that the points 
remain stationary relative to the cloud.

 l If the point cloud is moved or rotated, point cloud measurement logs will move / rotate 
along with it.

Adding a point cloud measurement log to a scene

To create a point cloud measurement log, the scene must first contain a point cloud. When 
the point cloud is added, do the following:

 1. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select 
Measurements then click Create Data Log. The New Measurement Log window opens.

 2. In the Log Type dropdown, select Point Cloud.

 3. Change other properties as required.

 4. If needed, enable Point Cloud Snap to snap the baseline to a point in the cloud. See 
Using Point Cloud Snap, page 163 for more information.
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 5. When ready, click a place on the scene to position a point cloud log. Continue to add 

logs as required. When all logs are added,  click  Select from the quick access 
toolbar on the left side of the screen, or press the ESC key, to return to Select mode.

Changing the location of a point cloud measurement log

You can move and rotate a point cloud measurement log, just like any other log. Often, it 
may be useful to have the baseline positioned relative to a cloud feature, like the corner of 
a room for example.

Here are some recommended methods for positioning a point cloud measurement log:

 l enable Point Cloud Snap (see Using Point Cloud Snap, page 163 for more information), 
and drag the baseline to its new location. With Point Cloud Snap enabled, the 
measurement baseline is automatically aligned to walls, floors, etc.

 l Take a measurement at the new baseline location, enable a snap such as  Line 

Snap or  Point Snap from The quick access toolbar, page 20, disable Point Cloud 
Snap so there is no conflict, and drag the baseline until it snaps to the measured point.

As the baseline is moved or rotated, the coordinates of any points contained in that log are 
automatically adjusted so that their absolute position (relative to the cloud) is preserved.

Taking a point cloud measurement

A point cloud measurement is essentially the process of adding a cloud point to a 
measurement log. Note that the coordinates of the cloud measurement are relative to the 
baseline position.

To add a point to a point cloud measurement log:
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 1. Select the log by either clicking it on the scene or from the Layers manager. The log's 
Properties panel displays.

 2. Select the Actions tab then click Add cloud points to log.

Point Cloud Snap is enabled and the mouse cursor should react with a green 
translucent ball when you mouse-hover over the cloud.

 3. Click any point of the cloud to add that point to the measurement log. When finished 

adding points, click  Select from the quick access toolbar on the left side of the 
screen, or press the ESC key, to return to Select mode.

Tips:

 l When adding cloud points to a measurement log, be sure to navigate close enough to 
the target object that it is shown at the highest level of detail (about 6 feet or 1.8 
meters).

 l When adding cloud points to a log, only points in visible scans are considered. To select 
the best point from all scans, make sure that all scans are visible.

 l To take a measurement with the highest possible precision, navigate as close as 
possible to the feature, and decrease the point size until the individual scan points are 
visible. This makes it easier to select the point that you want.

 l When navigating close to an object, it may be helpful to enable slow navigation; select 
Slow in the Nav Speed selector.

Point cloud properties

To access a point cloud's properties, select the point cloud from the Layers manager. The 
Point Cloud Properties window has the following options:

 l Position

If the point cloud's position/rotation is relative to a measurement log, this is indicated 
in the Properties panel. See About relative positioning, page 118 for more information.

In many cases, depending on how the scanners were set up when capturing the point 
cloud, it may be necessary to offset the cloud position. For example, if a scan is taken of 
the inside of a room, it makes sense to have the floor of the room line up exactly with 
the ground plane.

The easiest way to do this is to take a measurement on the floor, then use the Z 
coordinate of the measured point to enter a vertical offset for the cloud.

The cloud's Position values can be edited if required.
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When a cloud is moved, any point cloud measurement logs will move with it, so that the 
measured points keep their position relative to the cloud. Measurement logs that do 
not contain cloud points will keep their current position.

 l Rotation

In some situations, it may be useful to rotate the point cloud for easy viewing. For 
example:

 l An accident scene may look best if the main street is aligned east-to-west.

 l A point cloud is imported after other parts of a scene are created and the cloud 
needs to be positioned and rotated to match the scene.

To rotate the point cloud, use the Rotation control.

NOTE – If the point cloud's position/rotation is relative to a measurement log, the 
Rotation control is disabled. See About relative positioning, page 118 for more 
information.

To access actions for a point cloud, select the Actions tab. You can:

 l Position Point Cloud. See Positioning point clouds, page 165 for more information.

When a point cloud is present in the scene, two additional options are visible on the quick 

access toolbar under  (Wireframe), for:

 l  Scan Color Mode. Use to set the cloud color to True Color, Gray Scaled Intensity, Color 
Coded Intensity, Color Coded Elevation, Scan Color

 l  Point Size. Use to set the point size (Smallest, Small, Medium, Large, Largest)

Sometimes it may be useful to hide an entire point cloud so that it does not obscure other 
scene objects; use the layers manager to hide a point cloud layer. 

Removing a point cloud from a scene

To remove a point cloud from a scene, select it from the Layers manager and click .

See The Layers manager: working with layers, page 22 for more information.

Any data logs containing cloud points are retained.
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Using the Virtual Mapping tool

The previous sections (    Adding a point cloud to a scene,     Positioning point clouds,           Using 
point cloud measurement logs, and              Point cloud properties)  explain how to import a point 
cloud, and create a measurement log containing points selected from a point cloud.   

The Virtual Mapping tool is essentially a shortcut tool for this process that enables you to:

 1. import a point cloud if one does not already exist for the scene;

 2. create a point cloud measurement log if one does not already exist for the scene;

 3. add points to the measurement log at any time by simply clicking the Virtual Mapping 
tool.

To use the Virtual Mapping tool:

 1. On the main ribbon, select Measurements then click Virtual Mapping.

 2. The Virtual Mapping tool launches and checks that:

 a. the scene contains at least one point cloud. If it doesn't, you are prompted to 
import one.

 b. the scene contains a point cloud measurement log (i.e. the measurement log  Log 
Type is set to Point Cloud.  Virtual Mapping only works with logs of this type. You 
cannot add scan points to logs of other types.) If the scene does not contain a  point 
cloud measurement log, you are prompted to create one. Click Yes to open the 
New Measurement Log window; the Log Type is automatically set to Point Cloud.
NOTE – If you click No, the Virtual Mapping tool closes.

You can then position the measurement log in the scene, name it and select the 
layer you want it in.

 3. You can now add points to the point cloud measurement log; mouse-hover over the 
cloud and the mouse cursor will become a green translucent ball. Click any point of the 
cloud to add that point to the measurement log.

 4. When finished adding points, click Select from the quick access toolbar on the 
left side of the screen, or press the ESC key, to return to Select mode.

When your scene already has at least one point cloud and  point cloud measurement log, 
you can click the Virtual Mapping tool at any time to add more points to the point cloud log. 
If the scene already contains:

 l a single point cloud measurement log, and perhaps some logs of other types, Reveal 
automatically sets the point cloud log to be the active log.
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 l multiple point cloud measurement logs, you are prompted to select which log you 
want to add points to.

Working with Trimble X7 Scans

Reveal supports the import of Capture scenes which contain scan data from the Trimble 
Perspective module, using a Trimble X7 laser scanning system.

When you import a Capture scene that includes data from the Trimble Perspective 
module, the import wizard (see Importing measurements, page 138) has the following 
options :

 l X7 Scan Annotations. Select to import X7 scan annotations; they are imported as 
Attachment objects. This option is enabled only if there are one or more annotations 
on the X7 scan you are importing.

 l X7 Scans.  Select to extract X7 scans. A few steps on in the wizard, you are prompted to      
choose a destination folder for the extracted X7 scan files . All the X7 scan files will be 
copied to the selected folder once the wizard closes successfully.

NOTE – This step is only to extract the X7 data files to an output folder. Trimble 
recommends that you bring your extracted X7 files into the Trimble RealWorks Forensics 
software, where you can do general clean up, Geo-referencing, segmentation, 
classification or cropping. Once satisfied with the results in Trimble RealWorks Forensics, 
export the point cloud in a supported point cloud format (e.g. e57, las, laz) for import into 
Reveal. For import instructions, see Adding a point cloud to a scene, page 163.
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Reveal supports importing ortho photos. Supported file types are tif, png, jpg. 

NOTE – This feature is only available if you have a Reveal Advanced with Point Cloud license.

There are a few ways to do this:

 l Example 1: Simplest workflow, page 172

 l Example 2: Typical workflow using the Capture field software, page 173

 l Example 3 (a): Ortho photo and scene coordinates do not match, page 174

 l Example 3 (b): Import a second photo with the same coordinates as the first, page 175

Example 1: Simplest workflow

 1. Open a new Reveal scene.

 2. On the main ribbon (see The main ribbon, page 18 for more information), select 
Measurements then click Import Ortho Photo. 

 3. Select the required image file. 

 4. Select how you want to place the image in the scene:

 l If the photo was processed using ground control points from the scene 
coordinates, select Image Coordinates = Scene Coordinates.

 l If the photo has unknown coordinates relative to scene coordinates, select Place at 
Scene Origin.
NOTE – If Reveal detects that your photo has large coordinates that are too far 
away from the scene origin, this is the only available option.

 l If the  ortho photo and the scene coordinates do not match each other, but you 
have already imported another photo with the same reference coordinate system 
and you have done an adjustment on that photo using the workflow explained 
below in Example 3 (b): Import a second photo with the same coordinates as the 
first, page 175, select Set orientation relative to and then select the other photo you 
have already imported.
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 5. Click Start Import.

Example 2: Typical workflow using the Capture field 
software

In the field:

 1. Perform scene measurements using the Capture field software. 

 2. Fly the UAV and take pictures as needed.

 3. In Reveal or Capture File Converter, generate ground control points and a calibration 
file. See Exporting Ground Control Points and a Calibration File, page 151
NOTE – For the full How To Guide on Using Capture GNSS as Ground Control Points, 
see CaptureGNSS_GroundControlInPix4D.pdf

 4. Process your UAV photos with the required software (e.g. Pix4D), using ground control 
points and the calibration file from the Capture survey file export.  The ortho photo is 
created in the coordinate system matching the scene.

In Reveal:

 1. Open a new Reveal scene.

 2. On the main ribbon, select Measurements then click Import Data Log to import the 
scene.

 3. When you have points below 0.0 elevation (which is 99% of the time), you are prompted 
to Lower the ground plane. You should always lower the ground plane.

 4. On the main ribbon, select Measurements then click Import Ortho Photo. 

 5. Select the required image file. 

 6. Select how you want to place the image in the scene:

 l If the photo was processed using ground control points from the scene 
coordinates, select Image Coordinates = Scene Coordinates.

 l If the photo has unknown coordinates relative to scene coordinates, select Place at 
Scene Origin.
NOTE – If Reveal detects that your photo has large coordinates that are too far 
away from the scene origin, this is the only available option.

 l If the  ortho photo and the scene coordinates do not match each other, but you 
have already imported another photo with the same reference coordinate system 
and you have done an adjustment on that photo using the workflow explained 
below in Example 3 (b): Import a second photo with the same coordinates as the 
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first, page 175, select Set orientation relative to and then select the other photo you 
have already imported.

 7. Click Start Import.

 8. If you started with Capture scene coordinates (or any other coordinates in the Reveal 
scene before importing the ortho photo), when the ortho photo import is complete, if 
the elevation of the ortho photo is above the ground plane or any points in the scene, 
you are prompted to Lower the ortho photo. You should almost always lower the 
ortho photo.  If you leave the photo higher than the ground plane, any objects between 
the photo and the ground plane will not be visible in 2D top down view.

Example 3 (a): Ortho photo and scene coordinates do not 
match

Follow this workflow if you have an ortho photo and scene coordinates that don’t match 
each other.  For example, the ortho photo was processed in state plane coordinates and 
the scene was measured with a total station at arbitrary 0,0,0 coordinates.

 1. Open a new Reveal scene.

 2. On the main ribbon, select Measurements then click Import Data Log to import the 
scene.

 3. On the main ribbon, select Measurements then click Import Ortho Photo to  import the 
ortho photo. Select the required image file.

 4. In this example, as the photo coordinate reference frame is far away from the scene 
origin, your only option is Place at Scene Origin.

 5. Click Start Import.

 6. When the ortho photo import is complete, you have the  option to Position photo using 
control points.

 7. If you are prompted to lower the ortho photo to the ground plane, you should usually 
do so.

 8. The Position Photo wizard launches, enabling you to select three or more points in the 
photo, along with matching points from the scene. The photo will be adjusted to the 
scene coordinates when you are done:

 a. To match a pair of points, click the Point from photo box, and select a point from 
the photo. Then click the Point from scene box, and select a point from the scene. 
Click Next.

 b. Repeat for the second and third pair of points to match. You can match more point 
pairs if needed.
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 c. When you have matched enough points to solve the transformation, the wizard 
displays a solution and the average error for the adjustment; a red / green status 
message indicates the solution quality. If you are happy with the results, click 
Reposition Photo Now. If you want to add control points to improve the quality of 
the result, click Add … and repeat step a.

Example 3 (b): Import a second photo with the same 
coordinates as the first

If you have imported and adjusted a photo as in Example 3 (a), and you then import a 
different photo that is in the same coordinate system (for example they are both state 
plane or UTM coordinates), then you can position the photo relative to the position 
transformation you achieved in Example 3 (a).

 1. Follow the steps in Example 3 (a).

 2. On the main ribbon, select Measurements then click Import Ortho Photo to  import the 
second ortho photo. Select the required image file.

 3. Select Set orientation relative to and then select the original photo you calculated a 
transformation for.

 4. Click Start Import.

Your second photo is imported and matches the scene coordinates using the 
transformation calculated for the first photo.
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